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Gamaleldin Fathy Elsayed
A fundamental challenge of neuroscience is to understand how interconnected popula-
tions of neurons give rise to the remarkable computational abilities of our brains. Large
neural datasets offer promise, but they are perilous: they are too complex to be studied
with traditional single-neuron analyses, and thus require new analyses that can uncover
structure at the level of the population. However, since these analyses operate on large
datasets, our intuition whether structure is significant breaks down. Hence, we run the
risk of over-interpreting structure from the population data that may have a simple expla-
nation. Thus, with population analysis methods, there is also a need for methods that can
validate the significance of structure identified. In this dissertation, I discuss topics cov-
ering both the identification and the validation of structure in population data. In the first
part, I discuss novel methods for uncovering the computational strategy employed by the
motor cortex to flexibly switch between different neural computations. I demonstrate that
collective activity patterns of motor cortex neurons related to different computations are
orthogonal yet can still be linked, indicating a degree of flexibility that was not displayed
or predicted by existing cortical models. In the second part, I discuss a novel analytical
framework to rigorously test the novelty of population-level findings, given a specified
set of primary features such as correlations across time, neurons and experimental con-
ditions. This framework provides a general tool for validating population findings across
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Introduction
Classically systems neuroscience has focused on analysing single-neuron properties and
relating them to task parameters. For example, in sensory areas such as the visual cor-
tex, the work of Hubel and Wiesel 1965 showed that firing rates of single-neurons are
tuned to the orientation of bars in the visual scene. Following similar steps in the mo-
tor areas, researchers [Georgopoulos, Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Georgopoulos et al.
1982; Moran and Schwartz 1999a,b; Mountcastle, Davies, and Berman 1957] showed that
neurons are tuned to different movement parameters such as direction and velocity of
movement. These interesting discoveries of single neuron codes have set the foundations
for our understanding of cortical processing.
However, as recording technologies improved [Ahrens et al. 2013; Kerr andDenk 2008;
Kipke et al. 2008], allowing the simultaneous recording of many neurons, we realized that
neural responses are far more complex than we expected [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b;
Fetz 1992; Rigotti et al. 2013]. Although some neurons show direct relationships to specific
behaviour parameters, many other neurons encode a mixture of parameters, or respond
inconsistently to the behaviour [Briggman and Kristan 2008; Churchland and Shenoy
2007b; Druckmann and Chklovskii 2012; Kurtzer, Herter, and Scott 2005; Machens, Romo,
and Brody 2010; Mante et al. 2013; Meister, Hennig, and Huk 2013; Meyers et al. 2008; Ra-
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poso, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014; Rigotti et al. 2013; Rishel, Huang, and Freedman
2013]. This realization of the complexity of neural data has moved the field from merely
studying single-neuron codes to the collective investigation of neural population activity.
This approach considers neural computations as population-level objects that are instanti-
ated by interconnected neurons in brain circuits, and thus creates a need for new analyses
that can jointly consider the activities of many neurons and extract population structures
that give insights into the neural computation performed [Cunningham and Yu 2014; Gao
and Ganguli 2015; Stevenson and Kording 2011]. These analyses are very convenient as
they provide a summary of population activity, and hence help reduce the complexity of
the population data. However, since these analyses operate on high-dimensional data,
our intuition of whether structure within these datasets is significant breaks down [Cun-
ningham and Yu 2014]. Hence, we run the risk of identifying secondary structures from
population data that may have a simple explanation. This risk can compromise the va-
lidity of population findings unless data-analysis methods are backed by a second type of
analyses that can validate the significance of identified structures from population data.
My research and this dissertation focus on designing methods that cover both the
identification and validation of structure from population data with the goal of improv-
ing data analysis methods for the systems neuroscience community. This dissertation
is thus divided into two main parts each dedicated to one type of analyses. I focus my
application of these novel methods to help uncover the neural mechanisms that govern
the motor system. I try to advance our understanding of this system by studying the
different computational processes such as neural responses related to motor preparation
and movement generation, and their role in voluntary movements in various behavioural
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contexts. The methods developed in this dissertation are not restricted to the study of the
motor system and have proven to be useful to the study of population activities from other
brain areas. Thus, to show the generality of these methods, I also apply them to datasets
from other brain areas including Prefrontal cortex (PFC) during a working memory task
and Orbitofrontal cortex (a PFC region involved in value-based decision-making) during
a cost-benefit decision-making task.
In the first part of this dissertation, I develop methods to identify structures from pop-
ulation data that are consistent with the hypothesis that different cortical computations
are performed by specialized neural subspaces. I validate this hypothesis in motor cor-
tex data and utilize it to design a dimensionality reduction method that can separate the
activities related to different neural computations, and thus overcome the complexity of
mixed single-neuron responses. This separation of cortical computations also enables the
study of different cortical computations in a much larger variety of contexts than was
previously possible. I apply these analyses to motor cortex data during various tasks to
study the preparatory and movement computations.
In the second part, I develop a framework for statistical validation of population find-
ings. The null hypothesis that is tested by this framework is that population structures in
neural data are an expected byproduct of known primary features of the data such as tem-
poral smoothness of firing rates, neural correlations and tuning of single neurons. To test
this null hypothesis, I design novel methods to generate surrogate data sets that possess
the same primary features as the original neural data but are otherwise random. Struc-
tures within these random surrogate datasets then form the null model corresponding to
the above mentioned null hypothesis. I apply this framework to test population findings
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in data sets from different brain areas.
The methods in this dissertation and other endeavours to develop better data analysis
methods for identification and validation of population structure [Gao and Ganguli 2015;
Stevenson and Kording 2011; for a good review see Cunningham and Yu 2014] are indis-
pensable to the future of systems neuroscience. The need for these analyses is expected
to grow as data sets become larger and more complex.
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Reorganization between population responses of different
neural computations in motor cortex
This chapter discusses work from the following:
• (Lara et al. in review) with Antonio Lara, Mark Churchland and John Cunningham.
A.H.L. and M.M.C. designed the experiments. A.H.L. recorded the data. A.H.L. and
G.F.E. analyzed the data with help from J.P.C. and M.M.C. A.H.L. and M.M.C. wrote
the manuscript.
• (Miri et al. in review) with Andrew Miri, Claire Warriner, Jeffrey Seely, John P.
Cunningham, Mark M. Churchland, and Thomas M. Jessell.
A.M. and T.M.J. devised the project and designed experiments. A.M. performed the
experiments. A.M. analyzed data with assistance from C.L.W., J.S.S. and G.F.E. All
authors helped interpret data. A.M. and T.M.J. wrote the manuscript.
• (Elsayed et al. 2016) with Antonio Lara, Matthew Kaufman, Mark Churchland, and
John Cunningham.
G.F.E. designed and carried out the analyses and statistical testing, with contribu-
tions from J.P.C, A.H.L. and M.M.C. A.H.L. and M.M.C. designed the experiments.
A.H.L. recorded the data. M.T.K. recorded the array data and provided feedback on
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themanuscript. G.F.E., A.H.L., M.M.C. and J.P.C. wrote all aspects of themanuscript.
• (Miri et al. Cosyne abstract 2017) with Andrew Miri, Claire Warriner, Jeffrey
Seely, Gamaleldin Elsayed, Laurence Abbott, John Cunningham, Mark Churchland,
Thomas Jessell.
• (Lara et al. SfN abstract 2016) with Antonio Lara, Mark Churchland and John Cun-
ningham.
• (Lara et al. Cosyne abstract 2016) with Antonio Lara, Mark Churchland and John
Cunningham.
• (Elsayed et al. Cosyne abstract 2015) with Antonio Lara, Mark Churchland and John
Cunningham.
Neural populations can change the computation they perform on very short time scales.
While such flexibility is common, the underlying computational strategies at the popu-
lation level remain unknown. To address this gap, we examined population responses in
motor cortex during reach preparation andmovement. We found that there exist exclusive
and orthogonal population-level subspaces dedicated to preparatory and movement com-
putations. This orthogonality yielded a reorganization in response correlations: the set of
neurons with similar response properties changed completely between preparation and
movement. Thus, the same neural population acts, at different times, like two separate cir-
cuits with very different properties. This finding is not predicted by existingmotor cortical
models, which predict overlapping preparation-related and movement-related subspaces.
Despite orthogonality, responses in the preparatory subspace were lawfully related to
subsequent responses in the movement subspace. These results reveal a population-level
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strategy for performing separate but linked computations. This strategy allows the sepa-
ration of preparatory and movement activities at the population level, making it possible
to assess the internal neural events that precede movement in a much greater variety of
contexts. Furthermore, we observed similar reorganization between responses related to
skilled and unskilled movements, suggesting that orthogonalization of activity related to
different computations is a general strategy in motor cortex.
1.1 Introduction
A major challenge faced by the brain is to perform different computations at different
times using a fixed neural circuit. A canonical example occurs in the delayed-reach task,
where a population of motor cortical neurons – spanning both primary and premotor
cortex – participates in two processing stages. In the first stage, activity reflects neu-
ral processing during movement preparation [Churchland et al. 2006; Cisek and Kalaska
2005; Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Riehle and Requin 1993; Tanji and Evarts 1976; Wein-
rich, Wise, and Mauritz 1984]; we refer to this activity as the preparatory computation.
In a subsequent stage, activity reflects neural processing underlying movement genera-
tion[Evarts 1968; Georgopoulos et al. 1982; Moran and Schwartz 1999b; Wise, Weinrich,
andMauritz 1986]; we refer to this activity as the movement computation. We have previ-
ously argued that one purpose of the preparatory computation is to produce a neural state
(a collective pattern of activity across neurons) that determines how neural activity (and
thus muscle activity) evolves during the movement computation[Churchland et al. 2006,
2010, 2012]. There exist many further examples where the same neural population partic-
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ipates in multiple computations[Briggman and Kristan 2008; Druckmann and Chklovskii
2012; Kurtzer, Herter, and Scott 2005; Machens, Romo, and Brody 2010; Mante et al. 2013;
Meister, Hennig, and Huk 2013; Meyers et al. 2008; Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland
2014; Rigotti et al. 2013; Rishel, Huang, and Freedman 2013], often with response prop-
erties that change in complex ways. How can a single population of neurons subserve
one computation at one moment and another computation at the next moment? Does
the change in computation have a population-level signature beyond the surface-level
observation that neural responses have changed?
In the case of motor and premotor cortex, early models assumed a potentially straight-
forward relationship between preparatory and movement computations: preparatory ac-
tivitymight be a sub-threshold version of movement activity [Bastian et al. 1998; Erlhagen
and Schöner 2002]. Subsequent studies indicated a more complex relationship [Church-
land and Shenoy 2007b; Fetz 1992; Fu et al. 1995; Green et al. 2011; Hatsopoulos, Xu,
and Amit 2007; Rickert et al. 2009]. In particular, single neurons typically exhibit differ-
ent tuning (e.g., a different relationship between firing rate and reach direction) during
the preparatory and movement epochs [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Churchland et al.
2010; Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Kaufman et al. 2010; Wise, Weinrich, and Mauritz
1986]. Yet despite this seemingly complex reorganization of responses, multiple lines of
evidence argue that preparation and movement are mechanistically linked[Afshar et al.
2011; Bastian, Schöner, and Riehle 2003; Churchland, Afshar, and Shenoy 2006; Church-
land and Shenoy 2007a; Churchland et al. 2006; Ghez, Hening, and Gordon 1991; Riehle
and Requin 1993; Rosenbaum 1980].
Here we explore three basic population-level strategies that allow computations with
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reorganized neural responses, and that are compatible with the empirical complexity of
single-neuron responses. The first arises when neural activity during two computations is
independent at the population level. Sensory neurons commonly show independent tun-
ing for key features (e.g., direction and spatial frequency). By analogy, the motor cortex
populationmight encode one set of variables during one computation and an independent
set of variables during the next; an example in the motor system is maintaining posture
and executingmovement, where random changes in neural responses across these two be-
haviors strongly suggests the presence of independent computational processes [Kurtzer,
Herter, and Scott 2005]. This scenario yields a specific structure of activity across the
population. During the first computation, neural activity occupies a particular subspace,
defined by the response patterns and their correlations during that temporal epoch (Fig.
1.1a). Responses during the second computation are unrelated to those in the first compu-
tation, and neural activity thus occupies an orthogonal subspace during the second epoch
(Fig. 1.1b). The fact that responses are independent during the two computations is also
reflected in the pairwise correlation structure, which changes completely between epochs
(heatmaps in Fig. 1.1a,b).
A second type of population-level structure arises when the two successive computa-
tions are overlapping. In this scenario, both computations share a neural subspace (Fig.
1.1a,c). Neural responses may be simple or complex, but in either case the underlying
space – and thus the correlation structure – is to a large degree preserved across compu-
tations. A simple example comes from the oculomotor system where pre-saccadic neural
activity is a sub-threshold form of saccade-related activity [Hanes and Schall 1996; Schall
and Thompson 1999]. A more complex example is the two-interval discrimination model
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of Machens, Romo, and Brody 2005 in which sensory information is loaded, sustained,
and subsequently used to render a discrimination, all within a single neural subspace. In
a more nuanced example that is germane to the present work, Kaufman et al. 2014 found
that preparatory activity avoids key output-potent dimensions within the activity space
occupied during movement. This finding was interpreted as indicating that preparatory
activity occupies a subspace of the larger space occupied during the movement computa-
tion. The models of Churchland et al. 2012 and Sussillo et al. 2015 employ this same strat-
egy: responses during the preparatory and movement computations share some neural
dimensions, but preparatory activity avoids causing premature movement by avoiding a
few key dimensions that directly influence muscle activity. This series of studies thus
assumes overlapping computations.
A third type of population-level structure arises when two successive computations
are orthogonal but linked: different computations take place in orthogonal subspaces (as
in the independent case) yet are still linked and related (as in the overlapping case). In
this scenario (Fig. 1.1a,d) the neural subspace would change completely, yet there would
still be a consistent relationship between the neural states across the two computations
(e.g., the ordering of conditions is the same in Fig. 1.1a,d). The orthogonal but linked
strategy has been suggested in the context of rodent parietal cortex during amulti-sensory
decision [Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014], based on the observation that the
neural dimensions most strongly occupied during movement (a whole-body movement
towards a reward port) were quite modestly occupied during the preceding multi-sensory
decision.




























































Figure 1.1: Illustration of neural states and across-condition correlations for three hypo-
thetical neurons during two successive computations. (a) Activity of three hypothetical
neurons involved in the first of two successive computations. Each axis represents the
firing rate of one neuron and each dot represents the neural state for one of six condi-
tions. The activity of the three neurons occupies a subspace (green line) of the full space
of possible states. The heatmap shows the cross-condition correlation matrix: large val-
ues indicate that the relevant pair of neurons has activity that covaries across conditions.
(b) Population structure for the independent strategy. Responses occupy a different neu-
ral subspace from that in a and the correlation structure is changed completely. Further,
there is no particular relationship between the ordering of conditions in b versus that
in a. (c) Population structure for the overlapping strategy. The across-condition pattern
of neural activity changes across the computations: the set of dots is now in a different
order. However, the subspace occupied by neural activity remains the same and the corre-
lation structure is thus preserved. (d) Population structure for the orthogonal-but-linked
strategy. Neural activity occupies a different subspace and thus the correlation structure
changes. Yet, unlike the situation in b, the ordering of conditions is lawfully related to
that in a. In this example the ordering is identical, but activity is in a new subspace. (e–g)
Firing rates as a function of time for neuron 2 for the three types of population structure
described above. The colour of each trace indicates the condition identity. In time, the
first half of each trace corresponds to the first computation and the second half corre-
sponds to the second computation. Regardless of the type of population structure, the
response of this neuron changes in complex ways from one computation to the other.
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orthogonal-but-linked structure cannot be inferred from existing results. Complex
changes in single-neuron tuning [Churchland et al. 2010; Kaufman et al. 2010; Kurtzer,
Herter, and Scott 2005] are potentially consistent with all three scenarios, as is the find-
ing that preparatory activity avoids output potent dimensions linked to muscle activity
[Kaufman et al. 2014]. Yet as systems neuroscience increasingly examines the responses
of large neural populations, it becomes critical to characterize the structure of those re-
sponses [Cunningham and Yu 2014; Stevenson and Kording 2011]. Different circuit-level
mechanisms will produce different population structures, and it can be critical to know
which structure is present when analyzing data. For example, a common analysis ap-
proach is to train a decoder to predict key experimental variables during one epoch or
context and use that decoder to interpret data from another epoch or context [Meyers,
Qi, and Constantinidis 2012; Meyers et al. 2008; Tremblay et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2011].
This approach is appropriate in the case of overlapping structure, but not for independent
or orthogonal-but-linked structures. Finally, the interpretation of neural correlations de-
pends on the population structure. It is often assumed that groups of correlated neurons
cooperate to perform a similar function, but is that cooperation a static property, or is it
specific to a particular computation?
In the case of motor cortex, the majority of analyses and models have assumed that
preparatory and movement computations are overlapping. This assumption is made
by essentially all models of motor cortex activity, including dynamical systems models
[Churchland et al. 2012], networkmodels [Cisek 2006], and rise-to-thresholdmodels [Bas-
tian et al. 1998; Erlhagen and Schöner 2002]. As discussed above, even for models that
use a null space for preparation [Churchland et al. 2012; Kaufman et al. 2014], the neu-
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ral dimensions occupied during preparation are contained within, and thus overlapping
with, the movement dimensions. The assumption of overlapping subspaces is also implic-
itly made when the same population readout – e.g., a population vector [Georgopoulos,
Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Pearce and Moran 2012] or a population PSTH [Cisek and
Kalaska 2005] – is applied to neural responses across an entire trial. Yet some studies
have suggested independent preparatory and movement computations [Fu et al. 1995].
This could occur if preparatory activity reflects one set of variables (e.g., target location)
while movement-epoch activity reflects a different set of variables (e.g., muscle activity
or proprioceptive feedback). Although potentially compatible with existing data, the pos-
sibility of orthogonal-but-linked computations has not previously been considered in the
context of preparation and movement in motor cortex.
Here, we report that the motor cortex employs the orthogonal-but-linked strategy.
Motor cortex effectively acts like two different circuits, with largely unrelated correlation
structure during preparation and movement. Yet a simple linear transformation accounts
for the flow of activity from the preparatory subspace to the movement subspace. Thus,
despite single-neuron response complexity, the population-level structure is surprisingly
simple: motor cortex exploits separate subspaces when performing successive computa-
tions, yet those computations can be linked by a flow of activity from one subspace to
the other, just before movement onset. Our results thus reveal a population-level strat-
egy that is present when an area flexibly changes computations, but is not yet accounted
for by existing theories. Importantly, this strategy allows the separation of preparatory
and movement responses, allowing the study of preparation and movement in contexts
when it was not possible before such as self-initiated and urgently-initiated movements.
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Moreover, we found similar structure inmotor cortex data frommice evenwithin different
types inmovements (skilled and unskilledmovements), suggesting that orthogonalization
of different computations is a general cortical strategy. These findings indicate a degree
of flexibility that was not displayed or predicted by existing motor cortical models.
1.2 Methods
1.2.1 Subjects, task, and data recording
We trained two male rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) aged 8 and 12 years and
weighing 11 – 13 kg. Monkeys were trained to reach for targets to obtain juice reward.
All procedures were in accordance with the guidelines of the US National Institutes of
Health and were approved by the Columbia University Institutional Animal Use and Care
Committee.
Subjects sat in a chair facing an LCD display and reached with their right arm. We
tracked hand position using an infrared optical system to track a reflective bead temporar-
ily affixed to the third and fourth digits. Each trial began when the monkey touched and
held a central touch point for 450 – 550 ms (randomized). A small target then appeared
in one of eight possible locations radially arranged around the central touch point at a
distance of 130 mm. Following a variable (0 – 1000 ms) delay, reach initiation was in-
structed by a go-cue. For some trials the go cue was a change in the size of the target,
while for other trials the go cue was a radial change in target position. The purpose of
these two go cues was incidental to the present study, and data were averaged across all
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trials regardless of the identity of the go cue. Monkeys were required to begin the reach
with reaction times between 100 – 500 ms and to hold the target for 600 ms in order to
receive a juice reward.
After subjects became proficient in the task, we performed sterile surgery to implant
a head restraint. At the same time we implanted a standard recording chamber centered
over the hand and arm area of the primary motor cortex (M1) and the dorsal premo-
tor cortex (PMd) of the left hemisphere. Chamber positioning was guided by structural
magnetic resonance images taken shortly before implantation. We used intracortical mi-
crostimulation to confirm that our recordings were from the forelimb region of motor
cortex. Microstimulation typically evoked contractions of the shoulder and upper-arm
muscles, at currents from 5 A – 60 A depending on the location and cortical layer. We
recorded single neuron responses using a tungsten electrode (FHC) lowered into cortex
using a motorized microdrive. Spikes were sorted online using a window discriminator
(Blackrock Microsystems). We recorded all well isolated task-responsive neurons and no
attempt was made to screen for neuronal tuning for reach direction or any other response
property. Spikes were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 20ms
and averaged across trials to produce peri-stimulus time histograms.
For both monkeys, we recorded electromyogram (EMG) activity using intramuscular
electrodes from the following muscles: lower and upper aspects of the trapezius, me-
dial, lateral and anterior aspects of the deltoid, medial and outer aspects of the biceps,
brachialis, pectoralis and latismus dorsi. EMG signals were bandpass filtered (10 – 500
Hz), digitized at 1 kHz, rectified, smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with standard devia-
tion of 20 ms, and averaged across trials to produce peri-stimulus time histograms. The
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neural and EMG responses were then sampled every 10 ms.
For analyses based on correlation, PCA, subspace identification, and relationship be-
tween preparation and movement (i.e., all figure panels except Figures 1.1, 1.4a,b, 1.5c,
1.16) we followed the two pre-processing steps used in our previous work [Churchland et
al. 2012]. First, neural responses for each neuron were soft-normalized such that neurons
with strong responses had approximately unity firing rate range (normalization factor =
firing rate range+5). Second, the neural responses for each neuron were mean-centered
at each time as follows: we calculated the mean activity across all conditions of each neu-
ron at each time point, and subtracted this mean activity from each condition’s response.
These two preprocessing steps were also applied to EMG and simulated neural data.
In terms of outliers, there were two neurons from monkey A (none from monkey B)
that were active exclusively during the movement epoch (i.e., their firing rates were zero
during the preparatory epoch). Because correlation is not defined when a neuron has
exactly zero firing rate, these two neurons were excluded from all analyses except the
epoch-preference analysis below (where their inclusion is essential to avoid biasing the
result).
1.2.2 Epoch-preference index
Wemeasured the strength of tuning of neuron i separately for the preparatory and move-
ment epochs by calculating the maximum range of the neuron’s firing rate (across all
reach directions) in that epoch divided by the average firing rate range of neuron i across
all times; we denote the preparatory tuning strength and the movement tuning strength
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as Sprep(i) and Smove(i), respectively. To account for the fact that preparatory and move-
ment activity may have different average magnitudes (e.g., movement activity tends to be
stronger on average), we normalized the tuning of neuron i by the mean tuning across all
neurons ( Sprep or Smove). This normalization ensured that an index of zero corresponds
to a neuron that showed the average ratio of preparatory-epoch tuning and movement-





This index measures the preferential activity of a given neuron i during the preparatory
epoch versus the movement epoch. If the distribution of this index is significantly bi-
modal, this implies that there exists one subpopulation of neurons that is more selective
during the preparatory epoch than during the movement epoch, and another subpop-
ulation that is more selective during the movement epoch than during the preparatory
epoch.
1.2.3 Pairwise cross-condition correlation
To calculate the cross-condition correlation between all neurons during the preparatory
epoch, we grouped neural responses into the matrix P 2 IRNCT , where N is the total
number of neurons, C is the number of conditions and T is the number of time points
(all times within the preparatory epoch). Similarly, we grouped the neural responses dur-
ing the movement epoch into the matrix M 2 IRNCT (all times within the movement
epoch). The preparatory-epoch correlation matrix was obtained by calculating the corre-
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lation between the rows of the matrix P, and the movement-epoch correlation matrix was
computed analogously based onM .
1.2.4 Subspace overlap analysis
We performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the matrix P , treating each row
(i.e., each neuron) as a variable, to obtain the prep-PCs (10 PCs). Each PC is thus a di-
rection in N -dimensional neural space. Similarly, we obtained the move-PCs (10 PCs) by
performing PCA on the matrix M . In Figure 1.8a, we projected the preparatory-epoch
activity (P ) onto the prep-PCs and quantified the percent of variance explained relative
to the total variance of P (red bars). In Figure 1.8a, we also projected the movement ac-
tivity (M ) onto the prep-PCs and quantified the percent of variance explained relative to
the total variance ofM (green bars). This procedure reveals the amount of preparatory-
epoch and movement-epoch variance shared in the prep-PCs. The same procedure was
repeated for the move-PCs (Figure 1.8b). To quantify the amount of variance shared be-
tween the preparatory and movement population responses, in Figure 1.8c we projected
the preparatory-epoch activity onto the move-PCs (red bars, Figure 1.8b) and calculated
the sum of the variance captured. We did the same projection onto the prep-PCs (red
bars, Figure 1.8a) and calculated the sum of the variance captured in that space. We then






whereDmove is the matrix defined by the top 10 move-PCs. Cprep is the covariance of the
matrix P . prep(i) is the ith singular value of Cprep. Tr(:) is the matrix trace. The numer-
ator measures the amount of the preparatory-epoch data variance captured by the top 10
move-PCs. The denominator normalizes the alignment index by the highest amount of
the preparatory-epoch data variance that can be captured by a 10-dimensional subspace
(i.e., the preparatory-epoch data variance captured by top 10 prep-PCs); thus, the align-
ment index ranges from 0 to 1. Note that one may choose to define the alignment index
differently based on the amount of variance of the movement-epoch data captured by the
top 10 prep-PCs. However, the results will be consistent with any of the choices.
1.2.5 Identifying preparatory and movement subspaces
Here we aim to identify two mutually orthogonal bases, where one captures the prepara-
tory activity, and the other captures the movement activity. Traditional methods could
perhaps be modified to identify two orthogonal neural subspaces [Kaufman et al. 2014;
Mante et al. 2013], though this type of heuristic orthogonalization is known to be subop-
timal [Cunningham and Ghahramani 2015]. For example, PCA can identify one subspace
(e.g., move-PCs), and then may be reapplied on the null space of that subspace to identify
the second orthogonal subspace. This heuristic orthogonalization technique usually im-
plies arbitrary prioritization of one subspace to be better identified (in this example the
movement activity) over the other (in this example the preparatory activity). Thus, such
methods are greedy and are often sensitive to the relative amount of activity variance of
the two neural population responses and their dimensionalities.
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Instead, to identify the optimal preparatory and movement subspaces, we designed
a method that maximizes the sum of the variance of the preparatory-epoch responses
in the preparatory subspace and the variance of the movement-epoch responses in the
movement subspace. Specifically, we identified the preparatory and movement subspaces
by optimizing the following objective:












subject to Q>prepQmove = 0; Q>prepQprep = I;Q>moveQmove = I
where Cprep and Cmove are the covariance matrices of the neural activity during the
preparatory epoch and movement epochs, respectively. prep(i) is the ith singular value
of Cprep, and move(i) is the ith singular value of Cmove. Qprep and Qmove are the bases
for the identified preparatory and movement subspaces, respectively. We chose the di-
mensionality of Qprep to match the number of prep-PCs that capture  70% of variance
(dprep = 2), and we chose the dimensionality of Qmove to match the number of move-
PCs that captured  70% of movement variance (dmove = 4). This choice did not affect
the results (Fig. 1.11). The term Tr(Q>prepCprepQprep) represents the preparatory-epoch
data variance captured by the preparatory subspace, and Tr(Q>moveCmoveQmove) reflects
the movement-epoch data variance captured by the movement subspace. Computation-
ally, we employed recent dimensionality reduction optimization tools [Boumal et al. 2014;
Cunningham and Ghahramani 2015]. This method is novel in that it simultaneously iden-
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tifies the preparatory and movement subspaces while constraining them to be completely
orthogonal (unlike the preparatory and movement PCs, which are largely but not com-
pletely orthogonal). Additionally, the optimization objective is suitably normalized (the
singular values in the above objective) to be insensitive to the relative dimensionality
and amount of response variance in the two subspaces. This normalization is particularly
important in our case since the movement activity is stronger and typically has higher
dimensionality than the preparatory activity. Note that this method does not require an
initial denoising step as preprocessing, and does not require prioritizing one subspace to
be better identified over the other. In Figures 1.10a, 1.13, 1.15a,b, and 1.14, the identi-
fied movement subspaces were further rotated using the jPCA method [Churchland et al.
2012] to illustrate the movement-related oscillatory activity patterns.
1.2.6 Relationship between preparation and movement activities
To investigate the relation between neural activity in the preparatory subspace andmove-
ment subspace, we projected the population activity for all C reaching conditions onto
the preparatory subspace, and similarly projected the movement activity onto the orthog-
onal movement subspace. Xprep 2 IR2C is the matrix that contains the activity projected
onto the preparatory subspace at the end of the preparatory epoch (450 ms after target
onset). Xmove 2 IR4C is the matrix that contains the activity projected onto the move-
ment subspace at the middle of the movement epoch (100 ms after movement onset). To
investigate the relation between Xprep and Xmove, we fit the following linear decoder:

























Figure 1.2: Illustration of the dimensionality reduction method.
(a) Three examples illustrating the identification of two orthogonal subspaces using the
dimensionality reduction method developed in this work when the true subspaces are
completely aligned (left), partially aligned (middle), and completely orthogonal (right).
The green (heavy) dots are simulated data points belonging to one epoch and the red
(light) dots are simulated data belonging to another epoch. Dashed lines show the sub-
spaces identified by the method. Note the importance of the orthogonality between the
subspaces: when the true subspaces of data at different epochs are completely orthogo-
nal (right), the identified orthogonal subspaces are identical to the true subspaces. Thus,
each subspace is occupied only during its epoch, and accordingly each subspace must
have high variance during its relevant epoch, and low variance during the other epoch
(as shown in Figure 1.10b). This fact is reflected by the high separation index between
the data at the two epochs shown in the left axis of panel b (this figure). Note also that if
the true subspaces are completely aligned (left) or somewhat aligned (middle), the iden-
tified subspaces would be occupied during both epochs (this fact is reflected by the low
separation index between the data across the two epochs). (b) The separation index of
the responses in the identified subspaces (left axis, black). The horizontal axis denotes
the angle between the subspaces in the simulated datasets (averaged over 100 simulated
datasets). This index is the objective function that the dimensionality reduction method
maximizes (Methods). The separation index is maximal (equaling 1) when the data across
the two epochs are completely orthogonal. Note the high separation index (near 1) of
the real data from monkey B and monkey A, indicated by the red and yellow arrows on
the separation index axis, respectively. In blue (right axis), the alignment index (refer
to Figure 1.8c) of the simulated data at the two epochs as a function of the true relation
between the two subspaces (the black and blue traces are the average over 100 simulated
datasets).
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that links the preparatory and movement responses. We quantified the quality of the fit of
this decoder by calculating an R2 = 1  kXmove WXprepk2FkXmovek2F . We also quantified the gener-
alization performance of this decoder by performing leave-one-out cross-validation and
measuring R2 for test conditions that were not used to fit the decoder. The data R2 was
compared to a control distribution of R2 values obtained by shuffling each row of Xprep
independently and fitting the same linear decoder to predict Xmove.
1.2.7 Simulated data
Simulated neural responses (Fig. 1.8c) were generated using four previously published
models. The first model is a coding model. Neural responses from this model were a
linear function of different kinematic parameters. The responses during movement were
related to the hand position, velocity, acceleration and jerk, whereas during preparation
the responses were related to the reach end points and maximum reach speed. The sec-
ond model is a pattern generator model [Churchland et al. 2012]. A dynamical oscillator
generates the simulated responses during movement with oscillation phase and ampli-
tude determined by the preparatory activity. The model was optimized to produce the
empirical patterns of muscle activity. The third model (RNN1) is a non-normal [Mur-
phy and Miller 2009] recurrent neural network [Hennequin, Vogels, and Gerstner 2014].
The preparatory responses are simulated by the input phase that holds the network at
an initial fixed point. The movement responses are the dynamical evolution of the net-
work from this initial point. The network units are constrained such that units can be
either only excitatory or only inhibitory. The fourth model (RNN2) is a recurrent neu-
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ral network presented in detail in Sussillo et al. 2015. Similar to RNN1, the simulated
preparatory neural responses in RNN2 are related to the input phase and the movement
neural responses are related to the dynamical evolution phase. However unlike RNN1,
RNN2 units are randomly initialized and the network was explicitly optimized to produce
the empirical patterns of muscle activity, with strong regularization encouraging smooth
dynamics. We also simulated a feed-forward generator model to illustrate how activity
can flow from one subspace to an orthogonal subspace. These models are detailed below.
1.2.7.1 Coding model
The coding model stems from the classical view that the firing rates of neurons in the
motor cortex are coding different kinematic factors. The neural responses during move-
ment were a function of the hand position (p), velocity (v), acceleration (a), and jerk (j)
with the following relative sensitivities (position: 12:5, velocity: 10, acceleration: 1, jerk:
0:05). Responses r(t; c) at each time t and condition c were simulated by summing these
kinematics factors at each time with weights (s) drawn randomly from a uniform distri-
bution in the range from 1 to 1 and scaled by the sensitivities for each simulated neuron
as follows:
r(t; c) = pxpx(t; c) + pypy(t; c) + pp(t; c)
+ vxvx(t; c) + vyvy(t; c) + vv(t; c)
+ axax(t; c) + ayay(t; c) + aa(t; c)
+ jxjx(t; c) + jyjy(t; c) + jj(t; c)
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where px,py, and p are the position in the x-direction, y-directions and distance from reach
starting point, respectively; vx, vy, and v are the velocity in the x-direction, y-directions
and hand speed, respectively, and similar for ax, ay, a, jx, jy, j. Simulated preparatory
activity was assumed to be proportional to horizontal reach end point, vertical reach end
point, and maximum reach speed. This procedure will generate neurons with preferred
directions in the kinematics space as specified in previous literature [Georgopoulos et al.
1982; Moran and Schwartz 1999b].
1.2.7.2 Generator model
The pattern generator model simulates an oscillatory dynamical system that generates
muscle activity. This model has been previously proposed2, and is presented in detail in
Churchland et al. 2012. Two state space rotational planes with two different frequencies
were simulated. These two rotational responses were summed with different weights to
produce muscle activity (EMG). The oscillations were 90 degrees out of phase to mimic
rotational trajectories in the state space, and were windowed by a gamma function. Dif-
ferent reaching conditions were simulated by running the system from a different initial
condition, which corresponds to an oscillatory response with a different amplitude and
phase. However, the rotational frequencies and the relation between the leading and lag-
ging responses remained consistent for all conditions. These initial states were extended
back in time to simulate the preparatory neural activity. The initial conditions were op-
timized to fit the EMG activity at each condition via regression. The two oscillation fre-
quencies, the parameters of the gamma windowing function, and the system evolution
time were numerically optimized. The simulated neural responses were then a weighted
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sum of the underlying oscillations with weights drawn randomly.
1.2.7.3 Non-normal recurrent neural network (RNN1)
Simulated responses were generated from a recurrent neural network with non-normal
connectivity matrix, which has been proposed previously in Hennequin, Vogels, and Ger-
stner 2014. The weights matrix was initially sparse and random with half the columns
positive only and half the columns negative only. Then, the inhibitory (negative) weights
of the connectivity matrix were optimized according to the stability optimization proce-
dure discussed inHennequin et al. This optimization proceduremaintains the non-normal
structure of the network6 while stabilizing the network’s chaotic activity. Refer to Hen-
nequin et al. for full details of the model and the stability optimization procedure. The
simulated preparatory activity was generated from holding the network activity at an
initial fixed point, and the simulated movement activity was generated by freely running
the network from this initial fixed point. The initial fixed point was different for each
reaching condition. These initial conditions were chosen to generate network responses
with energy that matched the real evoked neural energy (the square norm of the vector of
firing rates at each time) as follows: first, we identified a ranked dictionary ofN preferred
states (N : number of units in the network) that evoke the most to the least energy of the
network. In other words, the top preferred state (x1 2 IRN ) evokes the highest neural
energy in the network; the second preferred state (x2 2 IRN ) evokes the second highest
neural energy, and so on. For a condition c, we assumed that the network initial fixed
point at that condition (r(0; c) 2 IRN ) is a weighted sum of all the preferred states. To
obtain the corresponding weights, for each condition, we measured the correlation coef-
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ficient between the real neural energy and the model energy evoked from each of the N
preferred states. We then picked the top 5 preferred states that evoked energy similar to
the real data and weighted them as follows:




where wc 2 IRN is the vector that contains the top 5 correlation coefficients of the net-
work energy with the real data energy at condition c. These initial conditions generated
network responseswith similar energy to the real data. In addition, the network responses
were rich enough to reproduce real muscle activity (EMG) with a simple linear read out.
1.2.7.4 Regularized recurrent neural network model (RNN2)
Simulated responses were generated from another randomly connected recurrent neural
network, described in full detail in Sussillo et al. 2015. The network responseswere trained
to generate EMG activity while regularizing the network responses to be as simple and
smooth dynamics as possible. The network activity was held at a fixed point during the
preparatory epoch. Then, a go signal turned on strong network dynamics simulating the
movement activity. Here we used the simulated data from Sussillo et al.
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1.2.7.5 Feed-forward generator model
The responses of this feed-forward generator model at different times (t) and different
conditions (c) were generated from the following dynamical system:
x(t+ 1; c) = x(t; c) + (Jprep + Jmove + gtJFF )x(t; c) + (1  gt)Bu(t; c) (1.5)





where xprep and xmove are the preparatory and movement latent variables. Jprep is the
dynamics matrix of the preparatory subspace (a leaky integrator), and Jmove is the dynam-
ics matrix of the movement subspace (an oscillatory pattern generator). JFF is the matrix
describing the feed-forward dynamics from xprep 2 IRdprep to xmove 2 IRdmove . We chose
the dimensionality of xprep and xmove to be equal to 2 (dprep = 2 and dmove = 2). The
feed-forward dynamics are gated by the go signal gt, which remains 0 at all times be-
fore the go cue and smoothly reaches a maximum of 1 right before the movement time
(step function smoothed with a 20ms standard deviation Gaussian kernel). B is the load-
ing matrix that loads the input (u) to the dynamical system; B is chosen such that the
only xprep is loaded with the input. For each condition c, the input u smoothly changes
from 0 to a value u(c) right after the target onset time and remains constant afterwards.
u(c) is chosen as the reach target position of condition c. The input is gated by (1  gt),
which deactivates the input during the movement epoch when preparatory computation
is no longer needed. C is a loading matrix that defines the relation between the simu-
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lated firing rates vector of all neurons (r) and the vector of dynamic latent variables (x).
For the simulated data in Figure 1.16, we used the following parameters for the model:
Jprep =













3775, and B =
2664 I22
022
3775. leak =  0:9, ff = 0:04, decay =
 0:002, osc = 0:014. I22 is the identity matrix of size 2 by 2, 022 is the zeros matrix,
122 is the ones matrix. The entries of the loading matrix C 2 IRN(dprep+dmove) were
chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of
50 (N = 127).
1.2.8 Sampling random subspaces
One reasonable explanation of the orthogonality between activities from two neural com-
putations is that it is expected from the fact that neural responses evolve in a high-
dimensional neural space (one dimension per neuron). Do random data – data that share
the neural covariance C with the real data, but are otherwise random – show this orthog-
onality? We estimated the neural covariance C from the real neural responses obtained
from data at all the times of the task. We developed a Monte Carlo analysis that sam-
pled random subspaces (1000 samples) in the neural space according to C . We used these
random samples to calculate the distribution of alignment indices (Fig. 1.8c). This distri-
bution reflects our baseline expectation for the value of the alignment index based only

















Figure 1.3: Random dimensions within data space.
Two toy examples: one demonstrating uniformly sampling random dimensions in the
neural space, and the other demonstrating sampling dimensions confined to the space
occupied by the data. The dots are simulated responses. (a) Sampling random dimensions
(200 gray lines). Note, the random dimensions uniformly fill the whole neural space (2D
space), but are not biased to the space occupied by the data (i.e., do not follow the data
correlation structure). (b) Data-correlation aligned sampling. Note that the random di-
mensions (200 gray lines) are more numerous in directions more heavily occupied by the
data, and thus the sampled random dimensions follow the data correlation structure.
The sampling procedures is detailed below. The null hypothesis implied by this
method is that there is a fixed correlation between neurons that governs the neural re-
sponses at all times [Sadtler et al. 2014]. This fixed correlation implies a fixed space where
computations can be performed. Our goal is to test if the orthogonality between specific
neural subspaces, such as preparatory and movement, is beyond what is expected from
randomly sampled subspaces within this space. Sampling directions uniformly in neural
space will depend mainly on the number of neurons recorded, not the correlation struc-
ture of the data. To overcome this difficulty, we developed a Monte Carlo analysis that
generated random subspaces aligned to the space occupied by neural data (preserving
this correlation structure). We first calculated the covariance matrix (C) from real neural
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responses across all times of the task. We then sampled random subspaces (valign) aligned









whereU andS are the eigenvectors and eigenvaluesmatrices ofC ,respectively. v 2 IRN×d
is a matrix with each element drawn independently from a normal distribution with mean
zero and variance one. orth(Z) returns the orthonormal basis of the matrix Z defined by
its left singular vectors. This procedure samples subspaces biased towards the space of
neural activity, such that the sampled random subspaces will have the specified neuronal
covariance structure C (Fig. 1.3). To calculate the distribution of alignment indices of
any two 10-dimensional random subspaces (d = 10), we sampled two sets of random







The distribution of random alignment indices (Figure 1.8c) is obtained from repeating this
sampling procedure 10000 times.
1.2.9 Orthogonality implies, but is not implied by, a change in tuning
Across cortical systems, a mainstay of neural data analysis has been to consider selectivity
or tuning [Georgopoulos et al. 1982; Moran and Schwartz 1999b] of single neurons. In the
motor cortex, many studies have shown that the selectivity of individual neurons changes
across different task contexts and across time [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Crammond
and Kalaska 2000; Kaufman et al. 2010]. In particular, selectivity often changes substan-
tially between movement preparation and movement execution11. Thus, one naturally
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asks: is the orthogonality between the preparatory and movement neural responses a
consequence of changing selectivity?
Here, we prove that change in selectivity does not imply that the population activity
switches from one subspace to an orthogonal subspace. To do so, we construct a coun-
terexample where data has zero average correlation between selectivity at one epoch rel-
ative to another epoch (different selectivity), yet the data in both epochs occupy a single
neural subspace. The response subspace of dimensionality d may be defined by the top
d principal components, which are the top left singular vectors of the data matrix. For
the sake of this example, we define two toy responses at two epochs (P andM ) that oc-
cupy the same neural subspace: let P 2 IRNC be the preparatory response matrix, with
P = V SpU
>, andM 2 IRNC be the movement response matrix with,M = V SmZ> (C :
number of conditions; N : number of neurons; U and Z 2 IRNd: right singular vectors
for P and M , respectively; V 2 IRNd: the shared left singular vectors for P and M ;
Sp and Sm are the matrices of d nonzero singular values). Note by design, the left singu-
lar vectors of P and M are identical, reflecting the fact that they occupy the same single
subspace. The correlation of the selectivity of the i-th neuron responses between the two











assuming for simplicity and without loss of generality that Pi andMi are mean centered
(i.e., Pi = 0 and Mi = 0) and with unity variance (i.e., Pi = 1 and Mi = 1). The average
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The above expression depends on the dot product between the right singular vectors of
P and M (U and Z). For example, if Z = U the average correlation between the two
responses is maximum ( = 1). If Z =  U the two responses will be negatively corre-
lated ( =  1). More importantly, if Z is in the null space of the columns of U the two
responses will be uncorrelated ( = 0). Thus, the responses P andM , which occupy the
same neural subspace, may have perfectly matched selectivity or mismatched selectivity.
Hence, selectivity mismatch does not imply orthogonal subspaces. To summarize, we can
create datasets that occupy the same subspace but have arbitrary selectivity, which shows
that differences in selectivity across computational epochs alone cannot explain the or-
thogonality between preparation and movement subspaces that we observe in the motor
cortex.
Nowwe prove the converse that the orthogonality between the preparatory andmove-
ment subspaces does imply that neural selectivity between preparation and movement
will be highly different. In other words, subspace orthogonality predicts that the prepa-
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ration and movement selectivity will be uncorrelated on average. As before, we define
two responses P and M. Unlike the above, P andM are now assumed to have orthogonal
neural subspaces. In other words, P = V SpU> and M = QSmZ>, where U , Z , Sp and
Sm are defined as before. V and Q are the left singular vectors, defining the neural sub-
spaces. Before, Q was equal to V implying a single neural subspace, but now we assume
that Q is in the null-space of the columns of V . This assumption reflects the fact that
neural subspaces of P and M are orthogonal. The expression for the mean selectivity















Thus, if the neural responses occupy orthogonal subspaces, the selectivity of neurons
across epochs is expected to be uncorrelated on average.
1.3 Results
1.3.1 Motor cortex responses during delayed-reach task
We trained two rhesus macaque monkeys on a center-out delayed-reach task similar to
the paradigm used in prior studies [Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Riehle and Requin 1989;
Wise, Weinrich, and Mauritz 1986] (Fig. 1.4a). Our task had similar conditions and geom-
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etry to our previous studies [Churchland, Santhanam, and Shenoy 2006; Churchland et
al. 2012]: reaches were made between a central touch point and a radial target displayed
on an LCD monitor placed in front of the monkey, while the hand was tracked optically.
Each trial began when themonkey touched a central touch point. After a brief hold period
(450 – 550 ms), a target appeared in one of eight radially arranged locations (Fig. 1.4a,
dashed circles). After a variable delay (0 – 1000 ms), a go-cue instructed a reach towards
the target. Only trials with a delay greater than 450 ms were analyzed. Both monkeys
successfully waited during the delay period and executed brisk, accurate reaches (Fig.
1.4b) with fast reaction times (monkey B: 252  46 SD ms, monkey A: 237  39 SD ms).
We recorded single-neuron responses (127 neurons from monkey B, 98 from monkey A)
from the primary motor cortex (M1) and the immediately adjacent region of premotor
cortex (PMd). We computed firing rates by filtering spike trains using a Gaussian ker-
nel and averaging across trials. We defined the preparatory epoch as a 300 ms interval
beginning 150 ms after target onset. This epoch started after preparatory activity had
developed, and ended before neural activity transitioned from movement preparation to
execution. We defined the movement epoch as a 300 ms interval beginning 50 ms before
movement onset, which is approximately when muscle activity begins to change. Most
neurons responded during both epochs and exhibited temporally complex responses (Fig.
1.4c). The four example neurons in Figure 1.4c illustrate that the condition with the high-
est firing rate during the preparatory epoch was rarely the condition with the highest
firing rate during the movement epoch. Indeed most neurons showed a wide range of
relationships between tuning during the preparatory and movement epochs. A key ques-
tion arises: if two neurons have similar response patterns in the preparatory epoch, do
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they also have similar response patterns during the movement epoch? If response pat-
terns change in similar ways, it would suggest that subspaces overlap across epochs (Fig.
1a,c). If response patterns change in different ways, it may suggest orthogonal subspaces
(Fig. 1.1b,d). Note that whether subspaces are overlapping or orthogonal does not hinge
on whether individual neurons display complex response patterns (Fig. 1.1 e-g), but on
whether sets of neurons that share a response pattern in one epoch tend to also share some
response pattern in the other epoch. To examine this question, the four example neurons
in Figure 1.4c were selected to have strongly correlated preparatory-epoch response pat-
terns: firing rates are highest for rightwards reaches and lowest for leftwards reaches.
The first two example neurons continued to exhibit correlated response patterns during
the movement epoch. This maintained similarity is consistent with the general idea that
neurons that are correlated are functionally connected and perform a similar role, which
will generalize from one epoch to another. However, this pattern was exceptional: most
other neuron pairs did not maintain their similarity across epochs. For example, neuron
90 and neuron 108 had very different patterns of movement-epoch activity. As a result,
the correlation matrix, which quantifies the correlation between all pairs of the four neu-
rons, largely changed between preparatory and movement epochs (Fig. 1.4d). We next
examined whether this was true at the level of the whole population.
Correlation structure during preparation and movement
We calculated the correlation matrices for the full neural population from each monkey


















































0 - 1000 ms
450 - 550 ms
Figure 1.4: Task and example neurons. (a) Events in the delayed-reach task. Monkeys
made reaches to one of eight possible targets displayed on a monitor. Dashed circles (not
visible to the monkey) indicate the possible reach-target locations. (b) Reach trajectories
and velocity profiles for monkey B. Thick traces denote the average trajectory across all
recording sessions, thin traces denote the average trajectories for 15 randomly chosen
sessions. (c) Responses of four example neurons. Each trace is the trial-averaged firing
rate during a reach in one of the eight directions. Trace colour indicates reach direc-
tion (shown in b). Red dot indicates target onset time. Green dot indicates movement
onset time. Grey horizontal bars denote the 300 ms preparation and movement epochs.
Black vertical bars denote 20 spikes per sec. (d) Correlation matrices for the four example
neurons during preparatory (left) and movement (right) epochs.
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the preparatory-epoch correlation matrix and used the same ordering for the movement-
epoch correlation matrix. For both monkeys, the correlation structure changed markedly
between preparatory and movement epochs. Indeed, when we plotted the entries of the
movement-epoch correlation matrix against the entries of the preparatory-epoch corre-
lation matrix, we found little relationship (Fig. 1.5b; R2 = 0:11  0:02 for monkey B,
R2 = 0:09  0:03 for monkey A). In other words, for a given pair of neurons, the sim-
ilarity of responses during the preparatory epoch is largely uninformative regarding the
similarity of responses during the movement epoch. This is particularly striking as the
two epochs are separated by only a few hundreds of milliseconds.
One potential explanation for the change in correlation structure is that separate sets
of neurons are active during the preparatory and movement epochs. To investigate this
possibility, for each neuron, we calculated an epoch-preference index (Methods). A neu-
ron that is active only during the preparatory (movement) epoch would have a positive
(negative) index. A neuron that is active during both epochs would have an index of
0. The presence of separate preparatory-only and movement-only neurons would result
in a bimodal distribution of indices. The distributions peaked near zero (Fig. 1.5c) with
no evidence for bimodality (Hartigan’s dip test; P = 0:89 for monkey B, P = 0:48 for
monkey A). Indeed, neurons with strong activity during only one epoch were rare. Thus,
preparatory and movement computations are not performed by separate populations of
neurons. We also repeated the analysis from Figure 1.5a,b including only neurons with
strong reach-direction tuning during both epochs. The change in correlation structure
was undiminished (Fig. 1.6).
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Figure 1.5: Preparatory-epoch and movement-epoch correlation structure for all neurons.
(a) Preparatory-epoch (left) and movement-epoch (right) correlation matrices for all neu-
rons formonkey B (top) andmonkeyA (bottom). Each entry in thematrix gives the degree
to which the response pattern was similar for the two neurons during that epoch. The or-
der of neurons is the same for the preparatory-epochmatrix and themovement-epochma-
trix. (b) The correlation for each neuron pair during the movement epoch plotted against
the correlation for the same pair during the preparatory epoch. (c) Histogram of epoch-
preference index, which quantifies the strength of neural activity during the preparatory
epoch compared with the strength of neural activity during the movement epoch (see
text). Positive values indicate that a neuron is more selective during the preparatory
epoch and negative values indicate that a neuron is more selective during the movement
epoch. The distributions are not significantly bimodal (Hartigan’s dip test; dip statistic
monkey B = 0:024; P = 0:89, and dip statistic monkey A = 0:036; P = 0:48).
1.3.2 Different computations occur in separate subspaces
The results above are inconsistent with the hypothesis that the population response occu-
pies an identical subspace during preparation and movement; in that case, the correlation
matrix would have remained similar across epochs as in Figure 1.1a,c (while the matrix
need not have been identical, it would have been similar in the technical sense of sharing
a similar eigen-basis; see below). Given the lack of similarity, there are three alternative
40


















































































Pairwise correlation (prep. epoch)
preparatory epoch movement epoch
Figure 1.6: Preparatory-epoch and movement-epoch correlation structure for strongly se-
lective neurons.
This figure shows the same result as Figure 1.5 but on the subset of neurons that are
strongly selective at both the preparatory and movement epochs (96 neurons monkey B,
79 neurons monkey A). We considered a neuron strongly selective during the prepara-
tory epoch if its maximum firing rate range across conditions during the preparatory
epoch exceeded 8 spikes per sec, and we considered a neuron strongly selective during
the movement epoch if its maximum firing rate range across conditions during the move-
ment epoch exceeded 10 spikes per sec. Additionally, we required the maximum firing
rate range for both the preparatory and movement responses to be greater than 1:5 times
the firing rate range of the neuron baseline activity (activity prior to target onset). (a)
Preparatory-epoch (left) and movement-epoch (right) correlation matrices for neurons
with strong selectivity during both the preparatory and movement epochs for monkey
B (top) and monkey A (bottom). Each entry in the matrix gives the degree to which the
response pattern was similar for the two neurons during that epoch. The order of neurons
is the same for the preparatory-epoch matrix and the movement-epoch matrix. (b) The
correlation for each neuron pair during the movement epoch plotted against the corre-
lation for the same pair during the preparatory epoch (R2 = 0:13  0:03 for monkey B,
R2 = 0:10 0:03 for monkey A).
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dimensions spanned by the movement activity. 
movement dimensions that are output potent.
movement dimensions that are output null.
  dimensions spanned by the preparatory activity. 
overlapping partially overlapping orthogonal
task-relevant dimensions.
Figure 1.7: Venn diagram of possible population structures that are consistent with the
findings from Kaufman et al.1.
That work found that preparatory activity avoids output-potent dimensions. The dimen-
sions spanned by the movement activity (large circle) can be decomposed to dimensions
that directly influence muscle (output potent; light green) and dimensions that do not
(output null; blue). Kaufman et al. showed that the dimensions spanned by prepara-
tory activity (red) are not contained within output-potent dimensions. Gray represents
other neural dimensions not relevant to the task. (a) The preparatory dimensions do not
overlap with the output-potent dimensions yet are fully contained (overlapping) within
other (output-null) movement dimensions. This structure is consistent with the generator
model of Churchland et al. 2012, and the findings of Kaufman et al. 2014 (see Figures 2
and 3b in that paper). (b) The preparatory dimensions are partially overlapping with the
movement dimensions. (c) The preparatory dimensions do not overlap with (are orthog-
onal to) the movement dimensions.
possibilities. First, the dimensions occupied during the preparatory epoch could overlap
with, but be a subset of, the dimensions occupied during movement. This proper subspace
strategy is employed by the model of Churchland et al. 2012 and was the interpretation of
Kaufman et al. 2014, who found that preparatory activity occupies dimensions that are or-
thogonal to dimensions in which neural activity resembles muscle activity (Fig. 1.7a). In
that interpretation, movement is implicitly gated by preparatory activity avoiding a few
key movement-epoch dimensions: the output-potent dimensions. Yet the preparatory
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dimensions were still assumed to overlap with (i.e., be contained within) the movement
dimensions. A second, related possibility is that the two subspaces could be partially over-
lapping, with some preparatory-epoch-only dimensions, some movement-epoch-only di-
mensions, and some overlapping dimensions (Fig. 1.7b). The third possibility is that the
preparatory-epoch and movement-epoch subspaces could be fully orthogonal (Fig. 1.7c).
No previous work has investigated these possibilities.
The above possibilities can be distinguished using principal component analysis
(PCA): the principal components are the eigenvectors of the un-normalized correlation
matrix (i.e., the covariance matrix). If preparatory-epoch and movement-epoch dimen-
sions are orthogonal, the preparatory-epoch principal components (prep-PCs) will cap-
ture little movement-epoch data variance and the movement-epoch principal components
(move-PCs) will capture little preparatory-epoch data variance. To identify the prep-PCs
and move-PCs, we performed PCA separately on the preparatory and movement-epoch
responses. By definition, the top ten prep-PCs captured a large amount of preparatory-
epoch data variance (Fig. 1.8a), and the top ten move-PCs captured a large amount of
movement-epoch data variance (Fig. 1.8b). However, the top ten prep-PCs captured
very little movement-epoch data variance and the top ten move-PCs captured very lit-
tle preparatory-epoch data variance. This finding reveals that motor cortex does not
utilize the preparatory-epoch dimensions during the movement epoch, and conversely,
movement-epoch dimensions are not utilized during the preparatory epoch. The above
finding indicates that the prep-PCs and move-PCs are close to orthogonal. We quantified
the degree of orthogonality by calculating an alignment index: the preparatory-epoch
data variance captured by the top ten move-PCs, normalized by the preparatory-epoch
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Figure 1.8: Percentage of variance explained by preparatory and movement principal
components (prep-PCs and move PCs). (a) Percentage of preparatory-epoch data vari-
ance (red bars) and movement-epoch data variance (green bars) explained by the top ten
prep-PCs. (b) Percentage of preparatory-epoch data variance and movement-epoch data
variance explained by the top ten move-PCs. (c) Alignment index for neural, random
and model data. For each pair, the two bars correspond to data from monkey B and A,
or to simulated data sets based on real data from two monkeys. Bars labelled ’random’
correspond to the distribution of indices expected from random dimensions within the
space occupied by the data. The last four pairs of bars were obtained from simulated data
generated from a coding model, a pattern generator model, a non-normal RNN (RNN1)
and a regularized RNN (RNN2). Stars for the neural data bars denote a significantly lower
index relative to both random and to all models (P < 0:001, one-tailed test). For random
data and models, the bars show the median index across multiple bootstrap resamples
and error bars denote the 95% confidence interval (based on the distribution obtained via
bootstrap).
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data variance captured by the top ten prep-PCs (Methods). If the prep-PCs and move-PCs
do not overlap, the index will be 0; if they overlap completely, the alignment index will be
1. For both monkeys, the index was close to zero (Fig. 1.8c) indicating that preparatory-
epoch and movement-epoch responses explore two near-orthogonal sets of dimensions.
Are the prep-PCs and move-PCs more strongly misaligned than expected if both were
random sets of dimensions within the space occupied by neural activity [Sadtler et al.
2014]? The higher the dimensionality of that space, the easier it is to find two random
sets of near-orthogonal dimensions by chance. To assess the baseline misalignment that
results from partitioning the neural space into sets of random dimensions, we randomly
sampled sets of ten preparatory-epoch dimensions and ten movement-epoch dimensions
based on the full covariance structure of the data (Methods and Fig. 1.3). The resulting
alignment index was higher than the index from neural data (Fig. 1.8c). Thus, in the
neural data, preparatory-epoch dimensions and movement-epoch dimensions are more
strongly misaligned than expected if they were random draws from the space occupied
by the data. This is particularly surprising because one might have expected that the two
sets of preparatory and movement dimensions would be actively aligned (more overlap-
ping than expected by chance) because of the presumed relation between preparation and
movement computations. In fact, they appear to be actively misaligned (closer to orthog-
onal than expected by chance). Do current models of motor cortex responses predict this
orthogonality?
We examined simulated population responses from four models of motor cortex: a
model that codes kinematics (coding model), a simple dynamical systems model [Church-
land et al. 2012] (generator model), a recurrent neural network with non-normal dynam-
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Figure 1.9: Percentage of variance explained by preparatory andmovement principal com-
ponents (prep-PCs and move PCs).
This figure shows the same result as Figure 1.8 but for multielectrode array datasets in a
more complex task structure. These data are precisely those analyzed in both Churchland
et al. 2012 and Kaufman et al. 2014 (see those papers for task description), providing a
key connection to those works. (a) Percentage of preparatory-epoch data variance (red
bars) and movement-epoch data variance (green bars) explained by the top ten prep-PCs.
(b) Percentage of preparatory-epoch data variance and movement-epoch data variance
explained by the top ten move-PCs. (c) Alignment index for neural and random data. For
each pair the two bars correspond to data from monkey J and N, or to simulated datasets
based on the real data from those two monkeys. Bars labeled ‘random’ correspond to the
distribution of the indices expected from random dimensions within the data space. Stars
for the neural data bars denote a significantly lower index relative to both random and to
all models (monkey J: P < 0:01, and monkey N: P < 0:001; one-tailed test). For random
data, the bars show the median index across multiple bootstrap resamples, and error bars
denote the 95% confidence interval (based on the distribution obtained via bootstrap).
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ics [Hennequin, Vogels, and Gerstner 2014] (RNN1), and a recurrent neural network with
regularized dynamics [Sussillo et al. 2015] (RNN2). All models produced single-unit re-
sponses that resembled those of the recorded neurons. However, none of the models
showed the orthogonality between the subspaces defined by the prep-PCs and move-PCs
that we observed in the neural data (Fig. 1.8c, alignment index for the data is significantly
lower than that of the models). With the exception of the coding model, the models above
employ a null-space gating strategy in which preparatory activity does not influencemus-
cle activity because the preparatory dimensions are orthogonal to the motor-output di-
mensions [Kaufman et al. 2014]. One might initially have expected such models to exhibit
little alignment, but in fact the reverse is true. Because the prep-PCs are fully (genera-
tor model) or partially (RNN1 and RNN2) contained within the move-PCs, these models
exhibit substantial alignment.
To ensure the robustness of these results despite differences in the task and recording
methods from previous datasets, we also analyzed datasets that we previously recorded
usingmulti-electrode arrays during a task paradigmwithmany conditions (different reach
targets and curvature [Churchland et al. 2012]; Fig. 1.9). The same result holds: the prep-
PCs and move-PCs were not only close to orthogonal, but were more orthogonal than
expected by chance (Fig. 1.9c).
1.3.3 Separating preparatory and movement subspaces
The unexpected degree of orthogonality between the prep-PCs and move-PCs opens the
door to new analysis approaches for understanding cortical computation. A common
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challenge in systems neuroscience is to independently study two related computations
or representations that are both present in the same neural population. A natural ap-
proach is to segregate the population into categories, but in many brain areas neurons do
not fall neatly into categories [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Fetz 1992; Raposo, Kauf-
man, and Churchland 2014; Rigotti et al. 2013]. Thus, this approach will fail in these
scenarios. In the present study, most neurons were active during both preparatory and
movement epochs, with no evidence of discrete categories (Fig. 1.5c). Our results suggest
an alternative approach. As preparatory and movement-related computations take place
in nearly orthogonal subspaces, it should be possible to isolate those computations by
projecting the full population responses onto the two subspaces, an approach similar to
that in Machens, Romo, and Brody 2010. It is noteworthy that this separation would not
be achievable in general: for example, all models in Figure 1.8 involve overlapping sub-
spaces, which would make it impossible to separate preparatory and movement-related
activity via linear projections. To achieve this separation for the data, we could have
projected neural responses directly onto the top prep-PCs and the top move-PCs as they
are naturally very close to orthogonal. However, the interpretation of population pro-
jections is simplest when the basis set is perfectly orthogonal. We therefore designed a
dimensionality reduction method that leverages the orthogonality between preparatory
and movement activities to identify two orthogonal sets of bases (Methods): one defin-
ing the preparatory subspace and the other defining the movement subspace. Using this
method, we identified two preparatory dimensions (which captured 68% and 70% of the
preparatory-epoch variance for monkey B and A, respectively) and four movement di-
mensions (which captured 66% and 73% of the movement-epoch variance for monkey B
48
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Figure 1.10: Separating preparation-related and movement-related aspects of the pop-
ulation response. (a) Projections of the neural population responses onto the two-
dimensional preparatory subspace (red traces) and the four-dimensional movement sub-
space (green traces). Light-to-dark colour shading corresponds to different reach con-
ditions (right-to-left). (b) Percentage of variance explained by the preparatory (red) and
movement (green) subspaces. The left pair of bars corresponds to variance captured dur-
ing the preparatory epoch. The right pair of bars corresponds to variance captured dur-
ing the movement epoch. Stars denote significantly higher variance (P < 0:001, boot-
strap one tailed test) with respect to random subspaces of the same dimensionality as the
preparatory and movement subspaces (NS, not significant).
and A, respectively). Most neurons contributed to both the preparatory and movement
subspaces. PMd neurons contributed slightly more to the preparatory subspace than did
M1 neurons, and M1 neurons contributed slightly more to the movement subspace than
did PMd neurons.
We projected the population response onto the preparatory and movement subspaces.
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Figure 1.11: Separating preparation-related and movement-related aspects of the popula-
tion response.
This figure shows the same result as Figure 1.10 but for a different choice of dimension-
ality for the preparatory and movement subspaces. (a) Projections of the neural popu-
lation responses onto the 10-dimensional preparatory subspace (red traces) and the 10-
dimensional movement subspace (green traces). Light-to-dark color shading corresponds
to different reach conditions (right-to-left). (b) Percentage of variance explained by the
preparatory (red) and movement (green) subspaces. The left pair of bars corresponds to
variance captured during the preparatory epoch. The right pair of bars corresponds to
variance captured during the movement epoch. Stars denote significantly higher vari-





















































































Figure 1.12: Separating preparation-related and movement-related aspects of the popula-
tion response (multielectrode array dataset).
This figure shows the same result as Figure 1.2 but for a multielectrode array dataset ana-
lyzed in both Churchland et al. 2012 and Kaufman et al. 2014 (a) Projections of the neural
population responses onto the 10-dimensional preparatory subspace (red traces) and the
10-dimensional movement subspace (green traces). Light-to-dark color shading corre-
sponds to different reach conditions (grey inset). (b) Percentage of variance explained by
the preparatory (red) and movement (green) subspaces. The left pair of bars corresponds
to variance captured during the preparatory epoch. The right pair of bars corresponds to
variance captured during the movement epoch. Stars denote significantly higher variance
(P < 0:001, one tailed test) with respect to 10-dimensional random subspaces (NS: not
significant). Readers familiar with Kaufman et al. 2014 may note an apparent difference
between this figure and Figure 4a of Kaufman et al. despite using the same data. We point
out that there is no inconsistency between these results. Kaufman et al. identified output-
potent dimensions by regressing neural activity against muscle activity. In order to test
their hypothesis, they performed their identification of subspaces blind to preparatory
activity, and therefore likely did not identify their subspaces perfectly. Here, we perform
our subspace identification informed by both preparatory and movement activity, and
therefore could achieve better segregation of preparatory and movement subspaces.
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Projections onto the preparatory subspace (Fig. 1.10a, red) were active (the neural state
varied across conditions) during the preparatory epoch but not during the movement
epoch. Conversely, the projections onto the movement subspace (Fig. 1.10a, green) were
active during the movement epoch but not during the preparatory epoch. To document
the strength of this separation, we quantified the variance captured (Fig. 1.10b). This sep-
aration could not occur unless preparatory and movement-related activities truly existed
in nearly orthogonal subspaces (Fig. 1.2), and thus it confirms the results of Figure 1.8. The
clean separation observed in Figure 1.10 was not sensitive to our choice of dimensionality;
for example, the same effect was observed if we considered ten-dimensional preparatory
and movement subspaces (Fig. 1.11). We stress that our subspace identification method
did not constrain each subspace to have low activity outside its relevant epoch. In fact, if
the subspaces occupied during each epochwere not naturally close to orthogonal, the sub-
spaces identified by ourmethodwould necessarily have been occupied during both epochs
(Fig. 1.2). These findings reveal that although preparatory-related and movement-related
activities are mixed at the single-neuron level, they can readily be separated at the level
of the population via simple linear projections onto the relevant subspaces. To explore
the robustness of this separation, we also applied this method to previously published
data11 (Fig. 1.12). A clean separation of preparatory and movement-related activity was
observed, and thus appears to be a very consistent feature of the motor cortex population
response.
We leveraged the separability described above to examine the evolution of the pop-
ulation response in state space in relation to three key events (target onset, go cue, and
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Figure 1.13: Activity in four subspaces in response to key task events. Each trace corre-
sponds to a different reach direction. (a) Responses during a 150 ms window beginning
at target onset. Data are shown for the neural population response (monkey B) projected
onto two dimensions of the preparatory subspace (top), for the neural population response
projected onto two dimensions of the movement subspace (second from top), for the top
two principal components of muscle activity (second from bottom) and for hand position
(bottom). (b) Same as in a but for the response to the go cue (during a 250 ms window
starting at the go cue and ending at approximately the onset of movement). (c) Same as
in a but for a 200 ms window starting at movement onset.
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Figure 1.14: Neural activity in four subspaces in response to three key task events (target
onset, go cue, and movement onset).
This figure shows the same result as Figure 1.13 but for monkey A. Each trace corresponds
to a different reach direction. (a) Responses during a 150 ms window beginning at target
onset. Data are shown for the neural population response (monkey A) projected onto
two dimensions of the preparatory subspace (top), projected onto two dimensions of the
movement subspace (second from top), for the top two principal components of muscle
activity (second from bottom) and for hand position (bottom). (b) Same as in a but for
response to go cue (during a 250ms window starting at the go cue and ending at approx-
imately the onset of movement). (c) Same as in a but for a 200 ms window starting at
movement onset.
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150ms after target onset (i.e., the early part of the delay period), neural trajectories spread
out in the preparatory subspace, and there was little change in activity in the movement
subspace (Fig. 1.13a). In addition, there was essentially no change in the activity in the
muscles of the arm and the monkey’s hand did not move. During the 250 ms interval
from the go cue time until the approximate time of movement onset, trajectories in the
preparatory subspace converged; by the end of that period, there was little difference
across conditions. Over the same interval of time, trajectories in the movement subspace
began to spread out and the muscles started to become active (Fig. 1.13b). During the 200
ms after movement onset, the neural trajectories in the preparatory subspace remained
converged, showing little difference across conditions, while the trajectories in the move-
ment subspace exhibited strong rotational structure (Fig. 1.13c). During this time, there
was robust muscle activity, and the hand was moving.
1.3.4 Link between activity in preparatory and movement subspaces
Thefinding that preparatory andmovement-related computations are performed in nearly
orthogonal subspaces might initially seem contradictory in the face of previous results
that preparatory and movement activity patterns are linked [Afshar et al. 2011; Bastian,
Schöner, and Riehle 2003; Churchland, Afshar, and Shenoy 2006; Churchland and Shenoy
2007a; Churchland et al. 2006; Ghez, Hening, and Gordon 1991; Riehle and Requin 1993;
Rosenbaum 1980]. Yet there is in fact no paradox: it is possible to transfer information
from one subspace to an orthogonal subspace, provided the appropriate dynamics are
present during the transition. This could allow motor cortex to employ a strategy similar
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to that outlined in Figure 1.1a,d, with the relationship between conditions being con-
served across epochs. To test this possibility, we examined neural trajectories during the
transition from preparation to movement, plotted in the 3D space spanned by the top two
movement dimensions and the top preparatory dimension (Fig. 1.15a). These were the
same dimensions as in Figures 1.10 and 1.13. Two hundred milliseconds before movement
onset (stars), the neural state varied across conditions in the preparatory dimension (Fig.
1.15a, vertical axis), but not in the movement dimensions (stars in Fig. 1.15b). As time
progressed, the set of neural states left the preparatory dimension (dotted traces in Fig.
1.15a) and entered the movement dimensions (solid traces in Fig. 1.15a,b). The transi-
tion from preparation to movement was not haphazard: the ordering of conditions in the
preparatory dimension was closely related to the ordering of conditions in the movement
dimensions.
We used linear regression to ask how well the pattern of movement activity could be
predicted from the pattern of preparatory activity. We considered the two-dimensional
preparatory subspace and a four-dimensional movement subspace. Subspaces were the
same as in Figures 1.10 and Figure 1.13. We used the neural state at the end of the prepara-
tory epoch (450 ms after target onset, before the go cue) in the preparatory subspace to
predict, using a simple linear decoder (Methods), the neural state at the middle of the
movement epoch (100 ms after movement onset) in the movement subspace. Despite the
simplicity of the decoder and the fact that preparatory and movement responses occupy
orthogonal subspaces, the quality of the prediction was quite high (R2 = 0:95 for monkey
B; R2 = 0:97 for monkey A; Fig. 1.15c). This relationship generalized well on test condi-
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Figure 1.15: Neural activity displays an orderly transition from the preparatory subspace
to the movement subspace. (a) Neural state trajectory during the transition from prepa-
ration to movement. Each trace plots the trajectory for one (of eight) reach directions.
Axes correspond to the top preparatory dimension and the top two movement dimen-
sions. Stars denote the neural state 200 ms before movement onset. Dotted lines denote
the neural trajectories during the transition, over the next 200 ms, from the preparatory
dimension to the movement dimensions. Solid lines denote the trajectories during the 50
ms following movement onset. (b) The same space as in a rotated to show only the two
movement dimensions. (c) Quality of fit (R2) of the regression between the responses in
the movement subspace (at the middle of movement epoch; 100ms after movement onset)
and the responses in the preparatory subspace (at the end of the preparatory epoch; 450
ms after target onset). (d) Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) for that same rela-
tionship. Stars in c and d denote a significantly higher R2 than shuffled data (P < 0:001,
one-tailed test). The shuffled data were generated by randomly shuffling the preparatory-
epoch responses across conditions. In both c and d, bars show the median and error bars
denote the 95% confidence interval of the shuffled distribution with 1; 000 random shuf-
fles.
preparatory and movement subspaces persisted during the entire movement epoch; the
R2 remained high even if we considered movement states at earlier or later times (data
not shown). Thus, the activity pattern in the preparatory subspace is closely linked to the
activity pattern in the movement subspace, consistent with previous studies [Afshar et al.
2011; Churchland et al. 2010], even though the subspaces themselves are orthogonal.
We constructed a highly simplified model (Fig. 1.16) to illustrate how some of the
basic features of the data – at both the single-neuron and population level – can be repro-
duced by a straightforward flow of activity from one subspace to another. This model has
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a modular architecture related to previous work [Gomi and Kawato 1993], where a con-
text switch controls the flow of information from one processing stage (the preparatory
computation) to another (the movement computation). The reaching goal (i.e., informa-
tion about target location) serves as the input to a preparatory subspace. For simplicity,
we modeled a two-dimensional preparatory subspace with simple leaky-integration dy-
namics: the inputs create a fixed point to which the neural state rapidly decays (one could
have included additional transformations or computations, but that is unnecessary for the
current illustration). Right before the movement onset time, the state is fed forward from
the preparatory subspace to the movement subspace, which then engages the dynamics
of the movement subspace (modeled as a two-dimensional subspace with rotational dy-
namics). The two computations performed by this model, although different, are linked
because the preparatory state establishes the initial condition of the movement-subspace
dynamical system, thus setting the amplitude and phase of the rotational trajectories dur-
ing movement. Movement dynamics are initialized by a brief temporal overlap between
the preparatory and movement activities, allowing a transient flow of information from
the preparatory subspace to the movement subspace. The behavior of this model is robust
to the length of this brief temporal overlap, within reason: if too short, then there can be
no flow of information across epochs (e.g., if preparatory activity has decayed before the
initiation of movement activity); if too long, preparatory activity acts as an ongoing input
to the movement space, rather than acting as an initialization.
Using this simplifiedmodel, we generated simulated responses for 127 neurons (Meth-
ods). Each neuron’s response was a random linear mapping of the four-dimensional
(preparatory and movement) latent state space. Single neuron responses from this model
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show temporally complex patterns, and the tuning of neurons tends to change across
epochs (Fig. 1.16b). In addition, pairs of neurons with similar response tuning during
the preparatory epoch (Fig. 1.16b) showed no reliable similarity during the movement
epoch (cf. Fig. 1.5a,b). Because in this model preparatory and movement computations
take place in different subspaces by construction, preparatory and movement subspaces
are orthogonal and the alignment index is low (0:04). Furthermore, since the prepara-
tory state is fed forward to the movement subspace (Fig. 1.16c,d), preparatory responses
accurately predict the upcoming movement responses: the R2 between responses in the
preparatory and movement subspaces was high (Fig. 1.16e,f), similar to the real neural
data. Thus, a very simple model can capture the single-neuron and population-level fea-
tures that we considered in this study.
This simple model is consistent with a basic principle embodied in previous models
[Churchland et al. 2010, 2012; Sussillo et al. 2015]: movement dynamics are initiated by
the preparatory computation [Churchland et al. 2006]. Yet in the present model, the initi-
ation of movement dynamics is performed indirectly through a feed-forward mechanism.
The flow of information from the preparatory subspace to themovement subspace is gated
by a strong non-linear mechanism (simulated directly as an all-or-nothing switch). It re-
mains unclear how such an effect would be mediated in a more realistic network model.
In particular, the model of Sussillo et al. 2015 resembled the neural data precisely be-
cause regularization produced dynamics with a good linear approximation. A challenge
for future work will be to build networks that retain this approximate linearity during
movement, while still embodying the strong nonlinearity required to suddenly transition
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Figure 1.16: Feed-forward generator model. (a) Diagram illustrating the model and the
computation it performs. The model consists of two latent dynamic subspaces (prepara-
tory and movement). The movement goal (that is, target location) is loaded into the
preparatory subspace. That preparatory subspace possesses leaky integrator dynamics
and the input thus produces a fixed point that is specific to each condition. At the start of
the movement, the state established in the preparatory subspace is passed to the move-
ment subspace via a feed-forward mechanism. This sets the initial state in the movement
subspace, whose dynamics are modelled as an oscillator. The dynamics of the prepara-
tory and movement subspaces are fixed; different movement-subspace trajectories result
from being passed different preparatory states, which in turn result from different inputs.
(b) Responses of two simulated neurons from the model using the same conventions as
Fig. 1.4c. (c) Neural trajectories from the model during the transition from preparation to
movement, plotted in the top preparatory dimension and the top two movement dimen-
sions using the same conventions as Fig. 1.15a. (d) Rotated view of c to show only the
two movement dimensions. (e,f) Same analysis as in Fig. 1.15c,d but for the model data.
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1.3.5 Conservation of preparatory activity across different movement
contexts
Voluntary movements can happen in a variety of contexts such as cue-initiated (e.g.,
delayed-reach task), self-initiated (e.g., reaching for a cup of coffee), or urgently initi-
ated (e.g., catching a falling cup). One fundamental question is whether there are general
neural events that are conserved across these contexts. Studies suggest that movements
are generally proceeded by preparation [Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Ghez et al. 1997;
Michaels et al. 2015; Rickert et al. 2009; Riehle and Requin 1993; Rosenbaum 1980; Tanji
and Evarts 1976; Wise 1985]. However, it is unclear if preparatory activity is similar or
serve the same role across contexts.
Many researchers study preparation in the cue-initiated context by using tasks with
explicit delay periods, duringwhich subjects prepare amovement while holding their pos-
ture. The use of a delay period allows the study of preparatory activity that is cleanly sep-
arated in time from subsequent movement activity; however, the extension of the study of
preparatory activity to other contexts is challenging. The main difficulty is that prepara-
tory and movement activities are mixed in single-neuron responses (Figure 1.4b), making
it difficult to study preparation beyond tasks that use an explicit delay period.
Since preparatory and movement activities occupy different subspaces, preparatory
and movement activities can be separated by projecting population data onto the rele-
vant subspaces (Fig. 1.17a-c). This finding can also be leveraged to study preparatory and
movement activities in the self-initiated and urgently-initiated contexts, making it possi-















Figure 1.17: Analysis of preparatory activity beyond the delay period (Figure adapted
from Lara et al. in review)
Monkeys performed the same set of reaches under three initiation contexts. (a) Cue-
initiated context. Trials started when the monkeys touched a red central point on the
screen. After a brief delay (450   550 ms) a red target appeared in one of eight possi-
ble locations (white dashed circles, not visible to the monkey) 130 mm from the touch
point. After a variable delay period (0   1000 ms) the target suddenly increased in size
providing the go-cue to initiate the reach. (b) Responses of an example neuron (neuron
88) during the cue-initiated context. Each trace is the trial-averaged firing rate during a
reach in one of the eight directions. (c) The components of neural response correspond-
ing to preparation and to movement are separated by projecting the responses of neuron
88 onto the preparatory and movement subspaces. (d) Self-initiated context. Trials were
initiated as above, but the central point was blue. Subsequently, a small blue target ap-
peared and gradually grew in size. Monkeys were free to initiate the reach as soon as the
target appeared on the screen. However longer waiting times were rewarded with larger
amounts of juice. (e) Responses of the example neuron in b during the self-initiated con-
text. Color shades (dark-bright) match the color shades corresponding to responses to
reach to different targets from panel b. (f) Similar to panel c, the components of neural
response corresponding to preparation and to movement during the self-initiated task are
separated by projecting the responses of neuron 88 onto the preparatory and movement
subspaces. (g) Urgently-initiated context. Trials were initiated as above, but the central
point was yellow. Yellow targets appeared in any of eight possible locations. The initial
appearance of the target was 40 mm from the touch point. Immediately after appearing,
the target moved radially outward. Monkeys had to initiate the reach quickly in order
to intercept the target before it reached the edge of the screen and disappeared. (h) Re-
sponses of the example neuron in b during the urgently-initiated context. Color shades
(dark-bright) match the color shades corresponding to responses to reach to different tar-
gets from panel b. (i) Similar to panel c, the components of neural response corresponding
to preparation and to movement during the self-initiated task are separated by projecting
the responses of neuron 88 onto the preparatory and movement subspaces.
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Figure 1.18: Preparatory subspace activity just before movement onset. (Figure adapted
from Lara et al. in review)
a) Data for monkey B. Eachmarker denotes the neural state in a two-dimensional prepara-
tory subspace (the two dimensions that captured the most variance) 70 ms before move-
ment onset. Tails plot 20ms of activity leading up to the key time. The three shapes show
states for the three contexts. Shaded regions plot a covariance ellipse for each triplet of
states. A different symbol shade is used for each target direction (light for right, dark for
left, as in Figure 1.17). b) As in a but for monkey A.
do that, neural responses were recorded from the same population of neurons but during
two novel reaching contexts (Lara et al., in review). In the first context, monkeys made
reaches to the same set of targets in the previous delayed-reach task but without receiv-
ing any go cue signal (Fig. 1.17d), whereas in the second context monkeys were under
time pressure to initiate their reaches as target moved quickly towards the edge of the
screen (Fig. 1.17g). In these two novel contexts, separation of preparatory and move-
ment activities can not be performed by defining temporal epochs because preparatory
and movement epochs are not controlled by the experiment (Fig. 1.17e,h) as in the tra-
ditional delayed-reach task (Fig. 1.17b). However, using the preparatory and movement
subspaces identified from the delayed-reach task, we successfully separated the prepara-
tory and movement activities in the self-initiated (Fig. 1.17f) and urgently-initiated (Fig.
1.17i) contexts.
By isolating the preparatory activity in these novel tasks, we can investigate whether
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preparatory computation is an artifact of the delayed-reach task or preparation is involved
also in self-initiated and urgently-initiated contexts. By investigating the projection of
the neural activity onto the movement subspace, we found that the movement activity
is highly similar in all the three reaching contexts (Fig. 1.17c,f,i). This is expected as
monkeys reached to the same targets in all the three contexts. Interestingly, by investi-
gating the projection of the neural activity onto the preparatory subspace, we found that
the preparation computation is not skipped in the self-initiated context and even in the
urgently-initiated context (Fig. 1.17c,f,i), consistent with the hypothesis that preparation
computation is a necessary process for movement generation [Lara et al. in review]. In
fact, the preparatory activity patterns were highly consistent in all the three contexts (Fig.
1.18c,f,i), suggesting that preparation serves the same role in all these movement contexts.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that motor cortex is a dynamical sys-
tem that generates rich activity patterns for muscles, and the preparatory computation is
needed to set the initial state of the system to produce the correct movement [Churchland
et al. 2012].
1.3.6 Orthogonality between population responses of skilled and
unskilled movements
Many studies have shown that M1 can affect the activity of muscles during a broad range
of motor behaviours [Armstrong and Drew 1985; Bretzner and Drew 2005; Fritsch and
Hitzig 1960; Graziano, Taylor, and Moore 2002; Griffin et al. 2011; Kawai et al. 2015;
Lawrence and Kuypers 1965; Otchy et al. 2015; Penfield and Boldrey 1937; Shmuelof
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and Krakauer 2011], which argues that motor cortex is crucial for motor control. Miro-
stimulation of motor cortex influenced muscles [Armstrong and Drew 1985; Bretzner and
Drew 2005; Griffin et al. 2011; Otchy et al. 2015], and neural responses are strongly corre-
lated with muscle activity in broad range of movement behaviours [Armstrong and Drew
1984; Drew et al. 1996; Kargo and Nitz 2004; Oby, Ethier, and Miller 2013; Schieber and
Rivlis 2007; Vargas-Irwin et al. 2010]. Despite the seemingly broad involvement of motor
cortex in motor control, other lesioning and inactivations studies of motor cortex demon-
strated that motor cortex may be only crucial for specific motor functions [Shmuelof and
Krakauer 2011]. For example, lesioning and inactivation of motor cortex only caused
deficits in skilled movements (e.g., grasping) leaving other movement behaviours (e.g.,
walking) intact [Alaverdashvili and Whishaw 2008; Drew et al. 1996; Farr et al. 2006;
Kawai et al. 2015; Passingham, Perry, and Wilkinson 1983]. This selective role of motor
cortex may be achieved by a similar population strategy as discussed in this chapter.
Thus, here we tested the hypothesis that there exist different neural subspaces of the
population activity specialized for skilled and unskilled motor behaviours. These sub-
spaces indicate a behavioural selectivity in the influence of motor cortical activity that
is mediated by changes in firing dynamics that permit the engagement of particular ef-
fector pathways. To test this hypothesis, we used neural responses recorded from mice
performing two motor tasks [Miri et al., in review]; one task required skill movements
(pull task), and the other task required unskilled movements (walking task) (Fig. 1.19a).
We performed the analysis from Section 1.2.4 on the mice neural responses to the
skilled and unskilled movements. We found a profound difference between skilled and
unskilled behaviour in the correlations between neuronal firing rates (Fig. 1.19b). This
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Walking task
Pull task
Figure 1.19: Different movement behaviours occupy different subspaces (Figure adapted
from Miri et al. in review)
a) Schematic depicting a head-fixed mouse during training of the precision pull behavior,
and the treadmill walking behavior. b) Correlation matrices for neuronal firing during
the precision pull task (left column) and treadmill walking (right column) ordered to clus-
ter together neurons with similar correlation patterns during pull (top row) and walking
(bottom row). Each row and each column correspond to one neuron, and so each element
is the correlation between one pair of neurons. c) Alignment indices computed for the
neuronal firing rates, permuted neuronal firing rates, and muscle activity between pull
and walk. Green bars show the means across 3 mice. d) Projection of population activity
from one mouse during pull (red) and walk (black) onto dimensions identified by their
differential variance capture.
reorganization of population responses reflects a significant change on the subspace oc-
cupied by the population responses during the two tasks (see alignment index; Fig. 1.19c).
One can see this orthogonality also by observing the neural trajectories of the skilled and
unskilled movements in their corresponding subspaces (Fig. 1.19d). These results suggest
that dedicating different subspaces for different neural computations may be a general
cortical mechanism for motor cortex.
1.4 Discussion
We investigated three potential kinds of population structure that could occur during
preparatory and movement computations. Different computations could take place (i)
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as independent activity patterns in orthogonal subspaces, (ii) in overlapping neural sub-
spaces, or (iii) in orthogonal-but-linked neural subspaces. We found that M1/PMd uti-
lizes the orthogonal-but-linked strategy. The population response occupies orthogonal
subspaces during preparation and movement. This finding was manifested in the large
change in pairwise neuronal correlations between the preparatory andmovement epochs,
and in the near orthogonality between the top prep-PCs and the top move-PCs. It was
therefore possible to isolate response patterns that were almost purely preparatory or
purely movement-related. This separation was accomplished via linear projections onto
orthogonal sets of dimensions – something that is possible only when preparatory and
movement subspaces are orthogonal and non-overlapping. Yet despite orthogonality, we
found that the activity pattern in the preparatory subspace accurately predicted the up-
coming activity pattern in the movement subspace. In fact, it was possible to view activity
flowing from the preparatory subspace into themovement subspace just beforemovement
onset. Critically, this flow largely preserved the relationship between conditions. While
the possibility that motor cortex uses this population-level strategy had not previously
been considered, these results agree with the longstanding hypothesis that there exists a
lawful relationship between preparatory and movement computations [Afshar et al. 2011;
Bastian, Schöner, and Riehle 2003; Churchland, Afshar, and Shenoy 2006; Churchland and
Shenoy 2007a; Churchland et al. 2010; Crammond and Kalaska 2000; Ghez, Hening, and
Gordon 1991; Haith, Huberdeau, and Krakauer 2015; Riehle and Requin 1993; Rosenbaum
1980]. Yet, the orthogonality between activity related to different computations allows
new opportunities to study preparation and movement beyond the traditional delayed-
reach task. We also observed this orthogonlaity even within movement-related responses
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when subjects performed skilled and unskilled movements, suggesting that specialized
neural subspaces is a general cortical mechanism for motor cortex.
A corollary of orthogonality between the subspaces is that the same population shows
fundamentally different properties during the two epochs. In particular, during one neu-
ral computation there may exist sets of neurons that share similar tuning. It is common
to interpret similarity of tuning as indicating a basic cooperation between neurons – two
neurons with similar tuning perform a similar function. Yet here the nature of that co-
operation changes completely in only a few tens of milliseconds. Two neurons that ap-
peared to be cooperative during one computational epoch show almost no tendency to
be similarly cooperative during other epochs. Thus, cooperation between neurons may
not be a fixed property of the circuit, but can change rapidly as the underlying compu-
tation changes [Briggman and Kristan 2008; Canolty, Ganguly, and Carmena 2012]. This
finding carries implications regarding how data should be interpreted and analyzed. For
example, basing an analysis or readout on the pattern of responses during one epoch may
fail to yield interpretable results when applied to another epoch. Yet orthogonality also
allows analysis opportunities that would not otherwise be available: in the present case
the ability to separate activity related to preparation from activity related to movement,
allowing independent study of each computation. We utilized that separation to study
the preparatory activity in novel reaching contexts including self-initiated and urgently
initiated movements, which demonstrated that preparatory activity is conserved and may
serve similar role across different movement contexts.
In cases when neural computations are related, how might two computations that
occur in orthogonal neural subspaces be linked? A potential answer to this question
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comes fromneural network theory, where the linkage could be achieved by a feed-forward
mechanism from one subspace to the other [Goldman 2009; Murphy and Miller 2009].
We implemented a simplified model of this strategy. This model produced structure that
agrees with the orthogonal-but-linked structure that we observed in the motor cortex
data: the preparatory state determined the subsequent phase and amplitude ofmovement-
period oscillatory activity, but only after a flow of activity from the preparatory subspace
into the movement subspace. This model is not a neural network and is intentionally
highly simplified, yet it exhibits a key feature (orthogonality of subspaces) that is not
present in any other model, including a recent dynamics-based model of activity in motor
cortex [Churchland et al. 2012] and large-scale network models [Hennequin, Vogels, and
Gerstner 2014; Sussillo et al. 2015].
The reason that prior conceptual and network models do not account for the present
results is that, in those models, the preparatory subspace overlaps with (is largely or
fully contained within) the movement subspace. The movement subspace contains both
output-potent dimensions that directly influence the muscles and many output-null di-
mensions that do not. Preparatory activity in those models occupies only the output-null
dimensions, but is still contained within the movement subspace. Thus, prior models as-
sume the overlapping strategy. The overlapping strategy emerges during model optimiza-
tion, and is a natural means for linking preparatory and movement computations while
preventing preparatory activity from directly causing motor output. Here it is worth
stressing a subtle but important point: prior models that exploit an output-null space do
not reproduce the large degree of orthogonality between prep-PCs and move-PCs, nor
was that degree of orthogonality anticipated in the context of empirical evidence, pre-
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sented by Kaufman et al. 2014 that motor cortex leverages an output-null space (Fig. 1.7).
Nevertheless, our present findings are consistent with the central message of Kaufman et
al. that motor cortex leverages a null space to avoid causing movement during prepara-
tion. Indeed, the orthogonality observed here necessarily implies (but is not implied by)
the null-space result of that work; if preparatory dimensions are orthogonal to the full
set of movement dimensions then they are necessarily orthogonal to the subset of move-
ment dimensions that drive muscle activity. We have also re-analyzed the datasets used
in Kaufman et al. using our current approach and confirmed that the present results hold.
Although previous models fail to reproduce our current finding, they successfully re-
produce many previously known features of motor cortex responses, including the ro-
tational structure present during movement [Churchland et al. 2012; Appendix A]. In
particular, the model of Sussillo et al. 2015 showed qualitative and quantitative similarity
to the empirical data in a variety of ways. A future goal will be to explore how modi-
fications of such models might allow them to also account for the present result. While
these modifications should be possible, they are unlikely to be trivial: in our simple model
the sudden transition from the preparatory to movement subspaces was achieved via an
explicit gate, and while networks could likely achieve the same effect using strong non-
linearities, it is not yet clear how this could be accomplished while also maintaining a
key point of agreement with the empirical data: the approximate linearity of dynamics
during the movement period. Our results thus provide a challenge to neural network the-
ory to explain how a single population can completely change its subspace and dynamics
between computations, while still showing smooth and well-behaved dynamics within a
computation.
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It is intriguing that motor cortex uses the orthogonal-but-linked strategy, given that
network models are capable of successfully producing muscle activity using the overlap-
ping strategy. Intuitively, the orthogonal-but-linked strategy may provide greater flex-
ibility or better learnability. Different subspaces may possess different dynamics suit-
able for different computations, including not only the computations observed within
our task but other computations necessary for other classes of movement. One possibil-
ity suggested by theoretical neuroscience is that large recurrent neural networks possess
reservoirs of component response patterns that can be combined to perform particular
computations [Maass, Natschläger, and Markram 2002; Sussillo and Barak 2013; Vogels,
Rajan, and Abbott 2005]. Each reservoir component corresponds to a dimension in the
high-dimensional neural space. Different computations can be performed by recruiting
(via inputs or via training) different (and thus orthogonal) components. This suggestion
is necessarily speculative, but such a strategy is plausible and would naturally lead to
different computations occupying orthogonal subspaces. A prediction of this hypothesis
is that orthogonality should be observed whenever two computations require different
components within the larger reservoir. This could lead to the orthogonal-but-linked
strategy when successive computations must influence one another, and the indepen-
dent strategy when they should not. For example, Kurtzer, Herter, and Scott 2005 found
random changes in single-neuron tuning gain between posture and movement. Their in-
terpretation – that different control processes are at play during posture and movement
– accords with the above interpretation. Postural and movement control involve very
different timescales and the appropriate components of a reservoir would therefore likely
differ. Still, it should be stressed that it may often be difficult to intuit, a priori, when two
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contexts require different computations.
A natural consequence of a change in subspace from one epoch to the next is complex
and seemingly arbitrary changes in neural tuning (see section 1.2.9). For example, a neu-
ron that responded most vigorously during preparation of a rightwards movement may
respond most vigorously during execution of a leftwards movement, or may not respond
at all during movement. Such response complexity is commonly observed across the
brain [Machens, Romo, and Brody 2010; Meister, Hennig, and Huk 2013; Rishel, Huang,
and Freedman 2013], especially in frontal areas [Mante et al. 2013; Meyers et al. 2008;
Scott, Sergio, and Kalaska 1997; Warden and Miller 2007], raising the possibility that the
this strategy may be used in motor and premotor cortex when two related computations
are performed by the same population in various neural computations. Indeed, the reor-
ganization that we observed between skilled and unskilled movement responses support
that claim. This may be even a general cortical strategy. For example, recent results in
rodent parietal cortex during a multi-sensory decision task are consistent with that strat-
egy [Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014]. That study found that neural activity in
posterior parietal cortex during a decision (based on auditory and visual stimuli) was only
weakly captured by the neural subspace occupied during the subsequent orienting move-
ment towards the selected reward port, despite the likely relation between the decision
and movement. In general, explanations couched in terms of computations in orthogonal
subspaces could be a more useful account of response complexity than the surface-level
fact that tuning (or the neural code) changes [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Duncan
2001; Fu et al. 1995; Rickert et al. 2009; Stokes et al. 2013]. However, we stress that surface-
level complexity does not imply the presence of orthogonal subspaces. Indeed, one can-
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not distinguish between the three scenarios in Figure 1.1 at the single-neuron level: all
may lead to complex responses with seemingly arbitrary changes in tuning (Fig. 1.1e-g;
Section1.2.9). Fortunately, the conceptual and methodological approach introduced here
can be readily applied to population responses from any brain area, and will reveal which
population strategy is responsible for the observed single-neuron response complexity.
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Part II




Structure in neural population recordings: an expected
byproduct of simpler phenomena?
This chapter discusses work from the following:
• (Elsayed et al. in review) with John Cunningham.
G.F.E. and J.P.C contributed to all aspects of this study.
• (Kimmel et al. in preparation) with Daniel Kimmel, John Cunningham, andWilliam
Newsome.
D.K. and W.N. designed the experiments. D.K. recorded the data. G.F.E. and D.k.
analyzed the data with help from J.P.C. and W.N. D.K. wrote the manuscript with
help from G.F.E., J.P.C. and W.N.
• (Kimmel et al. SNE abstract 2016) with Daniel Kimmel, John Cunningham, and
William Newsome.
• (Elsayed et al. MONA abstract 2016) with Matthew Kaufman, Stephen Ryu, Krishna
Shenoy, Mark Churchland, John Cunningham.
• (Kimmel et al. Cosyne abstract 2016) with Daniel Kimmel, John Cunningham, An-
tonio Rangel, and William Newsome.
• (Elsayed et al. SfN abstract 2015) with Matthew Kaufman, Stephen Ryu, Krishna
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Shenoy, Mark Churchland, John Cunningham.
Systems neuroscientists increasingly analyze the joint activity of multi-neuron recordings
to identify population-level structure that is believed to be significant and scientifically
novel. Claims of significant population structure are invoked to support hypotheses in
many brain areas. However, these claims of significance require first investigating the
possibility that the population structure in question is an expected byproduct of simpler
features already known to exist in data. In many classical studies, this critical examination
can be either intuited or addressed with conventional statistical controls. However, both
of these approaches fail when considering population data and hypotheses, and as a result,
concerns about the scientific merit of population-level studies remain. Here we develop a
framework to rigorously test the novelty of population-level findings against a specified
set of simpler features such as correlations across times, neurons and conditions. We apply
this framework to test the significance of population findings in motor and prefrontal
cortices, providing essential context to these studies. More broadly, the methodologies
we introduce provide a general neural population control for the novelty of population
findings across the brain and across many population-level hypotheses.
2.1 Introduction
A fundamental challenge of neuroscience is to understand how interconnected popula-
tions of neurons give rise to the remarkable computational abilities of our brains. To
answer this challenge, advances in recording technologies have produced datasets con-
taining the activity of large neural populations [Ahrens et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016; Ji,
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Freeman, and Smith 2016; Kerr and Denk 2008; Kipke et al. 2008; Nadella et al. 2016; Yang
and Yuste 2017]. Population-level analysis techniques have similarly proliferated [Cun-
ningham and Yu 2014; Gao and Ganguli 2015; Stevenson and Kording 2011] to draw sci-
entific insight from this class of data, and as a result, researchers now generate and study
hypotheses about structure in neural population activity. These population structures
describe scientifically interesting findings at the population-level that elucidate proper-
ties or features of neural activity that, ostensibly, can neither be studied with traditional
single-neuron analyses, nor be predicted by existing knowledge about single-neuron re-
sponses. Claims of significant population structures support results in many brain areas
including the retina [Pillow et al. 2008], the olfactory system [Laurent 2002; Saha et al.
2013; Stopfer, Jayaraman, and Laurent 2003], the frontal cortex [Machens 2010; Machens,
Romo, and Brody 2010; Mante et al. 2013], the motor cortex [Churchland et al. 2012;
Elsayed et al. 2016; Sadtler et al. 2014], the parietal cortex [Morcos and Harvey 2016; Ra-
poso, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014], and more [Cunningham and Yu 2014; Stevenson
and Kording 2011].
While promising, these advances are also perilous. Population datasets are remark-
ably complex, and the population structures found in these data are often the result of
novel data analysis methods with unclear behavior or guarantees. Specifically, many
analysis techniques do not consider the very real concern that the observed population
structuremay be an expected byproduct of some simpler, already-known feature of single-
neuron responses. Fig. 2.1 shows four examples of population structure from the litera-
ture, to demonstrate how this concern may arise. In rodent posterior parietal cortex (Fig.
2.1a), Raposo, Kaufman, andChurchland 2014 recorded single neurons tuned [Georgopou-
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los, Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Hubel and Wiesel 1965; Moran and Schwartz 1999a,b;
Mountcastle, Davies, and Berman 1957] to multiple task parameters (often called mixed
selectivity [Rigotti et al. 2013]) – neural responses in a decision-making task modulated
to both the choice and stimulus modality (auditory or visual). Analyzing the population
with a machine-learning algorithm, they found individual readouts of the population that
represented choice only and modality only (plotted against each other in Fig. 2.1a, right).
However, one might sensibly ask: is this population structure truly a novel finding, or
should we expect to find such structure given our knowledge that single neurons are
tuned to choice and modality? In primate prefrontal cortex, Murray et al. 2016 analyzed a
neural population during a working memory task and found a readout that is more stable
in time than the single neuron responses themselves (Fig. 2.1b). Again wemay ask: is this
stability significant, or expected as a byproduct of the temporal smoothness/correlations
of single neuron responses? Population-level neural dynamics have also been studied:
low dimensional projections of neural population responses seemingly evolve over time
depending on their response history and initial conditions; examples include the locust
antennal lobe [Broome, Jayaraman, and Laurent 2006] (Fig. Fig. 2.1c) and primate motor
cortex [Churchland et al. 2012] (Fig. Fig. 2.1d). Are these population findings novel signa-
tures of dynamical systems [Maass, Natschläger, andMarkram 2002; Sussillo et al. 2015, or
is this structure an expected byproduct of the temporal, neural and condition correlations
of the neural data? This and the previous concerns of course depend on the subjective
assumption that these simpler features are known a priori (i.e., not a consequence of the
population structure, to which some researchers give primacy). Nonetheless, in the face of
these concerns and a spate of prominent population-level results, the neuroscience com-
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munity has begun to raise significant doubts about the extent to which population-level
findings are an expected byproduct of simpler phenomena. This debate will remain unre-
solved in the absence of rigorous methodology for evaluating the novelty of population
findings.
To address this challenge, we developed a methodological framework – the neural
population control – to test whether or not a given population structure is an expected
byproduct of a set of primary features: the tuning of single neurons [Georgopoulos,
Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Hubel and Wiesel 1965; Moran and Schwartz 1999a,b;
Mountcastle, Davies, and Berman 1957], temporal correlations of firing rates (regardless
of whether one views that temporal correlation as fundamental or a result of smoothing
[Cunningham et al. 2009; Gerstein and Perkel 1969; London et al. 2010]), and signal corre-
lations across neurons [Cohen and Kohn 2011; Gawne and Richmond 1993] (also called the
low dimensionality of neural populations [Byron et al. 2009; Sadtler et al. 2014]). The cen-
tral element of this neural population control is a set of algorithms that generate surrogate
datasets that share the specified set of primary features with the original neural data, but
are otherwise random. Accordingly, these surrogates will express any population struc-
ture to the extent expected by the specified primary features (since there is by definition
no additional structure). We extended Fisher randomization and maximum entropy mod-
eling to generate these surrogate datasets, and we chose the primary features to be the
mean and covariance of the data across times, neurons, and experimental conditions. This
choice is justified: the use of first [Georgopoulos, Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Pearce
and Moran 2012] and second [Cohen and Kohn 2011; Schneidman et al. 2006] moments is
standard in neuroscience, and further, these are the lowest order moments that can pro-
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duce responses with qualitative similarity to real data in terms of temporal smoothness,
low dimensionality, and tuning to conditions. These surrogate datasets formed the basis
for a statistical test, giving a precise probability (a p-value) that a population structure
is an expected byproduct of the specified primary features. Critically, careful inspection
of this problem also revealed the inadequacy of typical statistical controls and validation
techniques, and our results showed the extent to which ignoring such primary features
can misstate statistical confidence, perhaps drastically, in a population-level result.
The neural population control can be applied to population structures and to datasets
from almost any brain area. To show its utility, we used it to test three population results.
First, using data from the macaque prefrontal cortex engaged in a working-memory task
[Brody et al. 2003; Romo et al. 1999], we found that the presence of stimulus-specific pop-
ulation readouts [Maass, Natschläger, and Markram 2002] is an expected byproduct of
the underlying tuning of single neurons. In contrast, we found that the decision-specific
readouts [ibid.] are not expected from these primary features. Second, we applied our
test on multi-electrode array recordings from the macaque motor cortex [Churchland et
al. 2012], and we found that population-level dynamical structure [Shenoy, Sahani, and
Churchland 2013] is not an expected byproduct, as has been suggested. Third, using data
from recordings in the macaque Orbitofrontal cortex (the region in PFC involved in value-
based decision making) during cost-benefit decision-making task [Kimmel et al. in prepa-
ration], we found that there exist stable neural population axes encoding task parameters,
which appear at relevant epochs in the task. The results of the neural population control
framework contextualize and clarify these studies, quantitatively resolving debate as to















































Figure 2.1: Population structure in systems neuroscience.
Examples from studies investigating structure at the level of the population. (a) Left panel
shows an example firing rate response from a rat posterior parietal cortex neuron during
a multi-modality decision-making task, adapted from Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland
2014. The single-neuron responses show mixed selectivity to cue modality (blue: visual
cue; green: auditory cue) and decision (dashed lines, right lick port; solid lines, left lick
port). Right panel shows a two-dimensional projection of the population response, where
choice information is separated along dimension 1 (horizontal) from the modality infor-
mation, which is separated along dimension 2 (vertical). (b) Left panel shows an example
firing rate response from a primate prefrontal cortex neuron during a working memory
task, adapted fromMurray et al. 2016. The single-neuron responses at the six stimuli (illus-
trated by different colors) show temporal dynamics. Right panel shows a two-dimensional
projection of the populationwhere stimulus information is stably represented across time.
(c) Left panel shows an example firing rate response from a locust antennal lobe projec-
tion neuron responding to two odors, adapted from Broome, Jayaraman, and Laurent
2006. Right panel shows a three-dimensional projection of the population data with neu-
ral trajectories corresponding to the two odor stimuli. (d) Left panel shows an example
firing rate response from a primate motor cortex neuron during a delayed-reach task,
adapted from Churchland et al. 2012. Right panel shows a two-dimensional projection of
the population data with neural trajectories corresponding to each reaching condition.
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this framework can be used throughout systems neuroscience.
2.2 Methods
Careful consideration of conventional statistical controls clarifies the need for the neu-
ral population control. Traditionally, one begins with a choice of a summary statistic, a
number that quantifies the structure in question. In the case of population studies, some
common choices are variance explained [Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014] or a
goodness-of-fit metric such as the coefficient of determination [Churchland et al. 2012;
Elsayed et al. 2016]. This statistic is calculated for the data and then compared to a null
distribution of that statistic, producing a p-value, which gives the likelihood of that statis-
tic value (or greater) arising by chance under the null hypothesis. Critically, this classical
framework requires the generation of a null distribution, and the most common approach
is to shuffle the original neural data so as to disrupt any special coordination that might
have given rise to the population structure in question. Then, the summary statistic is
calculated for each shuffled surrogate dataset, and the null distribution is built from the
calculated statistics of many surrogate datasets. Should the summary statistic of the orig-
inal data be reasonably likely under the null distribution, then, the argument goes, the
population structure was not surprisingly different than expected by chance. In princi-
ple, this procedure is appropriate only if the surrogate datasets conserve all the primary
features of the original neural data, such that the surrogate datasets remain a plausible
comparison. However, often this essential requirement is not met. In that case, this proce-
dure creates a major problem of interpretation: is the difference in the summary statistic
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between the original and surrogate datasets due to disruption of the population structure
itself, due to distortion of the primary features, or due to both?
Failure to properly account for known primary features presents a significant chal-
lenge, and can lead to misinterpreting an expected byproduct as a novel finding. To eluci-
date this pitfall and highlight what the neural population control offers, Fig. 2.2 presents
two illustrative examples. Fig. 2.2a shows responses from two simulated neurons, each
tuned to eight hypothetical stimuli. Suppose a population-level analysis found a readout
(shown as a black subspace in Fig. 2a) in which the data was well tuned to the stimulus,
and further that this subspace accounted for a great deal of the population signal (99%
of data variance captured, here). Of course by construction, this finding is an expected
byproduct of the fact that both neurons are well tuned to this stimulus. However, a stan-
dard shuffle control (Fig. 2.2b, top) will corrupt the tuning of neurons and suggest that
the population structure is in fact significant (variance of that tuned readout has dropped
to 61%). Indeed, repeated shuffles produce a null distribution (Fig. 2.2c, gray) erroneously
implying significance (withP < 0:001) of the population structure in the data. The neural
population control, using algorithms we will shortly introduce, produces surrogates that
maintain neural tuning and other primary features, leading to the correct conclusion both
qualitatively (Fig. 2.2b, bottom) and quantitatively (Fig. 2.2c, brown): here the variance
explained by this subspace is an expected byproduct of tuning, not a novel population-
level result.
Even when a population-level result is not an expected byproduct of simpler features,
conventional shuffle controls can significantly misstate confidence in that result. Fig.
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Figure 2.2: Motivation for the neural population control.
(a) Simulated firing rates from two neurons encoding a hypothetical stimulus at eight
conditions (high, moderate, and low stimuli correspond to red, black, and green color
shades, respectively) are shown, along with the corresponding neural trajectories in the
population space (here two-dimensional). Black line illustrates a one-dimensional projec-
tion of the data that represents stimulus, identified by the target dimensionality reduction
method fromMante et al. 2013. The data variance explained by this projection is shown (as
a percentage). (b) Top panel shows shuffled surrogate data generated by shuffling the sin-
gle neuron responses from panel a across conditions. The same data analysis method was
then used to identify a one-dimensional projection of the data (black line) that represents
the stimulus in the shuffled data. Bottom panel shows random surrogate data from the
neural population control (Methods, to be described), and the identified projection that
represents the stimulus (black line). (c) Distribution of variance-explained values from
stimulus projections identified from 1000 surrogate datasets (gray) and another distribu-
tion of variance values from 1000 surrogate datasets from the neural population control
(brown). Black line is the percentage variance explained from the neural data from panel
a. Box-whisker plots summarize the two distributions (Tukey convention). (d) Firing
rates for two neurons are solutions to the given differential equations (modeling an oscil-
lator), with eight different initial conditions. The fit of these data to a linear system (R2) is
shown. (e) Shuffled data (top) and surrogate data from the neural population control. (f)
Distributions of R2 values from 1000 shuffled datasets and 1000 surrogate datasets from
the neural population control (same convention as panel c). Smoothed Gaussian noise
was added to all simulated data.
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havioral conditions set initial states of the given differential equations. Population-level
neural responses thus evolve in time according to a dynamical flow field (Fig. 2.2d). Un-
der standard shuffling (Fig. 2.2e, top), correlations across neurons and conditions change,
and the consistency with the dynamical flow field is considerably reduced, both qualita-
tively (Fig. 2.2e, top) and quantitatively (using the coefficient of determination R2, Fig.
2.2f, gray). The neural population control produces surrogate data with the appropriate
primary features, thus producing the correct null distribution and confidence level (Fig.
2.2f, brown). Thus, the essential remaining challenge for rigorously testing the novelty of
population-level results is to develop methods for producing random surrogate datasets
(Fig. 2.2b bottom and Fig. 2.2e bottom) that match the primary features of the original
data.
We need to generate surrogate datasets that share the primary features of the original
neural data but are otherwise random. However, as we showed, shuffling techniques are
limited in their ability to preserve primary features. For example, a procedure that shuffles
across experimental conditions (Fig. 2.2b, top) will preserve the mean and covariance
across time, but will destroy those features across neurons and conditions. Thus, the
main difficulty is to define a randomization procedure that disrupts the structure in the
data yet preserves all the primary features of the original neural data.
We developed two complementary methods that achieve that goal, termed corrected-
Fisher randomization (CFR) and tensor-maximum-entropy (TME). CFR adds an optimiza-
tion step to traditional shuffling, in order to maintain the primary features, whereas TME
samples random datasets from a probability distribution with the correct average primary
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Figure 2.3: Corrected Fisher Randomization (CFR) and Tensor Maximum Entropy (TME)
Methods.
(a) Creating S surrogate datasets using CFR (top) and TME methods (bottom). Sam-
ple CFR: original neural responses are shuffled across conditions, yielding a randomized
dataset with distorted primary features. Optimize CFR: find the best neural readout that
operates on the shuffled data to retain the primary features of the original dataset. Op-
timize TME: find the maximum entropy distribution of tensor-valued datasets that has
the same primary features (first and second marginal moments) as the original dataset.
Sample TME: use efficient Kronecker methods to sample from the maximum entropy dis-
tribution. (b) Using surrogate datasets from CFR or TME to test the null hypothesis that
population structure is an expected byproduct of given primary features. Quantify struc-
ture: evaluate a summary statistic such as R2 or variance explained that quantifies the
degree that a hypothesized population structure exists in population data. Evaluate the
summary statistic from the original neural data and from S surrogate datasets. Use the
S values of the summary statistics from the surrogate datasets as the null distribution of
population structure arising from the primary features alone. The summary statistic from
the original neural data is then compared to that null distribution to obtain a p-value for
the null hypothesis.
2.3. As in traditional shuffling, the first step of CFR is to randomly shuffle the responses of
each neuron across experimental conditions. Because this standard shuffling step distorts
the primary features of the original data, we then construct and apply an optimized neu-
ral read-out, a matrix that reweighs the shuffled neural responses, to minimize the error
between the primary features of the new shuffled responses and the primary features of
the original neural data. The strength of CFR is that each surrogate dataset preserves the
primary features of the original data (up to the optimization error, which is empirically
quite minor; Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7). However, as with most shuffling techniques, CFR is
conservative as it operates on a finite dataset (i.e., it shuffles the finite set of recorded
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neural responses). Hence, some structures that are not stipulated by the null hypothe-
sis may persist in shuffled data (e.g., if a neural trace is non-smooth at one time point,
the trace after shuffling will still be non-smooth at this time point). Owing to this po-
tential shortcoming, we also extended the maximum entropy principle (which has been
widely used in neuroscience [Schneidman et al. 2006; Shlens et al. 2006, 2009; Tang et al.
2008]) to develop a second, complementary approach, termed tensor-maximum-entropy
(TME). We derived a probability distribution defined over random tensors (datasets) that
maximizes Shannon entropy subject to the constraints that the expected primary features
of the distribution are those of the original neural data. This distribution is a novel and
nontrivial extension of classic maximum entropy distributions, both in terms of extend-
ing to tensor random variables and in terms of the computational techniques required to
sample from this distribution. The primary strength of the maximum entropy principle
here is that we are guaranteed that higher-order structures in surrogate datasets are com-
pletely determined by the primary features (the distribution is by definition maximally
unstructured beyond those primary feature constraints). On the other hand, since the
constraints are enforced in expectation, variations in the primary features of each surro-
gate dataset will appear due to finite sampling. Thus, CFR and TME offer complementary
and well-balanced techniques for generating surrogate datasets properly according to the
null hypothesis. We discuss the CFR and TME methods in details in sections 2.2.2 and
2.2.3.
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2.2.1 Quantifying primary features across different modes of the data
Before discussing the details of CFR and TME methods, we first elaborate on how do we
quantify the temporal, neural and condition primary features in neural data. Each dataset,
forms a tensor X 2 IRTNC across T time points, C conditions, and N neurons. To
quantify the primary temporal, neural, and condition features, we calculate the marginal
mean and covariance across each of these three modes. Regarding the mean, we follow
standard practice and, without loss of generality, center the data to form a tensor X 2






X(:; n; c) = 0),
and similar for the neuron and condition modes. This mean-centering operation can be
accomplished by sequentially calculating and subtracting the mean vectors across each
mode (in any mode order), or equivalently calculating and subtracting the least-norm
marginal mean tensorM 2 IRTNC , such that X = X  M as discussed in Appendix
B. With this zero-mean dataset X , we then calculate the covariance matrices across time,


















X(t; n; :) X(t; n; :)> 2 IRCC (2.3)
Themarginal mean tensor and covariance matrices quantify the basic univariate and pair-
wise structure of the data across each of the temporal, neural, and condition modes. As a
technical point, note that other ways of estimating these moments can also be used with-
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out any change to the neural population control. For example, regularized covariance
estimators are often computed to incorporate prior beliefs about these moments; should
one use such a method, the null hypothesis of neural population control would embody
the posterior belief of these moments, given the data.
2.2.2 Generating surrogate data with the corrected-Fisher
randomization (CFR) method
Starting from the zero marginal mean data tensor X 2 IRTNC , we randomize the data
by shuffling: we permute the condition labels for the response of each neuron across
time. The standard shuffling procedure is done independently across neurons, resulting
in a shuffled tensor S0 2 IRTNC . Forming this tensor will also have destroyed the
first-order and second-order features of the original neural data. To retain these primary
features, we introduce a read-out weight matrix K 2 IRNN such that the resulting
surrogate tensor S 2 IRTNC has the correct marginal means and covariances. That
is, the surrogate tensor S is the read-out:
S(:; :; c) = S0(:; :; c)K 8c 2 f1; : : : ; Cg
S = S +M (2.4)
where S0(:; :; c) 2 IRTN is one condition of the shuffled tensor S0 corresponding to
condition c and M is the marginal mean tensor. To ensure S0 has mean zero across
all modes, we constrain K to have unit eigenvector with zero eigenvalue (Appendix C).
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This constraint ensures that the shuffled S has zero marginal mean across all the tensor
modes. What remains is to optimize K such that the marginal covariances of the surro-
gate datasets are as matched as possible to those of the original data. We quantify the
deviation of the original marginal covariances with the following three cost functions:
fT =














where T ,N and C are the temporal, neural, and condition covariance matrices, re-




(fT + fN + fC)
subject to K1 = 0 (2.8)
This objective can be optimized using any standard gradient descend package (we use
optimization tools [Boumal et al. 2014; Cunningham and Ghahramani 2015]) and will
result in a read-out matrix that retains the marginal covariance of the original neural data
to the extent possible. The resulting surrogates will thus be random in the sense that any
population structure beyond these primary features should be absent, but constrained in
the sense that the same primary features as the original neural are maintained (up to the
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minimum error achieved by the optimization). As an implementation note, we choose the
read-out to be in the neural space because it is commonly used in systems neuroscience,
but the above approach could be implemented similarly by reading out the condition or
temporal modes.
2.2.3 Generating surrogate data with the tensor-maximum-entropy
(TME) method
Another approach to generating surrogate datasets that preserve the primary features of
neural data is to follow the principle of maximum entropy modeling. In this context, that
principle dictates that our distribution of surrogate data should be the distribution which
is maximally random (i.e., minimum additional assumptions), but for obeying the con-
straints of having the correct first-order and second-order marginal expected moments.





































S(t; n; :)S(t; n; :)>
#
= C
where S 2 IRTNC is the desired surrogate, and Ep[:] denotes expectation with respect
to the distribution p. Intuitively, with first and second moment constraints, one expects
this distribution to be Gaussian. While that is true, the solution is non-trivial (Section
2.2.4). Using the standard Lagrangian method and Kronecker algebra, we derive the max-
imum entropy distribution:
p^(vec(S)) = N (vec(M);)
 = (QC 
QN 























T (t) + N(n) + C(c)
where QT , QN and QC are the known eigenvector matrices, and eT , eN and eC are the
known eigenvalues of the truemarginal covariancematricesT ,N andC , respectively.
T ,N andC are diagonal matrices with diagonal elements T , N and C , respectively
(the Lagrange multipliers). We numerically solve for the multiplier values in terms of the
given eigenvalues and reach the exact solution (i.e., error is zero to machine precision).
Note that this distribution is defined over a tensor variable, and thus its covariance ma-
trix  2 IRTNCTNC can easily be on the order of 106  106 for a modest dataset (e.g.,
a dataset with 100 neurons and 100 conditions recorded from 100 time points), which is
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prohibitively large for memory and runtime considerations. Left unaddressed, sampling
surrogate data from this distribution would be infeasible. To address this challenge, we
exploit the Kronecker structure [Gilboa, Saatçi, and Cunningham 2015] to efficiently op-
erate with these matrices and exactly sample from this tensor distribution. It is worth
noting that, in contrast to the CFR method, though the samples from this maximum en-
tropy distribution maintain the specified primary features in expectation, each individual
surrogate sample will have slight differences in the primary features due to finite sam-
pling effects. On the other hand, TME has the key virtue that, by construction, surrogates
will have no structure beyond what is specified, whereas CFR only partially achieves this
goal via shuffling.
2.2.4 The tensor maximum entropy (TME) distribution
Here, we provide the main proof of the form of the maximum entropy distribution used
in TME. To proceed in full generality with respect to the number of tensor modes, we
require additional notation:
: Kronecker sum (i.e., AB = A
 I + I 
B).
n: index over tensor modes (n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng).
n: all tensor modes except the nth mode.
Dn: dimensionality of a tensor along the nth mode (number of elements).
Dn: the product of the dimensionalities of all tensor modes except the nth mode.
ZDn : matrix unfolding of Z 2 IRD1:::DN along the nth mode, namely XDn 2
IRDnDn .
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(n): the marginal Dn Dn covariance of X along the nth mode (note by necessity
we have switched notation from the preceding, where this matrix was denoted n; e.g.,
T ).
Throughout we will assume without loss of generality that all modal means are 0.
Theorem 1 Given tensor dataX 2 IRD1:::DN with marginal covariances (1); : : : ;(N)
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where the (n) = diagf(n)1 ; : : : ; (n)dn g are a function of S(n) = diagfs(n)1 ; : : : ; s(n)dn g, solv-
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Dnp(z) dz1 : : : dzD1:::DN   (n)

where 0 2 IR and L(n) 2 IRDnDn are the Lagrangian multipliers. Note that we did not
include a Lagrangian term to the nonnegativity constraint (i.e., p(z)  0) as the solution
to the above problem always satisfies that constraint, as it will be clear in a few steps. The
derivative of the above problem yields:
df
dp









The solution by setting df
dp
to 0 in the standard fashion, yields the expected exponential
family form:












Note that the above distribution is from the Gaussian family with normalization factor
given by exp f 0   1g. Rearranging the exponent and factorizingL(n) = U (n)(n)U (n)>
(which must be symmetric to produce a positive definite quadratic form, required for p^ to
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= z>  U (N)(N)U (N)>  : : : U (1)(1)U (1)> z
= z>  
Nn=1U (n)  Nn=1(n)  
Nn=1U (n)> z; (2.12)
where the last line is technically involved; we prove it in Appendix D Proposition 1. This






Nn=1U (n)  Nn=1(n) 1  
Nn=1U (n)> ; (2.13)
proving the form of the distribution as stated in the theorem. What remains then is to
choose the U (n) and (n) such that this distribution has marginal covariances (n) =
Q(n)S(n)Q(n)>. Without loss of generality (since we can always consider a different tensor
mode and vectorize the tensor starting with that mode), we consider the first marginal
covariance	(1) of this distribution, which is the sum of theD1D1 main-diagonal blocks



















where i 2 IRD1D1 is the ith diagonal block of the inverse of the (diagonal) eigenvalue
matrix  Nn=1(n) (note the critical notational distinction between i, the blocks of this
Kronecker sum matrix, and (n), the constituents of the Kronecker sum that arise from
the Lagrange multipliers). Appendix D Proposition 3 shows the form of the ith main-











































where the last line results because U (1) is an orthogonal matrix. This is a key result, in so
much as we aimed to set 	(n) to (n) = Q(n)S(n)Q(n)> (the constraint); it is now proven
that the Lagrange multiplier eigenvectors U (n) are each equal to Q(n), the given eigen-
vectors of the marginal covariance constraints, which is then substituted into Equation
2.13 to give the eigenvector form in the theorem statement, completing that piece of the
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proof.






d , where S(n) are the given eigenvalues of the marginal covariance con-
straints. Explicitly, the expression for the dnth element of the nth constraint eigenvalue

































which is the eigenvalue form in the theorem statement, thus completing the proof.
Optimization Note: The above system of equations has no closed form solution, but there
is a bijection between the set of s(n)dn eigenvalues (given) and the set of (n)dn eigenvalues
(unknown). Accordingly we numerically optimize the squared error objective over these




















































This objective is fast to compute and can be readily differentiated. When the S(n) matrices
are well conditioned, optimizing this objective converges quickly to the global optimum
(namely 0, up to machine precision). When the given S(n) are poorly conditioned (i.e.,
close to low rank), we found that optimization can be sped up significantly by instead
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which optimizes quickly to machine precision in all situations we have tested.
2.2.5 Extensions to other surrogate types
The procedures described so far generate surrogate datasets that preserve the primary
features across times, neurons and conditions, which we term surrogate-TNC. To gen-
erate surrogate datasets that preserve only the temporal feature (termed surrogate-T),
or the temporal and neural features (termed surrogate-TN), slight modifications are re-
quired. In CFR, the optimization objective is accordinglymodified (surrogate-T: optimized
only fT and added only the temporal mean, surrogate-TN: optimized both fT and fN and
added the temporal and neural means). Similarly, in TME, the constraints are modified
(surrogate-T: constrained only temporal covariance and added only the temporal mean,
surrogate-TN: constrained both temporal and neural covariance and added only both the
temporal and neural means). This discussion also makes clear that both methods can be
easily extended to other modes (and any number of modes) that might be available in
different recording contexts, by a similar approach.
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2.2.6 Experimental design and recordings
Motor cortex data was recorded and described in previous work [Churchland et al. 2012].
In brief, four male rhesus monkeys (J, N, A, and B) performed delayed reaches to radially
arranged targets on a frontoparallel screen. Monkeys A and B performed straight reaches
with different speeds and distances (28 reaching conditions); monkeys J and N performed
both straight and curved reaches (108 reaching conditions). Recordings were made from
primarymotor and dorsal premotor cortices with single electrodes (datasets A, B, J1, J2, J3,
J4, N) and chronically implanted 96-electrode arrays (datasets J Array and NArray). Large
populations were recorded (64, 74, 50, 58, 55, 50, 170, 118, and 218 neurons for datasets
A, B, J1, J2, J3, J4, J-Array, N, and N-Array, respectively). Firing rates were calculated
by averaging spiking activity across trials for each reaching condition, smoothing with
a 24 ms Gaussian kernel, and sampling the result at 10 ms intervals. See ibid. for all
further details. We further excluded one outlier neuron from monkey A, which had an
unrealistically high firing rate.
Prefrontal cortex data was recorded and described in previous work (Brody et al. 2003;
Romo et al. 1999). In brief, two male rhesus monkeys (RR15 and RR14) performed a work-
ing memory task. Two vibrotactile stimuli were delivered to one digit of the hand for
500 ms each, separated by an inter-stimulus delay period. Monkeys received a juice re-
ward for discriminating and reporting the relative frequency of the two stimuli. Neural
responses were recorded from the prefrontal cortex via an array of seven independent
microelectrodes. We followed the neuron selection criteria and firing rates computation
method reported in Kobak et al. 2016: first, we selected only the sessions where all six
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frequencies (10, 14, 18, 24, 30, 34Hz) were used for the first stimulus and where the mon-
keys made the correct choice. Second, we included only neurons that had responses in all
possible 12 conditions (a combination of 6 stimuli and 2 choices) with at least 5 trials per
condition and firing rates less than 50 spikes per second (571, 217 neurons form monkey
RR15, RR14, respectively). Third, firing rates were calculated by averaging spiking activ-
ity across trials for each stimulus condition, smoothing with a 50ms Gaussian kernel, and
sampling the result at 10 ms intervals.
Orbitofrontal cortex data was recorded from a monkey performing a cost-benefit
decision-making task (Kimmel, Elsayed et. al. in preparation). In this task, a trial be-
gan when a fixation point (FP; white annulus) appeared. The subject acquired the FP by
directing its gaze to the fixation point. The animal was required to maintain fixation for
a brief, variable period of time (hold period; 0:5   1 s, uniformly distributed). After the
hold period, offer was presented for 0:5 s as a set of 0; 1; 2; 4 or 8 square icons, which
indicated the number of drops of juice (rewards) the animal would receive for accepting
the offer. These icons were turned off indicating the start of the work period. That is the
duration when the subject fixates for 4 s, indicating his acceptance to the offer. To reject
the offer, the animal averted its gaze any time during the offer or work periods. In that
case, the trial entered a timeout period whose duration was equal to that had the animal
accepted the offer. We analysed responses from 68 neurons recorded serially from OFC
during that task. The firing rates were computed by binning the neural responses every
100ms. The neural responses where further z-scored (i.e., subtract the mean and divide
by the standard deviation). Then, we averaged the neural responses across trials for each
experimental condition.
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For PFC and motor cortex datasets, neuron responses were soft-normalized to ap-
proximately unity firing rate range (divided by a normalization factor equal to firing rate
range+5 spikes per second). For PFC and motor cortex and OFC data, responses were
further mean-centered at each time by subtracting the mean activity across all conditions
from each condition’s response because the analyses in this work focus on aspects of
population responses that differ across conditions.
2.2.7 Quantifying structure in neural data
To demonstrate the use of the CFR and TME methods, we apply them to the three neural
datasets mentioned in section 2.2.6. As discussed at the beginning of section 2.2, the
initial step before testing the significance of a given population structure is to quantify
the quality of that structure by a summary statistic. Thus in this section, we discuss
the summary statistics we use for quantifying different population structures from these
datasets.
2.2.7.1 Quantifying structure in motor cortex - low-dimensional dynamical systems
We analyzed data during the 400 ms duration reflecting the movement response, and
projected the data onto the top principal components of the data to produce a reduced
tensor X 2 IRTNC), where T < T reflects only the data samples during the 400ms
epoch and N < N is obtained by cross validation (Fig. 2.4). The linear dynamical system




















Figure 2.4: Dimensionality of the linear dynamical system structure in motor cortex.
We measured the fit quality (R2) of the motor cortex data to a linear dynamical system
with different dimensionalities using leave-one-condition-out cross-validation. Model di-
mensionalities in the horizontal axis reflect the number of principal components retained
in the population response before fitting the dynamical system. Colored traces show the
R2 from different datasets from the motor cortex (nine datasets). Black dot is the highest
cross-validated R2 value.
conditions, namely:
_X(:; :; c)  X(:; :; c)J 8c 2 f1; : : : ; Cg (2.17)
where J 2 IRNN is the dynamics matrix determining the flow field. N thus determines
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The solution of the above objective function can be analytically obtained by least squares,
and the quality of the fit (R2) is then one minus the minimum normalized error achieved.
We also quantified the generalization performance of the model by performing leave-one-
out cross-validation (LOOCV) on the reconstruction of _X(:; :; ctest) from J^ , which was
appropriately estimated from data that did not include ctest. We repeated this procedure
8ctest 2 f1; : : : ; Cg, yielding a LOOCV R2 statistic.
2.2.7.2 Quantifying structure in prefrontal cortex – identifying population read-outs
To identify stimulus and decision-specific population read-outs in PFC, we used demixed
principle component analysis (dPCA). In brief, dPCA starts by performing different
marginalization procedures of data to produce multiple datasets that each reflects one
of the task parameters. Then, dPCA identifies dimensions (dPCs) that minimize the re-
construction error of each marginalization of data. Unlike principal component analy-
sis, which maximizes variance, dPCA produces projections with high variance and good
demixing of the specified covariates (see Kobak et al. 2016 for dPCA details). For the
original data and each surrogate dataset, we allowed dPCA to find at most 30 dPCs, after
which we selected the top component that represented the stimulus and the top compo-
nent that represented the decision in each dataset. We projected the original and surrogate
responses onto their top dPCs and quantified the variance captured by these projections
during the relevant epochs. The stimulus projection variance was based on the epoch
starting 100ms after the first stimulus presentation and ending at the onset of the second
stimulus. The decision projection variance was based on the epoch starting 100 ms after
the second stimulus presentation and ending at the second stimulus offset. In addition to
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the conventional percentage variance explained, we computed another variance statistic





where XN 2 IRTNC is the data reshaped along the neuron mode, d 2 IRN is the top
dPC and v 2 IRN is the decoder vector mapping the projection (d>XN ) to the neural
space (see ibid. for the encoder and decoder description).
2.2.7.3 Quantifying structure in orbitofrontal cortex – identifying benefit, choice and
expected reward encoding axes
Here, we identify neural axes in population data of N neurons from OFC, which encode
the cost-benefit decision-making task parameters (i.e. benefit, choice and expected re-
ward). We initially denoise the neural responses by multiplying the population data by a
projection matrix (P 2 IRNN ; P 2 = P ) that is formed from the top 10 principal compo-
nents (Q 2 IRN10) of the OFC data (i.e. P = QQ>). This projection matrix eliminates
any neural responses outside the top 10 PCs. Then, we model the neural encoding axes of
task parameters according to the model proposed by Mante et al. 2013, known as targeted
dimensionality reduction (TDR) model. In that model, the responses R of neuron i on
trial r at time t as a function of the 3 task-relevant signals is given by:
Ri(t; r)  0(i; t) + 1(i; t)Benefit(r) + 2(i; t)Choice(r) + 3(t)EReward(r) (2.20)
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The benefit signal is modeled with the values ([0; 1; 2; 4; 8]/8) (reflecting [0; 1; 2; 4; 8] offer
values, respectively), the choice signal is modeled with the values 0 and 1 (representing
rejecting and accepting the offer, respectively), and the expected reward signal (EReward)
is modeled as the multiplication of the benefit and the choice values. The model above
includes single-trial data. For trial-averaged data (R(t) 2 IRNC), the same model can be
rewritten in compact form for all neurons and conditions as follows:
R(t)
p




where 0;1;2;3 2 IRN are the vectors encoding the offset, benefit, choice and ex-
pected reward, respectively. T 2 IRCN is the matrix with the trial counts for each
condition and neuron. We identified the encoding axes by minimizing the square differ-
ence between the left and right hand side of the above equation. Note that the scaling by
p
T makes the solution of the trial average least squares problem equivalent to that at the
single trial level (see proof in Appendix E).
After identifying the encoding axes, we quantified the alignment between any two
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Figure 2.5: CFR and TME surrogate datasets preserve the specified primary features.
(a)Workingmemory task, adapted from Romo and Salinas 2003. (b) Example neuron from
prefrontal cortex. Each trace is the trial-averaged firing of the twelve task conditions (six
stimuli and two decisions; one trace color and style for each). Horizontal bars denote the
times of first (F1) and second (F2) vibrotactile stimuli. Heatmaps in the inset show three
covariance matrices across times (T ), neurons (N ) and conditions (C) of all neurons in
this dataset. (c-e) Example neurons from one surrogate-T, surrogate-TN, and surrogate-
TNC dataset, respectively; with the same conventions as panel b. Top panels in c-e are
surrogate datasets generated using the Corrected Fisher Randomizationmethod (CFR) and
bottom panels in c-e are surrogate datasets generated using the TensorMaximum Entropy
method (TME). The covariance matrices in the insets in c-e are obtained by averaging the
primary features from 100 surrogate datasets.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Primary features of surrogate data from CFR and TME methods
To demonstrate the framework, we used CFR and TME to generate surrogate datasets
based on neural responses recorded from primate prefrontal cortex during a working
































































Figure 2.6: Quantification of primary features in the surrogate datasets based on motor
cortex data.
Each surrogate dataset X(i)surr (for i 2 f1; : : : ; Sg, S = 100) has marginal covariances

(i)
T ,(i)N , and (i)C , which, in the surrogate-TNC control (right column), should match the
specified primary features T ,N , and C of the original neural data. The right column
demonstrates that fit: the top two rows (panel a) of the right column shows that CFR and
TMEmatch the true covariances in expectation (see equation on vertical axis); the bottom
two rows (panel b) show that CFR has very minor variance around that mean, whereas
TME has meaningful variance (see equation on vertical axis), as expected. Each bar cor-
responds to one of the nine separate datasets collected in the motor cortex (left to right:
A, B, J1, J2, J3, J4, J-Array, N, and N-Array; see Methods for data details). The enclosing
white bars and error bars show the mean 2 s.d. of the two datasets. The left and mid-
dle columns of the figure correspond to the surrogate-T (left) and surrogate-TN (middle)
controls. Here we see as expected that all covariances that are specified in the control
(T in the left column; both T and N in the middle column) are very well matched.
Correspondingly, we also see that covariances that are not specified in the control do
not match the moments of the data. Taken together, these data demonstrate quantita-
tively that the CFR and TME methods behave as desired, both in terms of preserving the
































































Figure 2.7: Quantification of primary features in the surrogate datasets based on PFC
data.
Each surrogate dataset X(i)surr (for i 2 f1; : : : ; Sg, S = 100) has marginal covariances

(i)
T ,(i)N , and (i)C , which, in the surrogate-TNC control (right column), should match the
specified primary features T ,N , and C of the original neural data. The right column
demonstrates that fit: the top two rows (panel a) of the right column shows that CFR
and TME match the true covariances in expectation (see equation on vertical axis); the
bottom two rows (panel b) show that CFR has very minor variance around that mean,
whereas TME has meaningful variance (again see equation on vertical axis), as expected.
Each bar corresponds to one of the two datasets collected in the prefrontal cortex (left
to right: RR15 and RR14; see Methods for data details). The enclosing white bars and
error bars show the mean 2 s.d. of the two datasets. The left and middle columns of the
figure correspond to the surrogate-T (left) and surrogate-TN (middle) controls. Here we
see as expected that all covariances that are specified in the control (T in the left column;
both T and N in the middle column) are very well matched. Correspondingly, we also
see that covariances that are not specified in the control do not match the moments of
the data. Taken together, these data demonstrate quantitatively that the CFR and TME
methods behave as desired, both in terms of preserving the specified structure, and in
terms of destroying structure not specified.
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Figure 2.8: Neural responses in prefrontal cortex vs. surrogates
This figure is similar to Fig. 2.5 but showing preprocessed data with soft-normalization
andmean-condition subtraction. (a) Example neuron from prefrontal cortex. Each trace is
the trial-averaged firing of the twelve task conditions (six stimuli and two decisions). The
traces color and style reflect the twelve possible experimental conditions. Horizontal bars
denote the times of first (F1) and second (F2) vibrotactile stimuli. (b-d) Example neurons
from one surrogate-T, surrogate-TN, and surrogate-TNC dataset, respectively. b-d panels
follow the same convention as panel a. Top panels in b-d are surrogate datasets gener-
ated using Corrected Fisher Randomization (CFR) and bottom panels in b-d are surrogate
datasets generated using Tensor Maximum Entropy (TME).
the original neural data along with its primary covariance features. To illustrate the
ability of CFR and TME to preserve the primary features, we generated three types of
surrogate datasets. The first we term surrogate-T, which preserves only the primary fea-
tures across time similar to the conventional shuffle control from Fig. 2.2. The second we
term surrogate-TN, which improves upon the conventional shuffle control as it preserves
the primary features across both times and neurons. The third we term surrogate-TNC,
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Figure 2.9: Neural responses in motor cortex vs. surrogates
This figure is showing preprocessed data with soft-normalization and mean-condition
subtraction. (a) Example neuron recorded from the motor cortex of one monkey during
the delayed-reach task. Each trace is the trial-averaged normalized rate during one of
108 reaching conditions (neuron 175 from monkey N-Array; see Methods). The trace
color indicates the reach condition from Fig. 2.13a. (b-d) Example neurons from one
surrogate-T, surrogate-TN , and surrogate-TNC dataset, respectively. b-d panels follow
the same convention as panel a. Top panels in b-d are surrogate datasets generated using
Corrected Fisher Randomization (CFR) and bottom panels in b-d are surrogate datasets
generated using Tensor Maximum Entropy (TME).
tions. Qualitatively, single-neuron responses from the surrogate datasets appear realistic
(Fig. 2.5c-e, Fig. 2.8, and Fig. 2.9). Quantitatively, the estimated covariances across times
from all surrogate types were similar to the covariance across times of the original neural
data (T ; Fig. 2.5c-e inset, Fig. 2.5b inset, Fig. 2.6, and Fig. 2.7). Additionally, the es-
timated covariances across neurons from surrogate-TN and surrogate-TNC were similar
to the covariance across neurons of the original data (N ; Fig. 2.5c-e, Fig. 2.5b inset, Fig.
2.6, and Fig. 2.7). Finally, the estimated covariances across conditions from surrogate-
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TNC were also similar to the covariance across conditions of the original data (C ; Fig.
2.5c-e, Fig. 2.5b inset, Fig. 2.6, and Fig. 2.7). Thus, both CFR and TME successfully gener-
ated random surrogate data that preserved the specified primary features. These surrogate
datasets are then appropriate for generating suitable null distributions for a statistical test
of population structures that are expected as a byproduct of primary features of neural
data (Fig. 2.3b).
In all that follows, we consider surrogate-TNC as the basis for the neural population
control, as it addresses the full null hypothesis that temporal, neural, and condition means
and covariances give rise to the population structures in question. That said, the inclusion
of surrogate-T and surrogate-TN here remains important: first, including surrogate-T
connects to conventional shuffling and will demonstrate the inadequacies of that standard
method. Second, including surrogate-TN demonstrates an alternative null hypothesis that
is appropriate in other settings [see section 2.3.4], and it allows us to analyze empirically
the benefits of adding each of the primary features to the null hypothesis. It is worth
noting that other surrogate types such as surrogate-NC are easily generated (our software
implementation accepts this choice as an input), but they appear visually implausible due
to the standard of plotting responses over time.
2.3.2 Population representations and mixed selectivity in prefrontal
cortex
Previous studies have demonstrated that neurons in a number of brain areas respond to
multiple task parameters [Brody et al. 2003; Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Hernández et
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al. 2010; Machens, Romo, and Brody 2010; Raposo, Kaufman, and Churchland 2014; Rig-
otti et al. 2013]. Thesemixed responses may obscure the representation of task parameters
at the level of single neurons. Thus, dimensionality reduction methods [Kobak et al. 2016;
Mante et al. 2013] are widely used to identify neural readouts (projections of the neural
population) that separate the representation of each task parameter. Further, these read-
outs often are found to explain substantial data variance. Should we always expect such a
finding from any collection of neurons that have these mixed responses? Not necessarily:
one can readily produce toy examples where the representations fundamentally can not
be separated, and other examples where separation would be possible but only with small
variance explained (i.e., in the noise). The suggestion then typically follows that these
robust readouts are thus evidence of a collective code in the population: neural responses
are coordinated in such a way to produce these readouts, though that coordination is
invisible at the level of single neurons. However, this line of reasoning misses the criti-
cal concern that these task-parameter-specific readouts may be an expected byproduct of
simpler features in the data itself: tuning, temporal smoothness, and neural correlations.
Asserting a claim of this type of collective code requires the neural population control.
We tested recordings from prefrontal cortex (PFC) during a working memory [Romo
and Salinas 2003] (Fig. 2.5a). In this task, subjects received two vibrotactile stimuli with
different frequencies. A delay period separated the presentation of the two stimuli, during
which subjects were required to maintain a memory of the first stimulus frequency. After
the delay period, subjects reported whether the frequency of the first stimulus was higher
or lower than the frequency of the second stimulus. Thus, the two main task parameters
encoded by PFC are the decision and the first stimulus frequency.
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Responses in PFC showed mixed selectivity to the two task parameters (Fig. 2.5b).
We used demixed principal component analysis (dPCA) [Kobak et al. 2016] to identify the
decision-specific and the stimulus-specific population readouts in both the original neural
dataset and our surrogate datasets. The projection of the population activity onto the
decision readout reflects the population representation of the decision, and the projection
of the population activity onto the stimulus readout reflects the population representation
of the stimulus. We then compared these projections to those found in surrogate datasets
generated by CFR and TME.Qualitatively, the projections, from both the original and the
surrogate-TNC datasets, appeared to be tuned to the decision and the stimulus (Fig. 2.10a-
d). Quantitatively, we calculated the percentage variance explained by the decision and
stimulus projections, which summarized the degree to which each projection accounts for
the population response: the higher the variance, themore the projection is representative
of the population response.
Fig. 2.10e demonstrates that the variance captured by the decision projection from the
original neural data is significantly higher than the variance captured by the decision pro-
jections from the surrogate datasets. This finding demonstrates that the population repre-
sentation of the decision is not an expected byproduct of the primary features. However,
the same procedure for the stimulus projection demonstrates that the population repre-
sentation of the stimulus can not be distinguished from an expected byproduct of the
primary features, as data generated with only those primary features displayed compa-
rable population structure (Fig. 2.10f). The variance captured by the stimulus projection
from the original neural data reaches significance only when compared to the variance
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Figure 2.10: Decision (stimulus) readouts in PFC are not (are) an expected byproduct.
The population readouts for decision and stimulus were identified using demixed princi-
ple component analysis (dPCA). (a) Projections of the original population responses from
monkey RR15 onto the top decision-specific readout. (b) Projections of neural responses
from monkey RR15 onto the top stimulus-specific readout. The trace colors and style fol-
lows the same convention as those in Fig. 2.5b. (c) Same as a but for decision readouts
from surrogate datasets generated by CFE (top) and TME (bottom). We show surrogates
at various points in the distribution of variance explained (25th, 50th, and 75th percentile,
200 surrogate datasets). (d) Same as b but for the surrogate datasets from CFE (top) and
TME (bottom) methods; as in c the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile examples are shown
(200 surrogate datasets). (e) Percent variance-explained of the population projection onto
the top decision readout. Black lines show the percent variance explained from the origi-
nal neural data, colored box-whisker plots show the variance explained distribution from
200 surrogate samples (same convention as Fig. 2.2 c,f; stars denote significantly high
variance; upper-tail test). The variance of the decision projection is calculated during the
decision epoch (100 ms after the second stimulus onset, until the second stimulus off-
set). (f) Same as e but for percent variance explained of the population projection onto
the top stimulus readout. The variance of the stimulus projection is calculated during the
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Figure 2.11: Decision (stimulus) readouts in PFC are not (are) an expected byproduct.
This figure is similar to Fig. 2.10e,f but with reconstruction variance (termed explained
variance in Kobak et al. 2016) instead of the conventional percentage variance explained.
(a) Percent reconstruction variance of the population projection onto the top decision
readout. Black lines show the percent variance explained from the original neural data,
colored box-whisker plots show the variance explained distribution from 200 surrogate
samples (same convention as Fig. 2.10e,f ; stars denote significantly high variance; upper-
tail test). The variance of the decision projection is calculated during the decision epoch
(100ms after the second stimulus onset, until the second stimulus offset). (b) Same as a but
for reconstruction variance of the population projection onto the top stimulus readout.
The variance of the stimulus projection is calculated during the stimulus epoch (100 ms
after first stimulus onset, until the second stimulus onset).
when compared to surrogate-TNC datasets. This result was similar when repeating the
same analysis using another statistic (the explained variance metric used in Kobak et al.
2016; Fig. 2.11). This negative result contextualizes our understanding of population-
level representations: sometimes, despite qualitative appearances of a collective popula-
tion code, such a readout can exist simply because of a powerful algorithm and simpler
known features in the data. Note that this result does not mean that the stimulus readout
is absent or wrong in any way, but rather that it is expected, given the primary features
of the data.
One advantage of this framework is that the contribution of each primary feature
to the population structure can be quantified by studying the null distributions across
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different surrogate types. The investigation of the different surrogate types (surrogate-T,
-TN, and -TNC) indicates that tuning across conditions is likely the primary feature giving
rise to the stimulus readout. Although single neurons in PFC show mixed responses to
the stimulus and decision, the tuning of the stimulus is prominent (Fig. 2.12). Due to the
task structure, neurons in PFC are responding to the first stimulus at all times of the task,
except during the brief period starting at the second stimulus onset (Fig. 2.5a,b). Thus,
the population-level representation of the stimulus arises from the prominent tuning of
single neurons, as expressed by the mean and covariance across conditions. Unlike the
stimulus, the neural responses to the decision are briefer (only after the second stimulus
onset) and completely overlap with the neural responses to the stimulus (Fig. 2.5a,b). In
this case, single-neuron responses obscure the decision representation since the tuning
to stimulus dominates the tuning to decision across the population (Fig. 2.12). Hence, the
population representation of the decision is not an expected byproduct of the underlying
primary features, and as such uncovers novel information about the representation of
decision in PFC.
Population representations of task parameters are often useful to summarize large
datasets, and novel and rigorous methods like dPCA are effective in finding those repre-
sentations. The present result reminds us that care should be taken when interpreting the
population representations found by these methods: in some cases, these representations
may be significant indication of collective population codes hidden at the single-neuron













































Figure 2.12: Single-neurons tuning to stimulus is prominent in PFC.
Left column: the lower triangle is the unique values of the condition covariance matrix
(lower triangle of C) of the original neural data (normalized to have unit norm); the
upper triangle is the unique values of the outer product of the stimulus vector with itself
(again normalized to have unit norm, shown above the diagonal line). Right column:
lower triangle is the same as the left panel but the upper triangle is now the unique values
of the outer product of the decision vector (right). Top row is for monkey RR15 and
bottom row is for monkey RR14 (see Methods for data details). The left column has a
closer qualitative match between upper and lower triangles, indicating stimulus tuning
is similar to the condition covariance matrix. Compare to the right column, which looks
highly non-symmetric, meaning that C does not capture decision tuning well.
2.3.3 Primary features alone do not explain dynamical structure in
motor cortex
To highlight the broad applicability of our neural population control, we next tested an-
other population structure from a different brain area. We applied the neural population
control on motor cortex responses during a delayed-reach task (Fig. 2.13a,b) to test the
recently proposed dynamical systems hypothesis [Churchland et al. 2012; Shenoy, Sa-
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Figure 2.13: Motor cortex responses during a delayed-reach task.
(a) Delayed-reach task. Monkeys performed straight and curved reaches to targets dis-
played on a frontoparallel screen. Trajectories represent the average hand position during
each of 108 reaching conditions. (b) Example neuron recorded from the motor cortex of
one monkey during the delayed-reach task. Each trace is the smoothed, trial-averaged
firing rate during one of the reaching conditions. The trace color indicates the reach
condition from panel a. Heatmaps in the inset represent three covariance matrices that
quantify the primary features across time (T ), neurons (N ) and conditions (C) of the
entire population dataset.
activity represents movement kinematics, such as direction and velocity [Georgopoulos,
Kettner, and Schwartz 1988; Georgopoulos, Schwartz, Kettner, et al. 1986; Moran and
Schwartz 1999b]. Other studies have argued that the complexity of neural responses in
motor cortex is beyond what is expected from coding models [Churchland and Shenoy
2007b; Churchland et al. 2010; Fetz 1992; Scott, Sergio, and Kalaska 1997; Todorov 2000],
and is more consistent with dynamical systems models [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b;
Churchland et al. 2012]. In this view motor cortex generates simple dynamical patterns
of activity that are initialized by preparatory activity [Churchland, Afshar, and Shenoy
2006; Churchland et al. 2010; Kaufman et al. 2010], and these patterns are then combined to
produce complex muscle activity [Churchland et al. 2010; Kaufman et al. 2014]. As in Fig.
2.2d, a dynamical system implies a particular population structure, and recent studies have
shown neural trajectories evolving (approximately) according to a low-dimensional lin-
ear dynamical system [Churchland and Shenoy 2007b; Churchland et al. 2012]. However,
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despite a number of controls and model comparisons with other competing hypotheses
[Churchland et al. 2010, 2012; Michaels, Dann, and Scherberger 2016], the concern per-
sists that this population structure may be an expected byproduct of simpler features in
the data. That counterargument goes as follows: the temporal smoothness of neural re-
sponses in motor cortex data will give rise to temporally smooth neural trajectories, and
correlated responses across neurons and conditions will give rise to low-dimensional neu-
ral trajectories that are also spatially smooth (in the sense that tuning implies that each
neuron’s response changes smoothly from one condition to the next, and thus popula-
tion trajectories must also change smoothly in neural space from one condition to the
next). Together, it is quite reasonable to suppose that this population structure (fit to a
low-dimensional linear dynamical system) will arise as an expected byproduct of primary
features of data.
To resolve this ambiguity, we first fit a low-dimensional linear dynamical system to
motor cortical responses from multiple monkeys (dimensionality was chosen by cross-
validation; Fig. 2.4), and quantified the quality of fit by the coefficient of determination
R2 (Methods). We then generated a null distribution of R2 values by fitting surrogate
datasets generated by CFR and TME to the same dynamical model. Our results show
that the R2 from the original neural data is significantly higher than the R2 from every
surrogate type (Fig. 2.14a; P < 0:001). This result is consistent in many neural datasets
recorded from different monkeys during different reaching tasks (Fig. 2.15), and holds
similarly when one considers only oscillatory linear dynamics (Fig. 2.16). Our neural
population control thus demonstrates that the recently reported dynamical structure in





























































*** *** *** *** *** ***
Figure 2.14: Population dynamics in motor cortex are not an expected byproduct.
400 ms of movement-related neural activity in the motor cortex were projected on to the
top principal components (PCs) and then fitted to a linear dynamical system. (a) Quality
of fit (R2) of the original neural responses projected onto the top 28 PCs (determined by
cross validation; Fig. 2.4) to the dynamical system model. Black lines denote the R2 from
the original neural data. Colored box-whisker plots denote the R2 distributions from 100
surrogate datasets from each surrogate type (same convention as Fig. 2.2 c,f). Stars denote
significantly higher R2 than the surrogates (P < 0:001; upper-tail test). (b) Leave-one-
condition-out cross-validation (LOOCV) for theR2 measure of fitting data to a dynamical
system model with different choices of model dimensionalities (number of PCs). Black
trace denote the R2 value from the original neural data and colored traces are the mean
R2 values from the surrogate datasets (same color convention as panel a. (Colored areas
represent 2 s.d.).
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Figure 2.15: Population dynamics in motor cortex from many datasets are consistently
significant.
Neural responses in the motor cortex from the 400 ms duration reflecting movement re-
sponse were projected onto the top PCs (see Supplementary Fig. 8), and then fit to a linear
dynamical system. (a) Quality of fit (R2) of the original neural responses to the dynami-
cal system model. Black bar denotes the R2 from the original neural data. Colored bars
denote the median R2 from 100 different surrogates from each control type (error bars
denote the 95th percentile of the distribution). Stars denote significantly higher R2 value
in the original data than in the surrogates (P < 0:001; upper-tail test). (b) Same as a, but
using leave-one-condition-out cross-validated R2.
As in the prefrontal cortex, we can use the differences between the different surrogate
types (surrogate-T, -TN, and -TNC) to quantify the contribution of each primary feature
to the summary statistic. Our results show that the R2 values from the surrogate-T and
surrogate-TN datasets are similar to each other, whereas the R2 values from surrogate-
TNC datasets are much higher (Fig. 2.14a). The surrogate-TNC datasets are the only ones
that preserve the neurons’ tuning to movement type (experimental reach condition), from
which we conclude that this tuning contributes meaningfully to any appearance of dy-
namical structure in surrogate data (albeit significantly less than the original data). In
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other words, tuning inherently produces some degree of spatial smoothness that, if ig-
nored, would have led to meaningful overstatement of the test significance of this dy-
namical population structure.
The above results may depend on the specific parameter choices used in the dynam-
ical system, which in this case is the dimensionality of the linear dynamical system. To
assess the sensitivity of this test result to model dimensionality, we performed leave-one-
condition-out cross-validation and quantified the R2 values of test conditions, both from
the original neural data and the surrogate datasets, based on dynamical models with dif-
ferent dimensionalities. The same results hold: theR2 value from the original neural data
is still significantly higher than the R2 values from all types of surrogate data, across a
wide range of model dimensionalities (Fig. 2.14b). While a very low-dimensional model
leads to lowR2 values in both the original neural data and the surrogate datasets, as model
dimensionality increases, the R2 value of the original neural dataset increases dispropor-
tionately, separating from theR2 values of the surrogate datasets. This separation implies
that the dynamical model describes the original neural dataset better than it describes the
surrogates.
The structure we investigated here is consistent with a simple class of dynamical sys-
tems [Goldman 2009; Hennequin, Vogels, and Gerstner 2014; Murphy and Miller 2009;
Sussillo et al. 2015], but of course the underlying mechanism generating the population
responses in motor cortex is more complex. It is essential to note that the present neural
population control does not attempt to distinguish between linear dynamical models and
other models (dynamical or otherwise); it specifically tests whether there is more linear
dynamical structure than
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Figure 2.16: Quasi-rhythmic population response in motor cortex is not an expected
byproduct.
Churchland et al. 2012 identified a quasi-rhythmic population response during reach-
ing from motor cortex data. They designed a dimensionality reduction method (jPCA;
Churchland et al. 2012 ) to identify a population projection, which revealed the presence
or absence of rotational dynamics in the neural trajectories. Some have expressed concern
that the observed population oscillations may be an expected byproduct of the primary
features of neural data. (a) Projections of population responses onto the top jPCA plane.
Each trace shows neural trajectories reflecting the first 200ms of movement-related activ-
ity for one of 108 reaching conditions. The colors of the traces are based on the variance
of the preparatory state along jPC1. (b) jPCA projections from one sample of each surro-
gate type. (c) Quality of fit (R2) of the jPCA oscillatory dynamical system model of the
original neural data and the surrogate datasets (same convention as Fig. 6a). This figure
validates the claim that quasi-rhythmic dynamics are not an expected byproduct.
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2.3.4 Stability of encoding axes in Orbitofrontal Cortex
Studies of prefrontal cortex (PFC), includingOFC, showed that single neurons encodemul-
tiple value-related signals and the proportion of encoding a given signal changes within
a trial [Kennerley et al. 2009; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006]. While these studies high-
light mixed selectivity in the single neuron responses [Mante et al. 2013] and the ability
to separate the representations of task parameters at the population-level [Kobak et al.
2016], they do not shed light on the stability of these representations. Importantly, how
consistent is a given neuron’s encoding of a signal over time within the trial and how do
these dynamics relate to key task events?
In addressing the above question, we used data recorded from neurons within OFC
during a cost-benefit decision-making task (Methods). In this task, monkeys were offered
a juice reward for a fixed cost (i.e., sustained fixation (Figure 2.17a). The volume of juice
offered varied on each trial. Monkeys made a decision whether to work for the value of
the offer. In the case when subjects decide to accept the offer, they maintain an effortful
fixation for 4s so as to earn the promised reward. Otherwise, they break fixation and the
trial enters a time out period equivalent to the duration had the subject accepted the offer.
Single neuron responses recorded in OFC showed that representations of benefit (i.e.,
juice volume offered), choice (i.e., accept or reject), and expected reward (i.e., benefit con-
ditioned on choice) were mixed at the level of single neurons (Figure 2.17b). We used
target dimensionality reduction (see Mante et al. 2013) to identify a low-dimensional sub-
space in which separable patterns of neural activity (i.e., linear combinations of many
neurons) in OFC encode distinct task-relevant variables (i.e., benefit, choice, and expected
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reward). To explore the stability of these encoding vectors (That is, how consistent was
the contribution of each neuron to a given task parameter representation?), we identified
the encoding axis for each task parameter at each time point during that trial. For each
task parameter, we measured the angle between the encoding vectors for every pair of
time points (Figure 2.18a). Small angles indicate more stable representation across time
during the trial whereas larger angles indicate less stable representations.
Intuitively, the stability of these representations may be an expected byproduct of
temporal smoothness of firing rates and dimensionality of the neural data. For example,
if all neurons have a constant firing rate across time, the angles between representations
at different times are expected to be trivially zero. So is the case, if neural responses span
only one neural dimension. In order to address whether there exist stability beyond these
primary features, we used TME method to generate surrogate datasets that preserves
the temporal and neural primary features (i.e., surrogate-TN). We used these surrogate
datasets to test the null hypothesis that the degree of stability of encoding axes during
the trial is an expect byproduct from the temporal smoothness and neural correlation (Fig-
ure 2.18b). We found that the encoding vectors of benefit and choice were significantly
stable during behaviorally relevant periods: the benefit representation was stable during
the brief offer presentation, when most choices were made; the choice representation was
stable for 2  4 s during the work period, when most choices were sustained; note, there
is another mode of the benefit that appear stable at the middle of the trial that is different
than the mode appearing during the offer. The expected reward was mostly stable during
the middle of the trial but was generally less stable than benefit and choice. This synchro-
nisation between behavioral events and periods of stable population encoding suggests
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Figure 2.17: Orbitofrontal cortex responses during a cost-benefit decision-making task
(Figure adapted from Kimmel et al. in preparation).
a) Task structure: the animal initiated the trial by directing its gaze (converging pair of
lines) toward a central fixation point (FP), and holding fixation for a variable interval. An
offer was presented as a varying array of icons (0–8 yellow squares) each representing
a promised drop of juice; simultaneously, the FP changed to a solid color (filled cross).
To accept the offer, the animal maintained fixation through the work period (4 s), and
the promised drops of juice were then delivered in rapid succession. The animal could
reject the offer (large black arrow) during the offer or work period by averting its gaze;
the trial then entered a time-out period equivalent to had the animal accepted the offer.
b) Left panel shows mean (solid curve) and s.e.m. (shading) of the raw response of one
example neuron to the different offers (colors shown in legend), including both accept and
reject choices, as a function of time from the onset of the offer period. Right panel shows
the response to offers 1–8 separated (arrows) into accept (green) and reject (blue) trials,
showing the mixed encoding of benefit and choice. The primary features in time T and
neurons N are shown in the inset
that OFC neurons may organize transiently to support flexible behavior.
2.4 Discussion
Neural population analyses are increasingly adopted in systems neuroscience, allowing
the investigation of large neural datasets and the consideration of a new class of scientific
hypotheses. However, the future of these analyses hinges on our ability to reliably distin-
guish novel population-level findings from redescriptions of simpler features of the data.
To that end, we developed a neural population control to statistically test if a population-
level result is an expected byproduct of the primary features of temporal, neural, and
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Figure 2.18: Stability of encoding axes in OFC within the trial (Figure adapted from Kim-
mel et al. in preparation)
a) Angle in degrees between pairs of vectors in neural space encoding the same signal is
given by the color of each pixel (right-hand color bar), and the times of the vector pair (rel-
ative to the onset of the offer period) are given by the pixel’s row and column positions.
Smaller angles (warmer colors) correspond to greater similarity between encoding axes.
The diagonal compares identical vectors (angle = 0) and is colored white. (b) p-values
corresponds to the test of the null hypothesis the angles in panel a is expected from the
temporal smoothness of the firing rates (quantified by T in Figure 2.14b) and data di-
mensionality, quantified by N in Figure 2.14b (i.e., encoding is not stable). To estimate
the p-values, TME method was used to generate 1000 surrogate-TN datasets (lower tail
test).
condition correlations. Two specific instances of this population control are the corrected
Fisher randomization method (CFR) and the tensor maximum entropy method (TME).
These two methods generate surrogate datasets that preserve the primary features but
are otherwise random, and can thus be meaningfully compared to the original neural
data to ask if the original data has any structure beyond the specified primary features.
We applied the neural population control to data from PFC during a working memory
task. We found that the presence of a neural readout that is specific to the decision is
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significant, and may be an interesting form of collective code, whereas the presence of a
neural readout that is specific to the stimulus can be explained by the tuning of single-
neurons. Further, we applied this framework to data frommotor cortex during a reaching
task, demonstrating that population-level dynamics are not an expected byproduct of pri-
mary features. Finally, we applied this framework to data from OFC during a cost-benefit
decision-making task. We found that stable population axes, encoding task parameters
(benefit, choice and expected reward), appear transiently at epochs that are behaviorally
relevant.
When applying the neural population control framework, interpretational precision
is critical. Specifically, consider our finding that the presence of a stimulus readout in
PFC is an expected byproduct of single-neuron tuning. First, this finding does not assert
that the stimulus readout is incorrect or absent, nor does it indicate any technical flaw in
the analysis method, but rather it states that we can not rule out the possibility that the
readout is merely a redescription of tuning at the level of single neurons, and thus that
we should not necessarily infer evidence of a collective code that is hidden at the level of
the population. Second, and more subtly, any claim that a population-level readout is an
expected byproduct is conditioned on the subjective belief that single-neuron tuning is
known to be a fundamental feature that exists in data. Should one believe that, instead,
the population-level readout of the stimulus is the fundamental feature, then one could
instead ask if single-neuron tuning is an expected byproduct to that assumption (some
indeed might quite sensibly argue this direction to be more scientifically plausible). Our
framework makes no claims as to which features are fundamental, but rather quantifies
the extent to which structure will appear at the level of the population as a result of a
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set of specified primary features. Indeed, our framework tends to be conservative, as
after the selection of a set of primary features, it assumes the existence of these primary
features with no dependency on anymechanistic underpinning; in other words, we do not
require the existence of a competing scientific model to produce data with these features
(and finding such a model might be difficult). This assumption presents a high bar when
compared to specific mechanistic models that correspond to the population structure in
question.
At the broadest interpretational level, rejection of the null hypothesis does not prove
the existence of a specific population structure. Instead, such a finding rules out a simpler
explanation of observing that structure in data: that the population-level structure can
be explained as an expected byproduct of the specified primary features already assumed
to exist in neural data. We do not claim that a test that fails to reject this null hypothesis
would somehow negate the scientific significance of a population structure. Indeed, these
simpler explanations may themselves be scientifically interesting. For example, studies
have demonstrated that minimal models of correlations among neurons provide accurate
and non-trivial predictions of population activity patterns in primate [Shlens et al. 2006,
2009] and other vertebrate [Schneidman et al. 2006] retina. Additionally, failing to reject
this null hypothesis may simply imply that current data or the complexity of experimental
behavior is inadequate to elucidate the novelty of that structure [Gao and Ganguli 2015].
At a technical level, the CFR and TMEmethods are complementary and exploit under-
lying principles which have a long history in neuroscience [Schneidman et al. 2006; Shlens
et al. 2006, 2009; Tang et al. 2008]. Here we have extended the principles of Fisher random-
ization andmaximum entropy to quantify the significance of structure in population-level
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datasets. These methods can be applied interchangeably, and their minor differences have
little effect on the hypothesis being tested. That said, certainly each method possesses its
advantages. On the one hand, CFR generally better preserves the primary features for
each surrogate dataset, while TME has the exact primary features in expectation (Fig. 2.6
and Fig. 2.7). On the other hand, TME produces more thoroughly randomized surrogates
than does CFR. By construction CFR operates on a finite set of original neural responses,
which may allow unintended structure to persist in the surrogate datasets even if it was
not stipulated by the null hypothesis. In contrast, TME surrogate datasets are maximally
random in the Shannon entropy sense, and thus surrogates by definition have no unin-
tended structure. Thus, depending on the application, if it is most crucial to eliminate any
structure beyond the primary features, TME is the more appropriate method to use. On
the other hand, if it is most important that each surrogate dataset preserves the primary
features of the original neural data as close as possible, then CFR is the more appropriate
method to use. It should also be noted, for practical purposes, that CFR is more compu-
tationally expensive because it requires optimization for each surrogate dataset, whereas
TME requires an optimization only once when creating the maximum entropy distribu-
tion (see Methods). On another technical point, in this work both the prefrontal and
motor applications involved firing rates that were averaged across trials within a given
condition. One natural technical question is how this framework works in the single trial
setting. If one works with single trial time histograms (a single trial PSTH) or rate es-
timates (as is often done [Ecker et al. 2014; Kaufman et al. 2015; Park et al. 2014]), then
the neural population control works without further modification. Should one wish to
work with spike trains directly, then further assumptions must be made so that means
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and covariances can be meaningfully calculated (as these features do not apply to point
process data). A rate estimate is one choice; other non-rate choices such as a spike train
metric [Victor 2005] would require further methodological development.
When studying population-level questions in neuroscience, it is important for our
hypotheses to be consistent with existing, simpler features of neural data. Here we have
found that it is equally important to quantitatively investigate whether these simpler fea-
tures themselves reproduce the population structure being considered by that hypothe-
sis. The neural population control we developed here may be applied to test a wide range
of population hypotheses from essentially any brain area, and thus provides a general




The field of systems neuroscience is experiencing a paradigm shift from single-neuron
to population level studies. Accordingly, analyses that operate at the level of the neural
population are increasingly relied upon to support hypotheses about neural mechanisms.
This approach is expected to increase in systems neuroscience as datasets become more
complex. Methodologically, this dissertation contributes to the population level analyses
by providing methods to make sense of population data both in terms of identifying struc-
tures within these datasets and in terms of validating the significance of these structures.
From the neuroscientific perspective, this dissertation advances our understanding of the
role of motor cortex in generating voluntary movements.
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Characterization of dynamical activity in population data
This appendix discusses methods from:
• (Elsayed et al. Cosyne abstract 2013) with Matthew Kaufman, Stephen Ryu, Krishna
Shenoy, Mark Churchland, and John Cunningham.
Recent dimensionality reduction methods allowed the identification of subspaces of the
data that are consistent with specific dynamical structures (e.g., rotational and expan-
sive/contractive linear dynamical patterns). However, they stopped short in identifying
other dynamical features of the data. Here, we derive a new method that is capable of
identifying general dynamical activity patterns in high-dimensional data. This method
identifies orthogonal bases spanning subspaces of the data that possess these dynamical
patterns. This problem is mathematically equivalent to a least-squares regression problem
with constraint on the regression matrix to be a normal matrix, which is more challeng-
ing than traditional least squares regression problems. Using ideas from linear algebra,
differential geometry, and optimization, we develop both steepest descent and conjugate
gradient solvers to the LSN problem. Since this problem is non-convex, we also derive the
optimality conditions to assess the optimality of the solutions. We use this novel method
to characterize the dynamical structure in data from motor cortex during a delayed-reach
task. We show that activity across many different experimental conditions has consis-
2
tently strong linear dynamics fitting this model.
A.1 Introduction
There has been increasing interest recently in understanding the role that internal dynam-
ics play in the response of neural populations, in both sensory [Buonomano and Maass
2009] and motor systems [Shenoy, Sahani, and Churchland 2013]. In particular, Church-
land et al. 2012 has recently shown projections of consistent, internally-driven dynamical
activity in populations of motor cortical neurons by focusing on oscillatory dynamics.
However, that work stopped short of exploring other dynamical features. Here, we char-
acterize the structure of neural population dynamics by studying canonical features in-
cluding: expansive vs. rotational structure (the two building blocks of simple linear time
invariant dynamical systems), and the more general class of normal dynamics.
The problem of fitting a linear dynamical system to data can be modelled by the least-
squares regression problem M^ = argmin
M2 IRnn jjY  XM jj2F where X 2 IRCTn and
Y 2 IRCTn are the known neural activity state and its time derivatives (C experimental
conditions, T time points, and n dimensionality of the system). The class of oscillatory
dynamics can be identified using the jPCA method presented in Churchland et al. 2012
by adding a constraint onM to be skew-symmetric. The expansive/contractive dynamics
is a simple extension to the jPCA model with a symmetric constraint applied to the dy-
namics matrix instead of skew symmetric. If one is interested in a less restrictive class of
dynamics, one possibility is to fit an unconstrained linear dynamical system, which have
the least squares closed form solution M^ = (XX) 1XY . However since the dynamics
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matrix of the unconstrained model does not provide orthonormal basis, it is not possible
to find a variance preserving projection of the data that shows the dynamical activity pat-
terns of data, unlike the rotational and expansive models. Thus, if convenient orthogonal
projections are desired for a more general class of dynamics than oscillatory or expansive,
the dynamics matrix should be constrained to have orthogonal eigenvectors (i.e., normal
matrix). This least-squares regression problem with normality constraint (which we term
LSN) is more challenging and can be formally written in the following form:
M^ = argmin
M2Nnn
jjY  XM jj2F (A.1)
where X and Y are given, and M is constrained to the class of normal matrices (N). In
this chapter, we use ideas from linear algebra, differential geometry, and optimization to
solve the LSN problem.
One classic and relevant problem is that of finding the closest normal matrix to a given
matrix, where the objective would be jjA  M jj2F for M 2 Nnn [Chu 1991a,b; Fan and
Hoffman 1955; Higham 1988; Ruhe 1987]. The problem we introduce here is more general
and more challenging, though some ideas to assess the optimality of solutions have been
borrowed from that classic literature, in particular Chu 1991a; Fan and Hoffman 1955.
The class of normal matrices N is well-studied in linear algebra and has many proper-
ties and definitions stated in Grone et al. 1987. One of the canonical definitions of normal
matrices is N = fUDUjD 2  & U 2 Ug, where  is all complex diagonal matrices
and U is all unitary matrices defined by U = fU jUU = UU = Ig. This definition is
critical, and we will use it to derive the solution to Equation A.1. This definition simpli-
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fies the problem to the class of the diagonal and the unitary constrained problems, which
is well characterized in differential geometry and have abundance of helpful algorith-
mic ideas in the literature (eg Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008; Abrudan, Eriksson,
and Koivunen 2009; Absil, Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009; Edelman, Arias, and Smith 1998;
Manton 2002).
In this chapter, we develop steepest descent and conjugate gradient algorithms to solve
the LSN problem. Since this problem is non-convex, we also derive the optimality condi-
tions to assess the quality of the solutions. We derive different algorithms corresponding
to four variations of LSN, which may suit different applications. These problems include
complex and real normal constrained problem with predefined or unknown spectra. Each
of the following sections introduces one of these algorithms by building on key insights
from the previous sections. Finally we perform convergence analysis of the algorithms
developed, and we demonstrate its uses on fitting identification of normal dynamics of
data from motor cortex.
A.2 Methods
Least-squares regression with normality constraint
least-squares regression problem with known spectrum
Starting with the general problem over the complex domain, the normal least squares
problem is of the form M^ = argmin
M2Nnn jjY  XM jj2F where N is the class of normal












Figure A.1: Illustration of the optimization procedure for the objective function f(U).
We begin at a current point Ui (a point in the feasible set in the unitary matrices U) and
we calculate the gradient rf(Ui). We obtain the projection of rf(Ui) onto the tangent
space to the feasible domain, denoted byG(Ui). Using the projected gradient we calculate
a descent direction on the tangent space. Since this descent direction on the tangent space
deviates from the feasible domain, we construct mapping between this descent direction
and the unitary manifold and calculate U i+1.
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assume that the spectrum (eigenvalues) of the unknown matrixM is known.
The solution procedure is implemented using the projected gradient method [Gill,
Murray, and Wright 1981, p. 219-224]. The following are the general steps used to solve
this problem: Step 0: Simplifying the optimization problem into a more tractable form,
and using the unitary decomposition of normal matrices to solve the problem over the
unitary domain (U). Step 1: Calculating the gradient of the optimization objective (un-
constrained). Step 2: Imposing the domain constraint U by projecting the gradient onto
the tangent space to the feasible set (TUU), which is used to define a descent direction to
minimize the objective function over the feasible domain (illustrated in Figure A.1). Step
3: Choose a descent direction on the tangent space and construct the mapping from the
descent direction on TUU to the feasible nonlinear unitary constraint space.
Algorithm details:
The previous steps are used to obtain the least squares estimate with normality con-
straint and known spectrum. In this part, we detail the implementation of each step. The
following results are general and will be used to derive the algorithms in this and the
following sections.
Step 0: (Simplifying The Problem)
Starting from the optimization problem M^ = argmin
M2Nnn jjY  XM jj2F and using the
normal matrix definitionM = UDU, the problem can be reduced to optimization over
the unitary class U of the form U^ = argmin
U2Unn jjY   XUDUjj2F , where D is the
diagonal matrix that contains the predefined spectrum. The objective function f(U) can
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be written as
f(U) = jjY  XUDUjj2F
= Tr((Y  XUDU)(Y  XUDU))
= Tr(Y Y   Y XUDU   UDUXY + UDUXXUDU)
Note that f is a real function over the complex domain f :Cnn ! IR. This allows us to
substitute the trace operator with the real trace Tr<() = Tr(<()). Then, the objective
simplifies to
f(U) = Tr<(Y Y   2Y XUDU + UDUXXUDU) (A.2)
Step 1: (Deriving the Gradient)
The directional derivative in the direction V of the objective function at a general matrix
Z 2 Cnn (denoted by f 0(Z)V ) will be used to derive the gradient. f 0(Z)V is related
to the gradient by f 0(Z)V = hV;rf(Z)i where h; i is a suitably defined inner product
[Marsden and Tromba 2003, p. 109-121]. Since the complex classCnn can be considered
as vector space IRnnIRnn over the real numbers, then the inner product onCnn may
be defined as hA;BiC = h<(A);<(B)i+h=(A);=(B)i and hA;Bi = Tr(A>B)where<
is the real part and = is the imaginary part [Chu 1991a]. Therefore to obtain the gradient,
we start from the definition of the directional derivative f 0(Z)V = limt!0(f(Z + tV ) 
f(Z))/t. Then using trace properties, we reorder and reduce the directional derivative to
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the inner product inCnn between V andrf(Z), which can be obtained as follows:
f 0(Z)V = lim
t!0




(Tr<(Y Y   2Y X(Z + tV )D(Z + tV ) + (Z + tV )D(Z + tV )XX
(Z + tV )D(Z + tV ))  Tr<(Y Y   2Y XZDZ + ZDZXXZDZ))/t
= Tr<( 2Y XZDV    2 _XXVDZ + ZDZXXZDV  + ZDZXXVDZ
+ ZDV XXZDZ + V DZXXZDZ)
= Tr<( 2V (Y XZD +XY ZD   ZDZXXZD  XXZDZZD))
= Tr(<(V )><( 2(Y XZD +XY ZD   ZDZXXZD  XXZDZZD)))
+ Tr(=(V )>=( 2(Y XZD +XY ZD   ZDZXXZD  XXZDZZD)))
Third step is done by using matrix real trace properties to isolate V  as a common fac-
tor, and the final step is by using the general matrix trace equivalence to the real trace
Tr<(AB) = Tr(<(A)><(B))+Tr(=(A)>=(B)). Using the definition of inner product
in complex domain, the directional derivative can be written as
f 0(Z)V = hV; 2(Y XZD +XY ZD   ZDZXXZD  XXZDZZD)iC
By f 0(Z)V = hV;rf(Z)iC, the gradient is then
rf(Z) =  2(Y XZD +XY ZD   ZDZXXZD  XXZDZZD) (A.3)
Equation A.3 gives the gradient of the objective function at any general matrix Z 2Cnn.
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If Z = U 2 Unn throughout the iterations (as our procedure will enforce), then the
gradient expression reduces to the final form
rf(U) =  2(Y XUD +XY UD   UDUXXUD  XXUDD): (A.4)
Step 2: (Project the Gradient onto TUU)
The negative gradient direction is the direction of steepest descent on the domain of the
objective function. However, this direction does not lie within the feasible domain U
defined by the unitary constraint UU   I = 0. The tangent space TUU to the feasible
set U gives the direction of change of the manifold U at any point. Therefore, in order
to move within the feasible set U while at the same time reducing f(U), we consider the
direction  G(U) that is the projection of  rf(U) onto the tangent space TUU. We use
 G(U) to define a descent direction to minimize the objective.
Theorem 1. Let U be the space of unitary matrices defined as U = fU jUU = UU = Ig.
Then, the tangent space toU at pointU 2 Unn is given byTUU = KU whereK 2 /Hnn
(skew-hermitian). Furthermore, the projection of any matrix Z 2 Cnn onto TUU is
given by (ZU UZ)
2
U . Equivalently, the tangent space to U at point U 2 Unn is given
by TUU = UK where K 2 /Hnn (skew-hermitian). Furthermore, the projection of any
matrix Z 2Cnn onto TUU is given by U UZ ZU2 .
Proof. The following is a classic result from differential geometry. We begin by defining
the tangent space: the tangent space to a subspace S at a point p can be written as TPS =
f _G(0)jG(t) : IR ! S; G(0) = Pg. In other words, it is the tangent at point P to all
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functions passing through P that map onto S.
Given the class of unitary matricesU = fU jUU = Ig and the collection of functions
G(t) : IR ! U, then we know by definition of U that G(t)G(t) = I for all t 2 IR.
The derivative with respect to t is given by _G(t)G(t) + G(t) _G(t) = 0 (product rule);
thus _G(t)G(t) 2 /H. The tangent space to U at point U 2 U is then defined as TUU =
f _G(0)j _G(0)G(0) 2 /H; G(0) = Ug = f _G(0)j _G(0)U 2 /Hg (tangent space definition).
Let _G(0) = KU , then TUU = fKU jKUU 2 /Hg. Since UU = I by the definition of U,
then TUU = fKU jK 2 /Hg [Chu 1991a]. This proves the first assertion.
Next, given an arbitrarymatrixZ 2Cnn, the projection ofZ onto the tangent spaceTUU
can be obtained by solving the optimization problem V^ = argmin
V 2TUU jjZ V jj
2
F (by the
definition of projection in Cnn Euclidean space). The previous problem can be written
as K^ = argmin
K2/H jjZ KU jj2F (by the definition of TUU). Using the unitary invariance
of the Frobenius norm, the problem can be reduced to the closest skew-hermitian matrix
problem K^ = argmin
K2/H jjA  Kjj2F where A = ZU. This problem is solved in closed
form as K^ = 1
2
(A  A) (e.g. Higham 1988).
To show this, let the solution K^ be in the form K^ = 1
2
(A A+B B)whereB 2Cnn
is arbitrary. Then, by the triangle inequality
jjA   K^jj2F = jjA   12(A   A + B   B)jj2F  jj12(A + A)jj2F + jj12(B + B)jj2F .
The minimum is seen to be at B = 0. Hence, K^ = 1
2
(A   A) = 1
2
(UZ   ZU) and
V^ = K^U = (ZU
 UZ)
2
U . This proves the second assertion of Theorem 1.
The equivalent statement can be proved using the same steps as above, but starting
with the equivalent definition U = fU jUU = Ig and applying the variable change
_G(0) = UK .
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FromTheorem 1, we can calculate the projected gradient onto the tangent space to U








Step 3: (Correct for deviations from U)
We wish for U to remain unitary throughout the iterations. The unitary space defined by
UU   I = 0 is not a linear manifold. However, if the algorithm takes a linear descent
step U + (for a descent direction  and step size ), it will force U to leave the feasible
manifold U (illustrated in Figure A.1). This problem can be solved using the Lagrangian
approach by introducing an additional term that penalizes for deviating from the feasible
space emerging from taking linear steps in the tangent space [Wang, Karhunen, and Oja
1995]. These methods yield approximate unitary solutions, and have very slow conver-
gence behaviour [Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008].
In order to find exact unitary solutions, we need to examine the structure of the uni-
tary space (Stiefel manifold) to find a map (retraction) from the tangent space to the
nonlinear unitary space [Absil, Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009]. Here, we briefly review
some ideas from differential geometry on mapping from tangent spaces to nonlinear con-
strained spaces. The unitary space is closed under multiplication but not under addition
[Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008]. In other words, adding unitary matrices does
not yield results that lie in the unitary space; however, multiplying unitary matrices al-
ways yields unitary results.
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Methods that are based on the structure of the unitary space may be divided to
geodesic and non-geodesic methods. Geodesic methods are based on the fact that the
minimum length between two points on a Riemannian manifold (manifolds with tangent
spaces defined by smoothly varying inner products (eg. Stiefel manifold)) is a geodesic
on that manifold [Absil, Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009, p. 45]; hence, the descending steps
should be following geodesics on the unitary space [Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen
2008; Edelman, Arias, and Smith 1998; Fiori, Uncini, and Piazza 1997; Gabay 1982; Lu-
enberger 1972; Nishimori 1999; Nishimori and Akaho 2005; Plumbley 2005; Smith 1994;
Udriste 1994]. Many methods may be used to advance in geodesic steps, which use cal-
culation or approximations to matrix exponentials using Cayley transform, Givens rota-
tions, and polar decomposition [Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008; Absil, Mahony,
and Sepulchre 2009]. Non-geodesic methods are based on calculating a direct projection
of a matrix to the unitary space. This mapping is based on minimizing the euclidean dis-
tance between a matrix and the unitary space by orthogonal projection. This projection
is performed by calculating the closest unitary matrix using the singular value decom-
position (SVD) [Higham 1988], or more efficiently using an approximation to the closest
unitary matrix by the QR decomposition [Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008; Absil,
Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009].
Both methods (geodesic and non-geodesic) may be used to minimize the objective
function over the unitary space. However, the geodesic method using Pade approxima-
tion of matrix exponential has the minimum complexity and is very efficient for unitary
matrices and for normal matrices in general [Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008]. In
addition, the properties of matrix exponentials (eg. e2M = (eM)2) are very helpful in de-
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signing more efficient line-search algorithms (eg. Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008;
Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2009)
The general steps 1, 2, and 3 may be used directly in a steepest descent minimization
algorithm over the unitary space (eg. Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2008; Absil, Ma-
hony, and Sepulchre 2009; Chu 1991a,b; Edelman, Arias, and Smith 1998). However it is
hard to calculate the conjugate gradient direction on Riemannian manifolds [Edelman,
Arias, and Smith 1998]. Fortunately, some approximations to the conjugate gradient di-
rection were derived for the unitary space (eg Absil, Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009, p. 182
Edelman; Abrudan2). Here, we implement the algorithmic ideas from Abrudan, Eriks-
son, and Koivunen 2008; Abrudan, Eriksson, and Koivunen 2009 to develop the steep-
est descent and conjugate gradient least squares regression solvers with normality con-
straint; the other algorithms mentioned previously [Absil, Mahony, and Sepulchre 2009;
Chu 1991a,b; Edelman, Arias, and Smith 1998] may be used as well.
To summarize, we have shown how to iterate from Ui to Ui+1 as in Figure A.1. We
repeat the three general steps iteration (calculating the gradient rf(Ui), projecting on
TUU, and mapping the descend direction toU) until convergence to U1. At convergence,
the corresponding normal matrix is then equal to M^ = U1DU1. Optimality conditions:
To check whether the final solution is optimal in the sense that it is a local minimum
for the optimization problem, we need to derive the optimality conditions for our problem.
These conditions are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let U 2 Unn be a stationary point for the problem U^ = argmin
U2Unn f(U)
where f(U) = jjY  XUDUjj2F . Then:
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First Order Condition: A necessary condition for U to be a stationary point is that
rf(U)U 2 Hnn (hermitian).
Second Order Condition: A necessary (sufficient) condition for U to be a local minimum
is that hK; (U)iC is nonnegative (positive) 8K 2 /H (skew-hermitian) where (U) =
2(XUD)XUDK   U(rf(U)K + 4Y XUKD   2(XX)UK(DD)).
Proof. (First Order Condition)
The first order optimality condition that defines stationary points of the optimization
problem is rf(U) ? TUU [Gill, Murray, and Wright 1981, p. 79], where rf(U) is
defined in Equation A.4. At this point, the only direction that reduces f(U) requires
leaving the feasible domain U, implying that the projection of rf(U) onto TUU is
zero, which is conveniently calculated in step 2 (Equation A.5). That is to say that
(rf(U)U   Urf(U))/2 = 0. Then, rf(U)U 2 Hnn, which proves the first neces-
sary condition for optimality.
Proof. (Second Order Condition)
The following is a classic result in constrained optimization (see, e.g. ibid., p. 77-81).
Consider an optimization problem with objective function f(z) and equality constraint
c(z) = 0. The Lagrangian for this problem is defined as L(z; ) = f(z)  c(z), where 
is the Lagrange multiplier. The second order optimality condition for local minima is that
the projected Hessian of the Lagrangian is positive definite for all elements in the tangent
space T [ibid., p. 80]. In other words, if v 2 T, then vr2L(z; )v > 0 by the definition
of positive definiteness.
We use ideas from Chu and Driessel 1990 to derive the second order optimality con-
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dition in closed form without considering the Lagrangian. First, note that
rL(z; ) = rf(z)  rc(z).
Also, by definition rc(z) is the component of rf(z) orthogonal to the tangent space
[Gill, Murray, and Wright 1981, p. 78 Chu and Driessel 1990]. Therefore, the projected
gradient g(z) = rL(z; ), since the projection ofrf(z) onto T is equivalent to eliminat-
ing its component in the direction orthogonal to T (the definition of rL(z; )). Hence,
the second order condition reduces to vr2L(z; )v = vrg(z)v = hv; hv;rg(z)ii > 0
for all v 2 T. Then, using the equivalence of directional derivative and inner product
(g0(z)v = hv;rg(z)i), the second order condition can be further reduced to hv; g0(z)vi >
0 for all v 2 T. By the definition of the inner product in Cnn, this can be written as
Tr(V G0(Z)V ) > 0, where V 2 T.
To obtain the directional derivative, one idea from Chu 1991a is first to extend ¹ the
projected gradient smoothly to Cnn defined as G : Cnn  ! Cnn and G(Z) =
Z((Z)  (Z))/2 where (Z) = Zrf(Z) (this is the projected gradient from Equa-
tion A.5). Then, the directional derivative of G(Z) in the direction V is given by
G0(Z)V = 1
2
(Z 0((Z)  (Z)) + Z(0(Z)  0(Z))) (product rule).
By the definition of directional derivative,
Z 0 = limt!0((Z + tV )  Z)/t = V and
0(Z) = (Z 0)rf(Z) + Zrf 0(Z) = V rf(Z) + Zrf 0(Z) (product rule).
To simplify the expression, let A = Y X and B = XX ; then, the directional derivative
¹The projected gradient g : Unn ! TUU is a subspace ofCnn that passes through U 2 Unn (refer
to Figure A.1). However, the directional derivative is technically defined as G0(Z)V = limt!0(G(Z +
tV )   G(Z))/t where V 2 Cnn (any direction in Cnn) and Z 2 Cnn. Therefore, we assume that
the projected gradient G : Cnn ! Cnn in order to match the definition of the directional derivative.
Nevertheless, we retain the properties of g by considering directions V 2 TUU and points Z 2 Unn,
when we check the optimality condition.
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ofrf(Z) (Equation A.3) is
rf 0(Z) = lim
t!0
( 2(A(Z + tV )D + A(Z + tV )D   (Z + tV )D(Z + tV )
B(Z + tV )D  B(Z + tV )D(Z + tV )(Z + tV )D) rf(Z))/t
=  2(ADV + AV D   ZDZBVD   ZDV BZD   V DZBZD
 BZDZV D  BZDV ZD  BVDZZD)
By the definition of the second order optimality condition (discussed above), the sec-
ond order optimality condition is Tr(V G0(Z)V ) > 0 for Z = U 2 U and V = UK 2
TUU whereK 2 /H (by the definition of TUU), which can be calculated as follows:
Tr(V G0(Z)V )
= Tr(KUG0(U)UK) = Tr(KU
1
2












2Tr<(KUrf(U)K   2(KUAUKD +KUAUKD  KDUBUKD
 KDKUBUD +KDUBUDK  KUBUDKD
 KUBUDKD  KUBUKDD)
= Tr<(KUrf(U)K   2(2KUAUKD +KDUBUDK  KUBUKDD))
= Tr<(K(Urf(U)K   2(2UAUKD +DUBUDK   UBUKDD)))
= Tr(<(K)><(Urf(U)K   2(2UAUKD +DUBUDK   UBUKDD)))
+ Tr(=(K)>=(Urf(U)K   2(2UAUKD +DUBUDK   UBUKDD)))
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The first step is straightforward by direct substitution of V , Z and G0(Z)V . The second
step is by using the unitary constraint UU = I . The third step is obtained by noting that
((U)  (U)) = 0 at stationary points (first order optimality condition). In the fourth
step, we substitute with V and U in the term 0(U), which reduces it to
0(U) = KUrf(U) 2(UAUKD+UAUKD DUBUKD DKUBUD 
KDUBUD   UBUDKD   UBUDKD   UBUKDD).
Then, we use the trace cyclic permutation and Tr(Z) = Tr(Z) properties and the matrix
properties K =  K and B = B to formulate and group every two terms in complex
conjugate pairs as Tr(Z + Z) = 2Tr<(Z). In the fifth step, we use the real trace prop-
erties to cancel some terms and isolate K as a common factor, shown in the sixth step.
The final step is obtained by using the general trace equivalence to the real trace (refer to
algorithm details in Section A.2). Using the definition of inner product in complex space
h; iC, defined in algorithm details in Section A.2, then
Tr(V G0(Z)V ) = hK;Urf(U)K 2(2UAUKD+DUBUDK UBUKDD)iC
After substituting withA = Y X andB = XX , the second order condition can be writ-
ten as hK; (U)iC where
(U) = 2(XUD)XUDK   U(rf(U)K + 4Y XUKD   2(XX)UK(DD)).
The quantity hK; (U)iC represents the definiteness of the projected Hessian of the La-
grangian function at a stationary point U . This proves the second order optimality con-
dition and thus Theorem 2.
Finally, we consolidate these findings into pseudo-code in Algorithms 1 and 2.
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Algorithm 1 Steepest Descent LSN with Known Spectrum
Inputs: X , Y , D (Desired Spectrum).
Main Algorithm
1: U0 2 Unn
2: 0 = 1 . Step size
3: whilerf(Ui)Ui /2 H and i > 0 do
Step 1:
4: rf(Ui) =  2(Y XUiD +XY UiD   UiDUi XXUiD  XXUiDD)
Step 2:
5: G(Ui) = rf(Ui)Ui   Uirf(Ui) . Project gradient onto TUU.
Step 3:
6: i = G(Ui) . Choose the SD direction
7: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
8: Ui+1 = exp iiUi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
9: end while
Optimality conditions check
1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = U1DU1.
Least-squares regression problem with unknown spectrum
The least squares data fitting problem with normality constraint and unknown spectrum
is the most general. This problem is equivalent to solving the optimization problem
M^ = argmin
M2Nnn jjY   XM jj2F where M = UDU. The only difference between
this problem and that of Section A.2 is thatD is unknown in this problem. The optimiza-
tion problem over U and D can be written as argmin
U2Unn&D2nn jjY   XUDUjj2F .
This multi-variable optimization problem can be solved as discussed below.
Algorithm details:
A coordinate descent approach is used, alternating between optimizations of U and
the spectrum D. We describe these steps below.
Coordinate-Descent Approach:
The optimization problem over U and D can be decomposed to two problems that
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Algorithm 2 Conjugate Gradient LSN with Known Spectrum
Inputs: X , Y , and D (Desired Spectrum).
Main Algorithm
1: U0 2 Unn
2: 0 = 1 . Step size
3: whilerf(Ui)Ui /2 H and i > 0 do
4: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
5: rf(Ui) =  2(Y XUiD +XY UiD   UiDUi XXUiD  XXUiDD)
Step 2:
6: G(Ui) = rf(Ui)Ui   Uirf(Ui) . Project gradient onto TUU.
7: i = G(Ui) . Reset to the SD direction
8: end if
Step 3:
9: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
10: Ui+1 = exp iiUi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
11: rf(Ui+1) =  2(Y XUi+1D + XY Ui+1D   Ui+1DUi+1XXUi+1D  
XXUi+1DD)
Step 2:
12: G(Ui+1) = rf(Ui+1)Ui   Ui+1rf(Ui+1) . Project gradient onto TUU.
Step 3:
13:  = hG(Ui+1) G(Ui);G(Ui)ihG(Ui);G(Ui)i
14: i+1 = G(Ui+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
15: if hi+1; G(Ui+1)i < 0 then





1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = U1DU1.
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Figure A.2: Illustration of the solution procedure by moving a fixed step in U direction,
and then obtaining the corresponding optimal solution over D.
can be solved by coordinate descent. The solution procedure is illustrated in Figure
A.2. Starting from a given initial random value of U and D, we consider the opti-
mization problem U^ = argmin
U2Unn jjY   XUDUjj2F . By implementing steps 1 to
3, discussed in algorithm details in Section A.2, we can take one descent step in U .
After updating to the new value of U , we optimize over D by solving the problem
D^ = argmin
D2nn jjY  XUDUjj2F , which can be solved in closed form. We alternate
these two steps (taking one step in U and obtaining the corresponding D^) until conver-
gence to U1 and the corresponding D1. Then, the final solution is M^ = U1D1U1.
Solving for the Best Spectrum:
Given a new value of U in the descent direction of the objective, we obtain the cor-
responding optimal D (Illustrated in Figure A.2) as follows: Using the unitary invari-
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ance of the Frobenius norm, we can rewrite the spectrum optimization problem as
D^ = argmin
D2nn jjY U   XUDjj2F . Let A = Y U and B = XU , then the problem
is D^ = argmin
D2nn jjA   BDjj2F . The key idea to solve this constrained least squares
problem is to use the constraint imposed by the diagonal class nn on the spectrum
matrix D, which has only n, not n2, degrees of freedom. This allows us to reduce the
problem to solving only for the free parameters of D as D^(j; j) = argmin
D(j;j)2C jjA(:
; j)   B(:; j)D(j; j)jj2 where j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and the notation (:; j) refers to the jth col-
umn. The solution of this unconstrained problem is given by least squares approximation
and is equal to D^(j; j) = A(:;j)B(:;j)
B(:;j)B(:;j) . These n problems are independent and may easily
be solved in parallel. This method is demonstrated in the pseudo-code in Algorithm 3, 4
and 5.
Algorithm 3 Steepest Descent LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Main Algorithm
1: U0 2 Unn
2: 0 = 1 . Step size
3: whilerf(Ui)Ui /2 H and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D Solution
4: D = cmplxOptSpectrum . Algorithm 5
Coordinate-Descent U Step
Step 1:
5: rf(Ui) =  2(Y XUiD +XY UiD   UiDUi XXUiD  XXUiDD)
Step 2:
6: G(Ui) = rf(Ui)Ui   Uirf(Ui) . Project gradient onto TUU.
Step 3:
7: i = G(Ui) . Choose the SD direction
8: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
9: Ui+1 = exp iiUi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
10: end while
Optimality conditions check
1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = U1D1U1.
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Algorithm 4 Conjugate Gradient LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Main Algorithm
1: U0 2 Unn
2: 0 = 1 . Step size
3: whilerf(Ui)Ui /2 H and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D Solution
4: D = cmplxOptSpectrum . Algorithm 5
Coordinate-Descent U Step
5: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
6: rf(Ui) =  2(Y XUiD +XY UiD   UiDUi XXUiD  XXUiDD)
Step 2:
7: G(Ui) = rf(Ui)Ui   Uirf(Ui) . Project gradient onto TUU.
8: i = G(Ui) . Reset to the SD direction
9: end if
Step 3:
10: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
11: Ui+1 = exp iiUi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
12: rf(Ui+1) =  2(Y XUi+1D + XY Ui+1D   Ui+1DUi+1XXUi+1D  
XXUi+1DD)
Step 2:
13: G(Ui+1) = rf(Ui+1)Ui   Ui+1rf(Ui+1) . Project gradient onto TUU.
Step 3:
14:  = hG(Ui+1) G(Ui);G(Ui)ihG(Ui);G(Ui)i
15: i+1 = G(Ui+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
16: if hi+1; G(Ui+1)i < 0 then





1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = U1D1U1.
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Algorithm 5 Complex Optimal Spectrum
Inputs: X , Y , and Ui.
1: D = 0 2Cnn
2: A = Y Ui . Change jjY U  XUDjj2F ! jjA BDjj2F .
3: B = XUi
4: for j = 1 : n do
5: D^(j; j) = A(:;j)B(:;j)
B(:;j)B(:;j) . Optimal spectrum given Ui.
6: end for
Return: D.
Least-squares regression with real normality constraint
Real least-squares regression problem with known spectrum
A general least squares system of the form discussed in Section A.2 may lead to a complex
system, even if X and Y are real. In many applications with real value data, it is desired
to fit data with real systems. Given real data, the real normal least squares problem is
M^ = argmin
M2Nnn<
jjY   XM jj2F , where N< is the class of real normal matrices. This
problem adds an additional constraint to that of Section A.2 on the unknown matrix M
to be real, and our solution procedure is very similar to the complex case. We review key
and well-known properties of real normal matrices in the following theorem:
Theorem 3. A real normal matrix N 2 Nnn< can be decomposed as N = UDU, where




c = diag(1; 1; : : : ; r; r) is a diagonal matrix with complex eigenvalues, while r =
diag(2r+1; : : : ; n) is a diagonal matrix with real eigenvalues for 0  r  n/2. That
is to say, the unitary eigenvalue decomposition of a real normal matrix has 2r complex
eigenvalues and eigenvectors in conjugate pairs, and the rest are purely real.
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Proof. This theorem can be proven using a classic result in matrix theory (e.g. Gant-
makher 1998, p. 283). The characteristic polynomial pN() = ann + : : : + a1 + a0 of
any matrixN 2 IRnn is a real function of order n. Hence, all the roots of pN() are some
combination of real and complex conjugate pairs. Starting with any complex eigenvalue
ofN and by the definition of eigenvaluesNvi = ivi (vi is the corresponding eigenvector
for i for i 2 f1; : : : ; 2rg). Taking the conjugate of the previous expression yields
Nvi = ivi (===) Nvi = ivi N2IR
nn(=====) Nvi = ivi
Hence, vi is the eigenvector of i if and only if vi is the eigenvector of i 2C.
Now, we consider the real eigenvaluesNvj = jvj (vj is the corresponding eigenvec-
tor for j for j 2 f2r + 1; : : : ; ng) and by the similar idea as the complex eigenvalues
Nvj = jvj (===) Nvj = jvj N2IR
nn(=====) Nvj = jvj j2IR(===)Nvj = jvj
Hence, vj = vj 2 IRn1 is the eigenvector of j if and only if j 2 IR. These facts, coupled
with the fact thatN 2 Nnn< has a unitary eigenvalue decomposition (N = UDU), prove
Theorem 3.
Corollary 1. A real normal matrix N 2 Nnn< has a real orthonormal (O  U) similarity








and r is a diagonal matrix that contains the real eigenvalues 2r+1; : : : ; n.
Proof. This is a classic result in matrix theory (see, e.g. ibid., p. 284). The unitary
eigenvalue decomposition of a real normal matrix is given by Theorem 3. Beginning
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with the complex part of Theorem 3 (UcU where U = [u1ju1j : : : jurjur] and c =
diag(1; 1; : : : ; r; r)), we consider any pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues:
Dj =
2664<(j) + i=(j) 0
0 <(j)  i=(j)











3775 and j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Then, the
corresponding unitary eigenvalue decomposition for each complex conjugate eigenvalue
pair is [ujjuj]Dj[ujjuj] = [ujjuj]V EjV [ujjuj] = QjEjQ>j
where Qj = [ujjuj]V = [ i(uj uj)p2 ;
uj+ujp
2
] 2 On2 is a real matrix of the required form.









1CCCCCCA [u1ju1j : : : jurjur]


















[u1ju1j : : : jurjur]
= Qc2Q
>
where Q = [Q1j : : : jQr] 2 On2r and c2 = diag(E1; : : : ; Er).
Now we add the real eigenvalues r = diag(2r+1; : : : ; n) and their corresponding
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real eigenvectors u2r+1; : : : ; un, then the unitary decomposition of the entire matrix is:
N = UDU = [U ju2r+1j : : : jun]
0BB@c
r
1CCA [U ju2r+1j : : : jun]
= [Qju2r+1j : : : jun]
0BB@c2
r





where Q 2 Onn and c2 = diag(E1; : : : ; Er), which proves the corollary.
These classic results along with the results in the previous sections will be used to
derive the real normal least squares regression algorithms discussed below.
Algorithm details:
We use a similar sequence of steps as in Section A.2 (see Figure A.1), with important
modifications to the real domain, as follows.
Step 0: (Simplifying The Problem)
Starting from the general real normal system optimization problem M^ = argmin
M2Nnn<
jjY  XM jj2F and using Theorem 3 the problem can be reduced to optimization over the
unitary class of the form U^ = argmin
U2Unn jjY  XUDUjj2F , where D is the specified
spectrum in real and complex conjugate pairs. By using Corollary 1, the problem can
be further reduced to optimization over the orthonormal class Q^ = argmin
Q2Onn jjY  
XQD2Q
>jj2F . Then, using similar steps as that of Section A.2 the objective function can
be written as f(Q) = Tr<(Y >Y   2Y >XQD2Q> +QD>2 Q>X>XQD2Q>).
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Step 1: (Deriving the Gradient)
The objective function f(Q) has similar form as that in algorithm details of Section A.2
(Equation A.2) with the changes U ! Q andD ! D2. Hence, the gradientrf(Q) of the
objective function f(Q) is similar to Equation A.4 and is given by
rf(Q) =  2(Y >XQD2 +X>Y QD>2  QD>2 Q>X>XQD2  X>XQD2D>2 ).
Step 2: (Project the Gradient onto TQO)
To move within the feasible setOwhile at the same time reducing f(Q), we need to move
at the direction G(Q) that is the projection of  rf(Q) onto the tangent space to O, or
use G(U) to approximate a descent step. Since the orthonormal class is equivalent to the
unitary class over the real domain and usingTheorem 1, the projected gradient onto TQO





Q, which is used to specify
a direction to minimize f(Q) as in the complex case.
Step 3: (Correct for deviations from O)
Similar to Section A.2, it is desired thatQ be orthonormal throughout the iterations. How-
ever each linear descent step Q +  leaves the manifold O (for descent direction  and
step size ). The correction can be performed by constructing the exponential mapping
that defines a geodesic directions over O (refer to algorithm details in Section A.2).
Optimality conditions:
By the change of the variables U ! Q and D ! D2, this problem is similar to that
of Section A.2 but over the real domain. Hence, the optimality conditions are special
cases of that given byTheorem 2. Applying the real domain constraint onTheorem 2, the
optimality conditions are then as follows:
First Order Condition: If Q is a stationary point, then it is necessary that Q>rf(Q) 2 S
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(symmetric).
Second Order Condition: A necessary (sufficient) condition for Q to be a local minimum
is that hK; (Q)i is nonnegative (positive) 8K 2 /S (skew-symmetric) where (Q) =
2(XQD2)
>XQD2K  Q>(rf(Q)K + 4Y >XQKD2   2(X>X)QK(D2D>2 )).
Note that since the complex conjugate eigenvalue and eigenvector pairs of a real nor-
mal matrix defines a plane in IRnn space [Gantmakher 1998], then the orthonormal solu-
tion is not unique. The algorithm may converge to the same minimum and yield the same
normalmatrix solutionwith different orthonormalmatrices depending on the initial start-
ing point of the algorithm. In fact, if the spectrum has a complex conjugate eigenvalue
pair, then there exist infinite pairs of orthonormal vectors spanning the same plane and
with different orientations defining the corresponding eigenvector pair plane. Moreover,
these orthonormal solutions will all satisfy the optimality conditions, if the correspond-
ing normal matrix is a local minimum to the optimization problem. This redundancy in
the orthonormal solutions is not a problem since we are interested in the normal result
M = QD2Q
>, which is unique for the eigenvectors pair plane.
The following is the pseudo-code for the implementation of the real normal least
squares algorithm with predefined spectrum (Algorithms 6 and 7):
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Algorithm 6 Steepest Descent Real LSN with Known Spectrum
Inputs: X , Y , and D = diag(c;r) (Desired Spectrum).
Main Algorithm
1: Q0 2 Onn
2: D2 = diag(c2 ;r) . Spectrum arranged in the form in Corollary 1.
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
Step 1:
5: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2+X>Y QiD>2  QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2 X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
6: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
7: i = G(Qi) . Choose the SD direction
8: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
9: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
10: end while
Optimality conditions check
1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = Q1D2Q>1.
Real least-squares regression problem with unknown spectrum
The least squares regression problem with real normal constraint and unknown spectrum
is M^ = argmin
M2Nnn<
jjY  XM jj2F . As discussed in Section A.2,M = QD2Q> where
Q 2 Onn and D2 = diag(c2 ;r) 2 2(r; n  2r) is a matrix with r diagonal blocks of
size 22 corresponding to the complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs, and (n 2r) diagonal
elements corresponding to the real eigenvalues (refer to Corollary 1). Therefore, the opti-
mization problem can be written as argmin
Q2Onn&D222(r;n 2r) jjY  XQD2Q>jj2F . The
difficulty of this problem rises from the fact that the spectrum structure (number of 2 2
diagonal blocks and the remaining diagonal elements) is unknown. Therefore, we need
to investigate all the possible spectrum structures in order to find the optimal structure.
The spectrum structures that we need to consider are the following: First, if pM() (the
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Algorithm 7 Conjugate Gradient Real LSN with Known Spectrum
Inputs: X , Y , and D = diag(c;r) (Desired Spectrum).
Main Algorithm
1: Q0 2 Onn
2: D2 = diag(c2 ;r) . Spectrum arranged in the form in Corollary 1.
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
5: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
6: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   UiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
7: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
8: i = G(Qi) . Reset to the SD direction
9: end if
Step 3:
10: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
11: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
12: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2+X>Y QiD>2  UiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2 X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
13: G(Qi+1) = rf(Qi+1)Q>i  Qi+1rf(Qi+1)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
14:  = hG(Qi+1) G(Qi);G(Qi)ihG(Qi);G(Qi)i
15: i+1 = G(Qi+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
16: if hi+1; G(Qi+1)i < 0 then





1: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main algorithm.
Return: M^ = Q1D2Q>1.
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characteristic polynomial of M ) has all its roots in complex conjugate pairs, then D2 =
nnc2 2 2(n2 ; 0). The second structure is if pM() has n/2  1 pairs of complex conju-
gate eigenvalues and 2 real eigenvalues, thenD2 = diag(n 2n 2c2 ;22r ) 2 2(n2 1; 2),
and so on. The final structure is that all the eigenvalues are real and the corresponding
D2 = 
nn
r 2 2(0; n). In total, we have bn/2c+ 1 different spectrum structures to con-
sider when solving this problem. This gives bn/2c+1 independent optimization problems
of the form argmin
Q2Onn&D222(r;n 2r) jjY  XQD2Q>jj2F , which may be solved in par-
allel. Then, the optimum spectrum structure is the one that has the least objective value
at convergence.
Algorithm details:
For each spectrum structure, we have a problem similar to that of Section A.2. There-
fore, the solution procedure is similar but over the real domain.
Coordinate-Descent Approach:
The optimization problem over Q and D2 can be decomposed into two problems that
can be solved by coordinate descent approach. Similar to Section A.2, we take a descent
step in Q. After obtaining the new value of Q, we optimize the corresponding D^2, and
we iterate these two steps until convergence to Q1 and the corresponding D21 . Then,
the real normal matrix with spectrum structure 2(r; n   2r) is M^ = Q1D21Q>1. This
algorithm is repeated for all spectrum structures 2(r; n  2r) for r 2 f0; : : : ; bn2 cg.
Solving for the Best Spectrum:
Using the unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm, we again let A = Y Q and B =
XQ, and the problem becomes D^2 = argminD222(r;n 2r) jjA   BD2jjF . Without loss
of generality, we can decompose the problem into independent complex eigenvalues
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and real eigenvalues problems. Starting with the complex eigenvalues (complex con-
jugate pairs), each block separates as the 2  2 problem D^2(j : j + 1; j : j + 1) =
argmin
D2(j:j+1;j:j+1)222c2
jjA(:; j : j + 1)   B(:; j : j + 1)D2(j : j + 1; j : j + 1)jj2F
for j 2 f1; 3; : : : ; 2r   1g (refer to Corollary 1 for the structure of 22c2 ). Using
ideas from Churchland et al. 2012, we can solve for the only two free parameters of
D2(j : j + 1; j : j + 1) as k^j = argminkj2IR21 jjaj   ~BjHkjjj2, where aj 2 IR2T1
is a vector form of A(:; j : j + 1) and ~Bj 2 IR2T4 is a matrix with B(:; j : j + 1)
repeated in the diagonal positions. HC = [1 0; 0   1; 0 1; 1 0] is a constant routing
matrix that takes each element in kj and places it in its block diagonal position such that
D2;j(:) = HC[<(j);=(j)]. Then, the reduced problem can be solved in closed form by
least squares k^j = ~BjHCnaj , and the corresponding D^2(j : j + 1; j : j + 1)(:) = HCk^j .
Now, we consider the real eigenvalues corresponding to the diagonal entries of the struc-
ture2(r; n 2r). This problem has similar form as that in SectionA.2 and can be similarly
solved by least squares as D^2(j; j) = A(:;j)>B(:;j)B(:;j)>B(:;j) . Both the real and complex eigenvalue
problems are independent and may be solved in parallel.
The optimality of the solutions can be checked using the same conditions discussed
in Section A.2. The implementation of this method is given in the following pseudo-code
(Algorithms 8, 9, and 10):
Alternative (semi-greedy) algorithm:
The investigation of bn/2c + 1 possible spectrum structures can be computationally
expensive for large n. An efficient but cruder algorithm may be developed by deciding on
the optimal spectrum structure at each iteration. Unlike the previous algorithms that use a
particular spectrum structure to predefine an eigenvalue to be real or complex (Algorithms
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Algorithm 8 Steepest Descent Real LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Spectrum Structures Loop
1: for r = 0 : bn/2c do
Initialization
2: Q0 2 Onn
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
5: D2 = realOptSpectrum . Algorithm 10
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
Step 1:
6: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
7: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
8: i = G(Qi) . Choose the SD direction
9: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
10: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
11: end while
Optimality conditions check
12: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main loop.
The Real Normal Matrix Solution for the rth Spectrum Structure
13: M^(r) = Q1D21Q>1 .The result of the rth spectrum structure.
14: end for
Return: M^ = argmin
r
jjY  XM^(r)jj2F
8 and 9), this algorithm does not require this knowledge.
The alternative algorithm starts by an exploration stage followed by a greedy stage
(semi-greedy algorithm). During the exploration stage, the algorithm explores all the
different spectrum structures similar to Algorithm 8 and 9. However, this is done for
only a fixed few number of iterations. This exploration stage gives the best potential
spectrum (D20) and eigenvector matrix (Q0) to start with at the next greedy stage. At the
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Algorithm 9 Conjugate Gradient Real LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Spectrum Structures Loop
1: for r = 0 : bn/2c do
Initialization
2: Q0 2 Onn
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
5: D2 = realOptSpectrum . Algorithm 10
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
6: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
7: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
8: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
9: i = G(Qi) . Reset to the SD direction
10: end if
11: determine i . line search on a geodesic.
12: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
13: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   UiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
14: G(Qi+1) = rf(Qi+1)Q>i  Qi+1rf(Qi+1)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
15:  = hG(Qi+1) G(Qi);G(Qi)ihG(Qi);G(Qi)i
16: i+1 = G(Qi+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
17: if hi+1; G(Qi+1)i < 0 then
18: i+1 = G(Qi+1) . Reset to the SD direction, if the approximated CG is




21: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), repeat main loop.
The Real Normal Matrix Solution for the rth Spectrum Structure
22: M^(r) = Q1D21Q>1 .The result of the rth spectrum structure.
23: end for




Algorithm 10 Real Optimal Spectrum Structure
Inputs: A = Y Qi, B = XQ (jjY Q  XQD2jj2F ! jjA   BD2jj2F ), Qi, HC = [1 0; 0  
1; 0 1; 1 0] (routing matrix), and r (Spectrum structure index).
Main Algorithm
1: D2 = 0 2 IRnn . n is the dimension of Qi+1
2: nn = n . number of eigenvalues to solve for
3: if mod(n; 2) 6= 0 then
4: D2(n; n) = B(:;n)
>A(:;n)
B(:;n)>B(:;n) . solution for 1 real eigenvalue for odd n
5: nn = n  1 . 1 eigenvalue is already obtained.
6: end if
Complex Conjugate Spectrum Loop
1: for i = 1 : 2 : nn  2r do
2: ai = A(:; i : i+ 1)(:)
3: ~Bi = 0 2 IR2T4 . T is the number of raws in B
4: for j = 0 : 1 do
5: ~Bi(jT + 1 : jT + T; 2j + 1 : 2j + 2) = B(:; i : i+ 1)
6: end for
7: ki = ~BiHCnai . Standard least squares solution
8: D2(i : i+ 1; i : i+ 1)(:) = HCki .The optimal spectrum solution.
9: end for
Real Spectrum Loop
1: for i = nn  2r + 1 : nn do




greedy mode, the algorithm makes greedy selections of the optimal spectrum structure
at each iteration. We proceed at each spectrum block while considering two different
possibilities. First, we assume that the local spectrum structure has a complex conjugate
eigenvalue pair, which can be solved as previously described. Second, we consider that
the local spectrum has 2 real eigenvalues, which is also solved as discussed above or in a
more compact way by using a different routing matrix HIR = [1 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 1]. Note
that, the degrees of freedom for each of the bn/2c local problems is 2 no matter which
spectrum structure is assumed. The only difference is how the eigenvalues are arranged
in the 2  2 local spectrum matrix. At each iteration, we investigate which of the two
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local spectrum structures gives lower cost for each of the independent local problems, and
we choose the spectrum structure accordingly. This procedure yields faster algorithms (it
only doubles the complexity of the iteration at the greedy stage, vs. an (bn/2c + 1)-fold
increase in the number of optimizations). On the other hand, this efficiency is greedy and
is thus more vulnerable to converging to non-optimal spectrum structures. This problem
may be decreased by increasing the number of iterations at the exploration stage but this
will slow down the algorithm. Therefore, there is a trade off between the accuracy (more
exploration than greediness) and speed (more greediness than exploration).
The following pseudo-code (Algorithms 11, 12, and 13) is the implementation of the
semi-greedy procedure discussed above:
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Algorithm 11 Steepest Descent Semi-Greedy Real LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Exploration Stage (may be repeated for a few times for better solutions)
1: initialize  . greediness parameter ( = 0 entirely greedy,  = 1 entirely
non-greedy)
2: initialize itermax . maximum allowed iterations
3: for r = 0 : bn/2c do
Initialization
4: Q0 2 Onn
5: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
6: while iter <   itermax and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
7: D2 = realOptSpectrum . Algorithm 10
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
Step 1:
8: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
9: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
10: i = G(Qi) . Choose the SD direction
11: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
12: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
13: end while
The Real Normal Matrix Solution for the rth Spectrum Structure






.The result of the rth spectrum structure.
15: end for
16: M^ = argmin
r
jjY  XM^(r)jj2F .This is an optimization over r = f0; : : : ; bn/2cg.
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Algorithm 11 Steepest Descent Semi-Greedy Real LSN (continued)
Greedy Stage
Initialization
1: Q0 = Q^ . where M^ = Q^D^2Q^>
2: D20 = D^2
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
5: D2 = realOptSpectrumGreedy . Algorithm 13
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
Step 1:
6: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2+X>Y QiD>2  QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2 X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
7: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
8: i = G(Qi) . Choose the SD direction
9: determine i . line search over a geodesic.
10: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
11: end while
Optimality conditions check
12: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), go to exploration stage.
Return: M^ = Q1D21Q>1
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Algorithm 12 Conjugate Gradient Semi-Greedy Real LSN
Inputs: X and Y .
Exploration Stage (may be repeated for a few times for better solutions)
1: initialize  . greediness parameter ( = 0 entirely greedy,  = 1 entirely
non-greedy)
2: initialize itermax . maximum allowed iterations
3: for r = 0 : bn/2c do
Initialization
4: Q0 2 Onn
5: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
6: while iter <   itermax and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
7: D2 = realOptSpectrum . Algorithm 10
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
8: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
9: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
10: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
11: i = G(Qi) . Reset to the SD direction
12: end if
13: determine i . line search on a geodesic.
14: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
15: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   UiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
16: G(Qi+1) = rf(Qi+1)Q>i  Qi+1rf(Qi+1)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
17:  = hG(Qi+1) G(Qi);G(Qi)ihG(Qi);G(Qi)i
18: i+1 = G(Qi+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
19: if hi+1; G(Qi+1)i < 0 then
20: i+1 = G(Qi+1) . Reset to the SD direction, if the approximated CG is
not a descent direction.
21: end if
22: end while
The Real Normal Matrix Solution for the rth Spectrum Structure






.The result of the rth spectrum structure.
24: end for
25: M^ = argmin
r
jjY  XM^(r)jj2F .This is an optimization over r = f0; : : : ; bn/2cg.
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Algorithm 12 Conjugate Gradient Semi-Greedy Real LSN (continued)
Greedy Stage
Initialization
1: Q0 = Q^ . where M^ = Q^D^2Q^>
2: D20 = D^2
3: 0 = 1 . Step size
Main Loop
4: whilerf(Qi)Q>i /2 S and i > 0 do
Coordinate-Descent D2 Solution:
5: D2 = realOptSpectrumGreedy . Algorithm 13
Coordinate-Descent Q Step
6: if mod(iter   1; n2) == 0 then
Step 1:
7: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2 + X>Y QiD>2   QiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2  
X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
8: G(Qi) = rf(Qi)Q>i  Qirf(Qi)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
9: i = G(Qi) . Reset to the SD direction
10: end if
11: determine i . line search on a geodesic.
12: Qi+1 = exp iiQi . Take a descent step on a geodesic.
Step 1:
13: rf(Qi) =  2(Y >XQiD2+X>Y QiD>2  UiD>2 Q>i X>XQiD2 X>XQiD2D>2 )
Step 2:
14: G(Qi+1) = rf(Qi+1)Q>i  Qi+1rf(Qi+1)> . Project gradient onto TQO.
Step 3:
15:  = hG(Qi+1) G(Qi);G(Qi)ihG(Qi);G(Qi)i
16: i+1 = G(Qi+1) + i . approximate the new CG Direction
17: if hi+1; G(Qi+1)i < 0 then





21: If 2nd order optimality condition is violated (saddle point), go to exploration stage.
Return:
1: M^ = Q1D21Q>1 .The resulting normal matrix after converging to Q1&D21 .
2: Y^ = XM^ . Nearest Real Normal System.
3: jjY   Y^ jj2F . Final objective cost.
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4: H< = [1 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 1] . A constant routing matrix for real spectrum.
5: HC = [1 0; 0   1; 0 1; 1 0] . A constant routing matrix for complex conjugate
spectrum.
6: Input r . Spectrum structure index
Initialization
1: D2 = 0 2 IRnn . n is the dimension of Qi
2: A = Y Qi+1 . Change jjY Q XQD2jj2F ! jjA BD2jj2F .
3: B = XQ
4: nn = n . number of eigenvalues to solve for
5: if mod(n; 2) 6= 0 then
6: D2(n; n) = B(:;n)
>A(:;n)
B(:;n)>B(:;n) . solution for 1 real eigenvalue for odd n
7: nn = n  1 . 1 eigenvalue is already obtained.
8: end if
Complex Conjugate Spectrum Loop
1: for j = 1 : 2 : n  1 do
2: aj = A(:; j : j + 1)(:)
3: ~Bj = 0 2 IR2T4.
generate ~Bj a Matrix of diagonal blocks B(:; j : j + 1).
4: for i = 0 : 1 do
5: ~Bj(iT + 1 : iT + T; 2i+ 1 : 2i+ 2) = B(:; j : j + 1)
6: end for
7: k^< = ~BjH<naj . By Least Squares (assuming real eigenvalues).
8: k^C = ~BjHCnaj . By Least Squares (assuming complex eigenvalues).
9: Hk^ = argmin(jjaj   ~BjH<k^<jj2; jjaj   ~BjHCk^Cjj2) . Assign H<k^< or HCk^C to
Hk^, whichever has less cost.




In the first part of this section, we analyse the convergence behaviour of the algorithms
developed. We only analyse the SD and CG algorithms for the complex normal solvers
(LSN) and the real semi-greedy solvers (Real LSN) with unknown spectra as they are the
most general (Algorithms 3, 4, 11, and 12). All the other algorithms are special cases, and
will have similar convergence behaviours (Algorithms1, 2 are special cases of Algorithms
3, 4; also, Algorithms 6, 7, 8, and 9 are special cases of Algorithms 11 and 12).
Convergence analysis
We analyze the convergence behaviour of the Algorithms 3, 4, 11, and 12 by generating
testing data following the model Y = XM . We generate these data sets using eight dif-
ferent random subtypes of normal matrices. For testing algorithms 3 and 4 (LSN), we use
random (complex normal, complex normal with complex conjugate eigenvalues pairs,
hermitian, and skew-hermitian) matrices. Whereas for analysing algorithms 11 and 12
(Real LSN), we use the real domain random (real normal, real normal with complex con-
jugate eigenvalues pairs, symmetric, and skew-symmetric) matrices.
To study the convergence behaviour at different system dimensions, 100 datasets were
generated for each of the different matrix types and at different system dimensions. Fig-
ures A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6 show the convergence behaviour of Algorithms 3, 4, 11, and 12
respectively. The traces shown are the mean normalized objective values across 100 tri-
als at each iteration for 200 iterations. Each trace represents different system dimension
















































Figure A.3: This figure shows the mean normalized cost at each iteration for the steepest
descent LSN. The mean was taken over 100 different trials. For each trial, the data fed to
the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types (complex normal,
complex normal with complex conjugate spectrum, hermitian, skew hermitian). Each of
the four panels shows the convergence behaviour of one matrix type. The analysis was
repeated for different system dimensions 4  88 (colour coded in the colour bar)
monotonically. In addition, the convergence behaviour slows with higher dimensions.
To compare the convergence behaviour between Algorithms 3, 4, 11, and 12, the mean
and standard error of the mean of the normalized objective value were calculated across
all dimensions (shown in Figure A.7). Figure A.7 shows that the CG algorithms have bet-
ter convergence behaviour than the steepest descent as expected for all matrix types. In
addition, the real semi-greedy LSN algorithms have worse convergence behaviour than
the LSN algorithms for the normal matrices subtypes (real and real with complex con-
















































Figure A.4: This figure shows the mean normalized cost at each iteration for the conjugate
gradient LSN algorithm. The mean was taken over 100 different trials. For each trial,
the data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types
(complex normal, complex normal with complex conjugate spectrum, hermitian, skew
hermitian). Each of the four panels shows the convergence behaviour of one matrix type.
The analysis was repeated for different system dimensions 4   88 (colour coded in the
colour bar).
higher objective cost due to suboptimal spectrum structure convergence. This is expected
due to the greedy nature of the real algorithm.
Surprisingly, the real semi-greedy LSN and the LSN algorithms had similar conver-
gence behaviour for the hermitian (symmetric) and skew-hermitian (skew-symmetric)
normal matrices subtypes. This shows that the spectrum structures for the symmetric
matrices (all real eigenvalues) and skew-symmetric matrices (all imaginary eigenvalues)
















































Figure A.5: This figure shows the mean normalized cost at each iteration for the steepest
descent semi-greedy real LSN algorithm. The mean was taken over 100 different trials.
For each trial, the data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal
matrices types (real normal, real normal with complex conjugate spectrum, symmetric,
skew-symmetric). Each of the four panels shows the convergence behaviour of onematrix
type. The analysis was repeated for different system dimensions 4  88 (colour coded in
the colour bar).
the correct spectrum structure even with greedy steps.
We demonstrate the idea of better spectrum structure separation with the toy example
shown in Figure A.8. Assume that we have two matrices of skew-symmetric and com-
plex conjugate spectrum types. Also, assume that both matrices have the same spectrum
power (same eigenvalues’ magnitudes). Both the skew-symmetric and the complex con-
jugate spectrum matrix types have complex conjugate eigenvalues pairs. However, the
















































Figure A.6: This figure shows the mean normalized cost at each iteration for the conjugate
gradient semi-greedy real LSN algorithm. The mean was taken over 100 different trials.
For each trial, the data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal
matrices types (real normal, real normal with complex conjugate spectrum, symmetric,
skew-symmetric). Each of the four panels shows the convergence behaviour of onematrix
type. The analysis was repeated for different system dimensions 4  88 (colour coded in
the colour bar).
ture errors (converging to real eigenvalues while having complex conjugate pair) may
occur when having two complex conjugate eigenvalues very close to the real eigenvalue
axis (Figure A.8). Since the two matrices have the same spectrum power and by the skew-
symmetry constraint, the eigenvalues of the skew-symmetric matrix spread more in the
complex conjugate direction moving away from the real line and reducing the possibility
of errors (Figure A.8). Unlike the skew-symmetric case, the complex conjugate spectrum
is not constraint to the imaginary direction and may spread the spectrum power in the
47
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Figure A.7: This figure shows the mean normalized cost (2 standard errors of the mean)
at each iteration for the steepest descent LSN, conjugate gradient LSN, steepest descent
semi greedy real LSN, and conjugate gradient semi greedy real LSN algorithms. Themean
was taken over 2200 different trials with different dimensions 4   88. For each trial, the
data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal matrices subtypes (real
(complex) normal, real (complex) normal with complex conjugate spectrum, symmetric
(hermitian), skew-symmetric (skew-hermitian)). Each of the four panels shows the con-
vergence behaviour of one matrix type. (colour coded in the colour bar).
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Figure A.8: Toy example of the well separated vs. poorly separated spectrum structures.
The figure shows an eigenvalue of two types of spectrum structures. Potentially, there
are more errors for the complex conjugate spectrum structure than the skew-symmetric
structure (possible places of errors are marked with X marks).
real directions (Figure A.8). Also for the symmetric matrices, the eigenvalues are purely
real. The possibility of error (converging to two complex conjugate eigenvalues while
having two real eigenvalues) increases, if two real eigenvalues have very close values. To
have many errors, many pairs of real eigenvalues should have similar values, which is
rare in random symmetric matrices.
To investigate the convergence behaviour in the presence of noise, data were gen-
erated with the same normal matrices’ subtypes discuss above in the presence of noise
(SNR=0 dB). Figures A.9, A.10, A.11, and A.12 show eigenvalue plots for Algorithms 3,
4, 11, and 12 respectively. They show the true eigenvalues of the unknown matrix M
and the eigenvalues of the estimated matrix M^ . In addition, these figures show the con-
vergence from initial points towards the correct eigenvalues. For all the algorithms, the
eigenvalues of the solutions convereged to near the true eigenvalues.
Figure A.12 (real and complex conjugate spectrum panels) shows an example of sub-
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Figure A.9: This figure shows the eigenvalues convergence to the true eigenvalues for
the steepest descent LSN algorithm at different iterations. For each trial, the data fed to
the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types (complex normal,
complex normal with complex conjugate spectrum, hermitian, skew-hermitian). The data
was corrupted with additive Gaussian noise N(0; 2) with  depending on the system
signal to noise ratio (SNR=0 dB), before feeding it to the solver. Each of the four panels
shows one matrix subtype. The true and estimated eigenvalues are indicated, in addition
to the eigenvalues from the initial iteration to the final iteration.
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Figure A.10: This figure shows the eigenvalues convergence to the true eigenvalues for
the conjugate gradient LSN algorithm at different iterations. For each trial, the data fed to
the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types (complex normal,
complex normal with complex conjugate spectrum, hermitian, skew-hermitian). The data
was corrupted with additive Gaussian noise N(0; 2) with  depending on the system
signal to noise ratio (SNR=0 dB), before feeding it to the solver. Each of the four panels
shows one matrix subtype. The true and estimated eigenvalues are indicated, in addition
to the eigenvalues from the initial iteration to the final iteration.
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Figure A.11: This figure shows the eigenvalues convergence to the true eigenvalues for
the steepest descent semi greedy real LSN algorithm at different iterations. For each trial,
the data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types (real
normal, real normal with complex conjugate spectrum, symmetric, skew-symmetric). The
datawas corruptedwith additive Gaussian noiseN(0; 2)with  depending on the system
signal to noise ratio (SNR=0 dB), before feeding it to the solver. Each of the four panels
shows one matrix subtype. The true and estimated eigenvalues are indicated, in addition
to the eigenvalues from the initial iteration to the final iteration.
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optimal spectrum structure convergence. For the real case, the spectrum structure had 4
real and two complex conjugate eigenvalues with two of the real eigenvalues close to each
other. With noise and the greediness nature of the real algorithm, the algorithm could
not resolve the true structure. Instead it generated two complex conjugate eigenvalue
pairs close to the real line. Similarly for the complex conjugate pairs case, the true spec-
trum structure had complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs with two eigenvalues very close
to the real line. The semi-greedy algorithm mistakenly converged to the close suboptimal
structure by placing two real eigenvalues close to the complex conjugate true eigenvalues
pair.
Identification of normal dynamics
One important class of dynamical systems is the linear homogeneous dynamical system.
This class of systems is modelled by the first order differential equation _x(t) = Mx(t)
where x(t) 2 Cn1 is the system measurements vector at time t, and M 2 Cnn is the
dynamics matrix that describes the system (n is the system dimension) [Brockett 2015,
p. 1-66]. Given measurements over T time points and assuming that the system is time
invariant, the dynamical system can be written in matrix form as _X = XM where
X 2 CTn is the data matrix with each row corresponding to x(t)> for t 2 f1; : : : ; Tg.
Linear homogeneous dynamical systems capture features that explain number of system
behaviors including state space rotations, expansions and contractions, and combinations
thereof.



















































Figure A.12: This figure shows the eigenvalues convergence to the true eigenvalues for the
conjugate gradient semi greedy real LSN algorithm at different iterations. For each trial,
the data fed to the solver was generated with different random normal matrices types (real
normal, real normal with complex conjugate spectrum, symmetric, skew-symmetric). The
datawas corruptedwith additive Gaussian noiseN(0; 2)with  depending on the system
signal to noise ratio (SNR=0 dB), before feeding it to the solver. Each of the four panels
shows one matrix subtype. The true and estimated eigenvalues are indicated, in addition
to the eigenvalues from the initial iteration to the final iteration.
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collinear rotations and expansions in the state space (dynamical system with dynamics
matrix being a normal matrix). A dynamical system with normal dynamics is of the form
_X = XM where M 2 Nnn (N is the normal class). Highly non-normal dynamical
systems (systems with highly non-unitary basis) have many unpleasant behaviours such
as non-normal transients [Trefethen and Embree 2005, p. 136]. Such systems are hard to
analyse by simple eigenvalues methods, and they require advanced pseudo-spectral meth-
ods to study them under perturbations. Unlike non-normal dynamical systems, normal
dynamical systems are much easier to analyse.
Fitting normal dynamical systems (using the Frobenius or least squares norm) involves
solving an optimization problem of the following form:
M^ = argmin
M2Nnn
jj _X  XMjj2F (A.6)
In this section, we use the developed algorithms to identify linear homogeneous normal
dynamical systems from noisy observations. In other words, we use our tool to fit mea-
surements of an unknown dynamical system with its closest normal dynamical system.
This tool may be used to identify the dynamical system dynamics flow rules (dynamics
flow imposed byM ). In addition, it can be used to approximate a general dynamical sys-
tem with its closest normal dynamical system. Moreover, the approximation error can be
used as an assessment of a system degree of normality.
To test the algorithm, different dynamical data were generated following the model
_X = XM>. Each data set was generated using different variations of the normal dynam-
ical systems, which impose different constraints on the dynamics matrixM . The first type
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hasM with complex conjugate eigenvalue pair. The second hasM symmetric, which rep-
resents expansive or contracting dynamical flows. The third data was generated usingM
skew-symmetric, which represent rotational dynamical flow. Each data had 100 samples
with 2D systems for easy visualization. The samples were then corrupted by an additive
Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance specified by the systems’ signal to noise ratio
(SNR). Then, the noisy data were fed to the LSN solver to estimate the dynamics rule (ie.
estimateM )
Figure A.13 shows three datasets from different systems (SNR= 0 dB). It shows the
real noiseless data, the corrupted data, and the estimated dynamics flow. Despite the noise
has similar power as the true system, the estimated matrices preserved the dynamics type
at all the three cases. In other words, the algorithm converged to a normal matrix with
complex conjugate eigenvalue pair for the first case, symmetric matrix in the second case,
and skew-symmetric in the third case. In addition, for each of the three cases, the algo-
rithm was able to estimate the dynamics flow accurately from the noisy measurements
with normalized error less below 1 % (Error = jjMopt M^ jj2FjjMoptjj2F ).
To quantify the performance of the algorithms at different SNR values, we generated
datasets at different SNR values (100 samples each and 10 dimensions systems). Similar
to section A.3, different types of dynamics matrices were used to generate 400 real valued
datasets and 400 complex valued datasets following the model _X = XM. The semi-
greedy real LSN (algorithm 12) was used to estimate the dynamics matrices from the real
data and the general LSN algorithm (algorithm 4) was used to estimate the dynamics
matrices from the complex data. To compare the performance between LSN algorithms




























Figure A.13: This figure shows the state space dynamics flaw of 3 different normal dynam-
ics subtypes (A) General normal (Error 0.15 %)(B) Expansive (Error 0.82 %) (C) Rotational
(Error 0.26 %). The real semi greedy algorithm was used to estimate the dynamics flow
(blue traces) underlying noisy measurements (red traces) with 0 dB SNR. For all the three
cases, the algorithm was able to estimate the dynamics flow accurately (refer to actual
data green traces) with error < 1%
complex data sets.
Figure A.14 shows the mean error between the estimated and true dynamics matrices
normalized by the true matrices at different SNR values (mean and 2 standard errors of
the mean are shown). Figure A.14 shows that both the LSN and the semi-greedy real LSN
algorithms outperform the traditional LS at all SNR values tested. In addition, the differ-
ence between the traditional and LSN algorithms tend to be more at low SNR regimes. At
high SNR, the traditional LS and LSN algorithms have similar performance.
Application to population dynamics in motor cortex data
To identify the population dynamics of the data, we consider the class of linear dynam-
ical systems of the form _z(t; c) = z(t; c) ~M for z(t; c) 2 IRN , which can be written in
matrix form as _Z = Z ~M where Z 2 IRCTN and ~M 2 IRNN (C reach conditions,
T time points and N number of neurons; as in Churchland et al. 2012, we first pre-
process the data by performing principal components analysis (PCA) and projecting the
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Figure A.14: This figure shows the mean normalized error between the estimated and
the optimal dynamics matrix using the least squares regression (LS) and the least squares
regression with normality constraint (LSN). The mean was taken over 400 trials of 10 di-
mensions systems and at different SNR values (mean and 2 standard errors of the mean
are shown). In the 400 trials the data was generated with different random normal ma-
trices types (complex conjugate spectrum, hermitian, skew hermitian, others) 100 each.
Then, the noise N (0; 2) was added with 2 determined by the SNR.
data onto top 10 PCs. Then, we fit different linear dynamical systems to the data by solv-
ing M^ = argmin
M2Snn jj _X  XM jjF (n = 10) where S is different matrix constraints
reflecting different classes of dynamical systems. These dynamical systems include the
normal dynamical system discussed previously in addition to the following systems:
Time Variance/Invariance: The fit of linear time varying and time invariant systems is
done with least squares M^ = Xn _X = (X>X) 1X> _X . For the time invariant system M^
is constant across all times, while in the time variant system M^(t) is fit with least squares
across all reaching conditions at every time point t.
Expansive/Rotational: Fitting the rotational system is described in Churchland et
al. 2012; here we extend that algorithm to expansive systems. The main idea is to use
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Figure A.15: 200ms of neural data (monkey N). The top plane of (A. Unconstrained. B.
Normal. C. Rotational. D. Expansive) dynamics.
the constraint imposed by the expansive system on the dynamics matrix M 2 Snn
(M is a symmetric matrix, which has only n(n + 1)/2, not n2, degrees of freedom).
This allows us to rewrite the problem only in terms of the free parameters of M as
k^ = argmin
k2IRn(n+1)/2 jj _x   ~XHkjj2, where _x = _X(:) 2 IRCTn1 and ~X 2 IRCTnn
2
is a matrix with X repeated in the diagonal positions. H 2 IRn2n(n+1)/2 is a routing
matrix that takes each element in k and places it in its lower and upper triangle position.
Then, the reduced problem can be solved by least squares approximation k^ = ~XHn _x and
the corresponding M^(:) = Hk^.
Figure A.15 shows projections of neural data from a single monkey performing a
reaching task. Each panel shows the projection of the same data onto the top plane of
the dynamical system, for four different dynamical systems. Visually, the top plane in
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the first three dynamical systems (unconstrained, normal and rotational) are very simi-
lar, which is nontrivial given the high degrees of freedom of the unconstrained system
vs. the normal system and the rotational system. To give quantitative results, we fit
these systems to data from 4 different monkeys performing straight and curved reaches
(9 datasets from Churchland et al. 2012). The variance explained by each dynamical sys-
tem (1   jj _X  XM jj2F/jj _Xjj2F ) was first calculated for the time varying system. Figure
A.16 shows that the unconstrained linear time varying system can explainmost of the data
variance (90:6%), suggesting small nonlinearity across the different reaching conditions.
Note that such a time varying system need not fit the data well given the high number of
conditions examined (up to 108). Next, the fitting was performed for time invariant sys-
tems. Fig. A.16 shows that a simple unconstrained linear time invariant system explains
48:5% of data variance. Moreover, the system is almost entirely normal, as the normal fit
captures 45:2% of the variance (93:2% of the time invariant component). Rotational dy-
namics explain 44:3% (nearly as much variance as the normal system; 91:3% of the time
invariant component), showing that the data has dominant rotational dynamics. On the
other hand, expansive dynamics fit the data poorly (4:2% of data variance; 8:7% of the
time invariant component). These algorithms provide useful insights into the strength of
various dynamical features in the population data. However, they do not prove that the
source of these rotation are linear normal dynamics. For example, other nonlinear dynam-
ical system can show these rotations even if they are generated with highly non-normal
systems [Hennequin, Vogels, and Gerstner 2014].
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Figure A.16: Fit quality over 400ms of 9 data sets (colored bars: the variance explained by
each model, white bars: the average weighted by the number of conditions in each data
set)
A.4 Discussion
In this appendix, we developed algorithms for identifying orthogonal projections of the
data that resemble linear dynamics. These methods solve least-squares regression prob-
lems with constraint on the coefficient matrices to be normal (LSN). Unlike the traditional
least-squares problem that has a simple closed form solution, the addition of the normality
constraint required the use of ideas from linear algebra, differential geometry, and opti-
mization to develop algorithms that solves the LSN problem. We used these methods to
uncover dynamical structures in neural data from the motor cortex. We found projections
of the data with oscillatory neural trajectories, consistent with the recent findings from
Churchland et al. 2012. The methods discussed in this appendix along with the validation
methods from Chapter 2 highlights the importance of population dynamics in motor cor-
tex data. However, further investigation is still needed to indicate the specific generative
model that produced that data from proposed cortical models [Hennequin, Vogels, and
Gerstner 2014; Sussillo et al. 2015]. Hopefully, the population structures identified by the
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methods discussed in this dissertation and in other studies [Cunningham and Yu 2014]
may narrow down the search space of potential cortical models.
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Appendix B
The marginal mean tensor
This appendix proves two propositions regarding the marginal mean tensor.
Preliminaries: Given a data tensor X 2 IRTNC , let x = vec(X) 2 IRTNC be the
vectorized tensor. Define the matrixHT = 1NC (1C
1N
IT ) 2 IRTNCT . HT computes
the marginal mean of the tensor X along the temporal mode (i.e., T = HT>x 2 IRT ).
Similarly, define the matrices HN = 1TC (1C 
 IN 
 1T ) 2 IRTNCN and HC = 1TN (IC 

1N 
 1T ) 2 IRTNCC , which map x to its other marginal means. Throughout, 
 is the
Kronecker product, ID is the identity matrix of size D D, and 1D is the ones vector of
size D.
We define a marginal mean tensorM 2 IRTNC as any tensor that, when subtracted
from the data X , results in a tensor with zero marginal means; that is, X = X  M has
HT
>x = 0, HN>x = 0, HC>x = 0 or equivalently m = vec(M) (vec(:) is vectorization
in the order from the first to the last tensor mode) has HT>m = T , etc. The subspace
M = fM 2 IRTNC : HT>m = T ; HN>m = N ; HC>m = Cg has dimension
TNC   (T + N + C). A procedure for creating a marginal mean tensor is sequential
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mean subtraction: applying HT , HN , HC in a specified order, say:












Note that (NCHT ), (TCHN), and (TNHC) copy the measured marginal means into the
appropriate locations in the vectorized tensor. The resulting tensor X has zero marginal
means with implied marginal mean tensor M^ = X   X . Note also by construction that
M^ 2M; that is, M^ is a valid marginal mean tensor.
Proposition 1: The marginal mean tensor M^ that results from sequential mean subtrac-
tion is invariant to the order in which the marginal means are subtracted.
Proof: Expand x = vec( X) as:

















































= PC PN PT x:
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The order of mean subtraction is equivalent to the order of matrix multiplication of
the mean-centering matrices PC , PN , and PT . To show that that this mean subtraction
is order invariant, it is sufficient to show that PC , PN , and PT commute. From the
mixed-product property of the Kronecker product, AC 
 BD = (A 
 B)(C 
 D), this
commutation can be readily seen by noting that the multiplication of any pair of the







>) by themselves or by the (appropriately sized) identity matrix.
Every matrix commutes with itself and the identity; thus PC , PN , and PT commute,
which completes the proof.
Proposition 2: Sequential mean subtraction produces the least norm marginal mean




Proof: We already have from above that m^ 2 M. The least norm solution is the orthog-
onal projection of the origin onto the feasible setM, and thus it is sufficient to show that















Using the fact m^ = x  x = (I   PCPNPT )x (see proof of Proposition 1), we have:
m^>(m^ m) = m^>m^  m^>m
= x>(I   PCPNPT )(I   PCPNPT )x  x>(I   PCPNPT )m
= x>(I   PCPNPT )x  x>(I   PCPNPT )m
= x>(I   PCPNPT )(x m)
= x>(I   PCPNPT )x
= x>(x  x)
= 0
The third equality is because (I PCPNPT ) is idempotent. Further note that x = x mhas
zero marginal means because both x and m satisfy the mean constraint (x;m 2 M), and
the operation of PCPNPT is equivalent to sequentially subtracting the marginal means
of a tensor (see proof of proposition 1:1). As a result, PCPNPTx = x as the subtracted









This appendix proves a proposition regarding the constraint placed on the readout matrix
K in the CFR method, such that the application of K does not distort the marginal
means. It also discusses optimization practicalities.
Preliminaries: We have a surrogate dataset S0 2 IRTNC with zero marginal means (see
definitions and preliminaries in Appendix B), to whichwe apply the neural readoutmatrix
K 2 IRNN so that the resulting surrogate S 2 IRTNC , where S(t; :; c) = K> S0(t; :; c)
for condition c 2 f1; : : : ; Cg and time t 2 f1; : : : ; Tg, will have the correct marginal
covariances. Note that, for any K , the resulting surrogate S will have zero mean along






























However, the mean for the other tensor modes can be non-zero even when the mean of
S0 is zero along these other modes.
Proposition 1: If the readout K has eigenvector 1N with a corresponding eigenvalue of
zero, the resulting surrogate S will maintain the zero marginal means of S0.
Proof: Write the tensor S in a vector form as s = (IC 
K>
 IT )s0, where s0 = vec( S0)









































Exchanging HC for HT , the same result for C is immediate, by the same steps, which
completes the proof.
Implementation Note: This eigenvector condition can be imposed onK by right mul-
tiplying  IN   1N1N1N>, a special case of the general fact that a zero eigenvalue can be
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v = Kv  1kvk2
2
Kv kv22k = 0:
This linear projection integrates easily into the optimization by using a projected gradient:
instead of optimizing f(K) with gradient steps rKf (: step size), we take projected





to remain in the feasible set:
























= Ki   iGKif:
The advantage here is that we do not need to impose the constraint once we have this
form of the projected gradient: the projected gradient can be used directly with any un-
constrained optimization package, and it will yield solutions that satisfy the constraints




This note provides supporting technical proofs that are necessary for the main proof in
Section 2.2.4.
Proposition 1: L(N): : :L(1) = (U (N)
: : :
U (1))((N): : :(1))(V (N)
: : :
V (1))>
where L(n) = U (n)(n)V (n)> (svd) for n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.
Proof: We will leverage the following known linear algebraic properties:
• property 1: exp(AB) = exp(A)
 exp(B)
• property 2: exp (Z) = UZ exp (SZ)V >Z where Z = UZSZV >Z




Then consider the matrix exponential:
exp(L(N)  : : : L(1))
= exp(L(N))
 : : :
 exp(L(1)) (property 1)
= U (N) exp((N))V (N)> 
 : : :
 U (1) exp((1))V (1)> (property 2)
= (U (N) 
 : : :
 U (1))  exp((N))
 : : :
 exp((1)) (V (N) 
 : : :
 V (1))> (property 3)
= (U (N) 
 : : :
 U (1)) exp((N)  : : : (1))(V (N) 
 : : :
 V (1))>: (property 1)
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From property 2, the left singular vectors, right singular vectors, and singular values
of (L(N)  : : :  L(1)) are equal to (U (N) 
 : : : 
 U (1)), (V (N) 
 : : : 
 V (1)), and
((N)  : : : (1)), respectively, which completes the proof.
Proposition 2: Let Z 2 IRD1:::DN and 	 = E (zz>) 2 IRD1:::DND1:::DN for z = vec(Z).
Then 	(1) = E  ZD1Z>D1 2 IRD1D1 is the sum of the D1 D1 diagonal blocks of 	.
Proof: Denote the dth column of ZD1 by vd 2 IRD1 for d 2 f1; : : : ; D1g , then z =





















E (vdv>d ) ;
the summands of which each correspond to a D1 D1 diagonal block of 	, which thus
completes the proof.
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Proposition 3: Given a matrix 	 with singular value decomposition










where the i are the DB main-diagonal blocks of size DA  DA, the ith diagonal block
























A : : : UB1;DBU
A
... . . . ...
UBDB ;1U
















... . . . ...
UBDB ;1U





By repeating the steps for the right multiplication of  UB 
 UA>, the ith block along
the main diagonal is seen to bePDBd=1(UBi;d)2UAdUA>, which completes the proof.





d 2 IRD1D1 , where d is the dth main-diagonal






















Proof: Note that the Kronecker sum of diagonal matrices (N); : : : ;(1) (i.e., ) can be
seen as a counting system where the most to least significant digit goes from elements of
(N) to the elements of (1), and those elements are then added to form the entry in the
matrix.  1 then simply inverts each entry. For example, if N = 2, then:




































We can see from the above example that the entry in the dith position of each of the
D1D1 main-diagonal blocks share the (1)di element in the entry’s denominator, and the
other elements of that denominator change systematically (in the counting fashion) as we




























which completes the proof. In full generality for the dnth eigenvalue of 	(n), for all dn 2
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Transforming the single-trial linear-encoding problem to a
trial-average problem
To derive the trial-average least squares problem that is equivalent to the single-trial prob-
lem in equation 2.20, let’s consider rc 2 IRlc to be the firing rate of one neuron at differ-
ent trials of condition c 2 f1; : : : ; Cg (lc: is the number of trials of the condition c). Let
pc 2 IRK be a vector that contains the predictors (e.g., vector of Benefit, Choice and Ex-
pected Reward value) at condition c. This vector is unique for each condition. Consider
the single-trial encoding model rc(i) = p>c b(i 2 f1; : : : ; lcg), where b 2 IRK is the en-
coding vector that maps the predictors (pc) to firing rates (rc). b is fixed for all conditions





















lcK and 1c 2 IRlc is a vector with
all elements equal to one. The solution of this problem is the least squares solution:
b^ = (P>P ) 1P>r
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p11>1 11p>1 + : : :+ pC1>C1Cp>C
 1 




l1p1p>1 + : : :+ lCpCp>C
 1 
l1p1r1 + : : :+ lCpCrC
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r] (regrouping the terms)









The above problem only includes trial-averaged terms. Thus,
min
b2IRK




 Pbjj22 (trial-average problem).
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